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Note to Participants

Welcome to the 4th Conference of the European Network of Japanese 
Philosophy! It is great to have such a great group of scholars inter-
ested in Japanese Philosophy presenting their research, talking about 
a wide range of topics and enabling new insights by discussing each 
other’s work.

We received an overwhelming amount of proposals and are really 
happy and thankful to see such a vibrant activity in the field of Jap-
anese Philosophy and the interdisciplinary exchange it evokes today. 
We are also very pleased to have an exciting variety of established pro-
fessors and young scholars, friends we already know from previous 
conferences and new people who attend an enojp Conference for the 
first time. The diversity of people from many different countries and 
the scope of the research fields involved makes us confident that we 
will all have a very interesting and pleasant time together.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact some-
one from the organizing team or the staff. Our central reception is at 
the Conference Café (see the campus map), where you will also find 
coffee and snacks for refreshment, as well information on books and 
research from our members.

We hope you will have a great time at the conference, find stimulat-
ing connections between your own research and that of others, and 
gain new insights and inspiration from the presentations and discus-
sions!

Conference Organizing Team
Leon Krings

Francesca Greco
Yukiko Kuwayama

Ralf Müller
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Conference Theme

Übergänge – Transitions – 移り渉り

Crossing the Boundaries in Japanese Philosophy

English

“Transitions” can be interpreted on the one hand as spatial continu-
ities, the blurring of borders, spaces of openness or mediating inter-
sections, on the other hand as temporal processes of metamorphosis, 
transformation or revolution. Spatiotemporal forms of movement are 
also phenomena of transition which leave objectified traces on their 
path without being identical to them. “Transitions” are characterized 
by vagueness and openness. They blur the boundaries of distinct phe-
nomena and break up the borders of fixed definitions, enabling sep-
arate fields to resonate and opposing notions to interfere with each 
other.

In Japanese Philosophy, we find a wide variety of observations on 
transitory phenomena. The notions of nothingness (無) and emptiness 
(空) in Daoist and Buddhist thought can be interpreted as modalities 
of openness which enable transitions and interpenetrations between 
different phenomena (事事無碍). This fundamental idea is also influ-
ential in Modern Japanese Philosophy. Nishida Kitarō’s logic of place 
emphasizes the (me-)ontological priority of encompassing fields and 
processes of self-structuring over rigid substances and Watsuji Tet-
surō’s notion of “betweenness” (間柄) stresses the relationality and 
spatial transition of human existence which inspires the sociologist 
Hamaguchi Eshun to the concept of an “intersubject” (間人). Prac-
tices of self-cultivation which are influenced by different strains of 
East Asian Philosophy also constitute creative self-transformations of 
human subjects, enabling mediations between body and mind and 
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structuring embodiments of mental and affective attitudes through 
habitualized enactments of bodily patterns (型).

The thematic focus of the conference emphasizes the importance 
of such an engagement with “Transitions” in the context of Japa-
nese Philosophy. Moreover, it aims at showing the possibility of an 
interdisciplinary transition between philosophy and other scientific 
and creative fields of knowledge and practice, enabling a “thinking 
in transition” that remodels itself continuously while engaging with 
current debates.

Deutsch

„Übergänge“ können als räumliche Kontinuitäten, verschwimmende 
Grenzen, Orte der Offenheit oder halb-dingliche Vermittlungssphä-
ren, aber auch als zeitliche Metamorphosen, Transformationspro-
zesse oder ereignishafte Umbrüche auftreten. Auch raumzeitliche 
Bewegungsverläufe sind Phänomene des Übergangs, die gegenständ-
liche Spuren hinterlassen, ohne in diesen aufzugehen.

„Übergänge“ zeichnen sich dadurch aus, dass sie nur vage bestimmt 
sind, keine klaren Konturen haben und Zwischenräume eröffnen. Sie 
lassen Grenzen verschwimmen und brechen feste Definitionen auf, 
sodass abgetrennte Felder und gegensätzliche Begriffe in Resonanz 
treten oder miteinander interferieren können.

In der japanischen Philosophie lässt sich eine vielseitige Auseinan-
dersetzung mit Phänomenen des Übergangs beobachten. Die im dao-
istischen und buddhistischen Denken zentralen Begriffe des Nichts (
無) und der Leerheit (空) können als Formen von Offenheit verstan-
den werden, die Übergänge und wechselseitige Durchdringungen (
事事無碍) zwischen differenten Phänomenen ermöglichen. Dieser 
Grundgedanke findet sich in verwandelter Form auch in der moder-
nen japanischen Philosophie wieder. Nishida Kitarōs Logik des Ortes 
betont den (me-)ontologischen Vorrang feldartiger Selbststruktu-
rierungsprozesse vor starren Substanzen und Watsuji Tetsurō hebt 
in seiner Beschäftigung mit Formen der „Zwischenheit“ (間柄) die 
Relationalität und Übergängigkeit des menschlichen Daseins hervor, 
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was den Soziologen Hamaguchi Eshun zur Konzeption eines „Inter-
subjekts“ (間人) inspiriert. Auch die traditionell in enger Verbindung 
zur theoretischen Philosophie stehenden, praktischen Formen der 
Selbstkultivierung stellen kreative Selbstgestaltungspraktiken des 
Menschen dar, die zwischen Körper und Geist vermitteln und uns 
den Menschen als ein transformierbares Gefüge verstehen lassen, das 
durch Einverleibung körperlicher Muster (型) in seinen geistigen und 
affektiven Haltungen geformt werden kann.

Das Thema der 4. Konferenz des enojp legt einen Schwerpunkt auf 
derartige Formen des „Übergangs“ im Kontext der japanischen Phi-
losophie. Zudem betont es die Möglichkeit eines interdisziplinären 
Übergangs zwischen der Philosophie und anderen Feldern mensch-
lichen Wissens und Handelns in Wissenschaft und Kunst, sowie die 
Bedeutung eines „Denkens im Übergang“, das sich in Auseinander-
setzung mit verschiedenen aktuellen Debatten wandelt und erneuert.

日本語

本年度の ENOJP 学会の主題となったドイツ語の 「Übergänge」( 英 : 
Transitions) という言葉は、空間的連続、また次第に曖昧になっていく
境界線、開き放たれた空間、言わば半物質的な、物質と非物質の間に
あるような領域のみならず、時間的変成 ( メタモルフォーゼ ) や何ら
かの変形・変容 (Transformation) の過程、そして出来事や現象のように
して起こる突発的変化といったかたちで現前してくるものを指します。
この「Übergänge」、謂わば＜移り行き＞それ自体は、曖昧なふうにし
か規定できない、はっきりとした輪郭を持たず、規定しようとしても
常に何らかのずれを残す、といった特徴を示します。境界と境界を暈(ぼ
か ) し、確固とした定義のようなものは押し破ってしまう。そして互
いに隔絶した領域や二項対立する概念同士が、互いに重なり合い、高
め合うとも足を引っ張り合うとも言い切れないようなかたちで共鳴し
合っている、と言えるでしょう。 

日本哲学という分野は、この「Übergänge (Transitions)」と呼ぶべき
現象に関する、多彩な論考や議論に溢れています。道教、仏教的思想
において中心的と言える「無」や「空」の概念は、開かれていること
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それ自体の、ある種の形式として理解することも可能です。これら開
かれていることの形式は、諸現象の間に起こる動的な変化である移り
行き「Übergänge (Transitions)」それ自体や相関的な融即性 ( 事事無碍 )
を成立せしめている、ということができるでしょう。この基礎となる
考えは、姿かたちを変えて近代の日本哲学においても見いだすことが
できます。西田幾多郎の場所の論理は、硬直した主体概念の確立以前の、
場所的自己構成過程の ( 不 ) 存在論 (me-ontology) の優位を強調してい
ます。和辻哲郎においては、「間柄」の概念でもって人間的現存在の関
係性と移行性 (Übergängigkeit) に重点が置かれ、またこれは木村敏の「あ
いだ」としての主体の考えにも関係が見られます。そして、これを踏
まえ、後の社会学者、浜口恵俊 は「間人」という概念を成立させるに
至ります。さらに、（例えば古代ギリシャにおいて）伝統的に理論哲学
と近しい関係にあった、自己陶冶の様々な実践的形式は、人間の創造
的な自己形成の修練の意味を呈していると言えるでしょう。この創造
的な自己形成の修練においては、身体と精神の双方が介され、型の身
体的実態化 (Einverleibung) により、精神的・情動的な諸行為において、
人間が、（常に）かたちづくられていく、変容可能な主体として捉えら
れます。 

ENOJP 第四回学会の主題は、日本哲学においてこのような複数の形
をもった「Übergang」に重点を置いています。さらに、このことで哲
学のみならず、人間の知、学問と芸術における行為といった、その他
の分野との間をまたぐ学際的な歩みの可能性、そして現在の多様な議
論においてその形を変え、常に新しいものとなっていく「移り渉り」
における思考の意味を強調することが可能になるでしょう。
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Access and Conference Venue

Address of the Conference Venue:

Kulturcampus Domäne Marienburg(not the main campus!)
Domänenstraße 46
31141 Hildesheim

Bus Stops close to the Conference Venue:

“Itzum Scharfe Ecke”
Bus lines 34 and 42

“Itzum Leinkamp”
Bus line 4

We recommend taking Bus 34 or Bus 42 to the “Itzum Scharfe Ecke” 
stop, which is about a 3-minute walk from the Conference Venue. 

It is about a 15-minute walk from “Itzum Leinkamp” to the Confer-
ence Venue.

Taxi

+49176 12242424  //  +495121 30 34 929

Conference WiFi-Access:

• Connect to the WiFi-Point “Gast” with the password: 
“gastwelcome.”

• Open any website in your web browser and approve the certifi-
cate.

• The user name is “ENOJP” and the password, “ke0OBeOK.” 
(Note: the third character of the password is a zero; the others 
are the upper-case letter “O”.)
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Campus Map
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Special Events

Keynote Speeches 

Wednesday, September 5, 9:30 a.m. 
 House 50, Room 402

Monika Kirloskar-Steinbach (Oxford College, Emory 
University, USA)
Why Bother? 
Relational Knowing and the Study of World Philosophies 

Friday, September 7, 9:30 a.m. 
 House 50, Room 402

Uehara Mayuko (Kyōto University)
Questioning the Gender Difference in Human Existence: 
Contemporary Problems of Equality, Dignity and Absolute 
Alterity
実存の性差を問う―絶対的他性、対等、尊厳の現代的問題

Saturday, September 8, 3:30 p.m.  
 House 50, Room 402

Arisaka Yōko (Universität Hildesheim)
Transition and the “Eternal Present”:  
Theory and Responsibility in Our Context Today
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Roundtable Discussion

Friday, September 7, 5:30 p.m.  
 House 50, Room 402

Transitions between Zen and Philosophy
• Bret W. Davis (Loyola University Maryland)

• Raquel Bouso (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) 

• Marcello Ghilardi (Università degli Studi di Padova)

• Rolf Elberfeld (Universität Hildesheim)

Workshops

Thursday, September 6, 3 p.m. 
 House 50, Room 202 / 402

Transforming the Bodymind:
Towards a Phenomenology of Ki 気 and Kata 型

• Leon Krings: Kata 型 and Katachi 形: Towards an Embodied 
Phenomenology

• Enrico Fongaro: The Role of Keiko 稽古 (Training) in the Practice 
of Iaidō 居合道

• Itabashi Yūjin: Alterity in Kata (Form): With Reference to the Phi-
losophy of Nishida Kitarō (型における異他性：西田哲学を導きとして)

• Hisayama Yūho: Zur Möglichkeit der transkulturellen Phänome-
nologie von ki, pneuma und Geist

• Tani Tōru: 身体、媒体、あいだ (Body, Medium, In-Between)
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Übersetzung und Überlieferung
von Philosophie nach Japan seit der Meiji-Zeit

• Jens Heise: Anthropologie im Vergleich: ningen
• Xenia Wenzel: Übersetzung feministischer Philosophie als wissen-

schaftstheoretisches und wissenschaftssoziologisches Problem
• Thomas Gilbhard: Humanistische Reflexion auf Sprache und 

Übersetzung in der Philosophie der Renaissance
• Fernando Wirtz: Transformation und Überlieferung: Tradition 

und Körperlichkeit bei Kiyoshi Miki
• James Garrison: Interpretation (not Translation) and Philosophi-

cal Traditions: A Statement on Method
• Aurelio Calderon: Die Unübersetzbarkeit einiger philosophischen 

Texte und die Zumutung ihrer Übersetzung
• Dilek Dizdar: Zarathustra-Übersetzungen ins Türkische im Kon-

text der Nationenbildung
• Ralf Müller: Japanische Philosophie als Übersetzung



Conference Schedule
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Wednesday, September 5 

08:30 – 09:00  Registration 
(Conference Café)

09:00 – 09:30  Welcome and Introduction 
(House 50, Room 402)

09:30 – 11:00 

Keynote Speech (House 50, Room 402)

Monika Kirloskar-Steinbach  Chair: Rolf Elberfeld

Why Bother? Relational Knowing and the Study  
of World Philosophies 

11:00 – 11:45 Coffee & Tea Break

11:45 – 13:15 Panel Presentations

Panel 1:  Nishida and Political Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 202)  Chair: Jan Gerrit Strala 

• Jan Strassheim: How to Mix a Cosmopolitan: Reading the “indi-
vidual” in Nishida with Karatani

• Holger Sederström: Die Ungegenständlichkeit des Ortes und die 
Konstitution von Öffentlichkeit – Ortlogik und Öffentlichkeit, 
Nishida und Arendt – ein Angebot

Panel 2:  Übergänge in Natur und Sprache 
(House 50, Room 302)  Chair: Francesca Greco

• Alberto Giacomelli: Übergänge und Übersetzungen. Kire-tsuzuki 
als «Schnitt-Kontinuum» zwischen Kunst und Natur
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• Kuwayama Yukiko: Von Uedas Urwort (根源語) zum Leibsein – 
Gefühlsausdrücke im Laut

Panel 3:  Anthropology and History 
(House 50, Room 402)  Chair: Liliana Timóteo

• Okada Yūsuke: Transition from “Expression” to “Symbol”: The 
Philosophical Anthropology of Seiichi Hatano and its Critical 
Evaluation in Today’s Japan

• Ferenc Takó: Maruyama Masao on (failures of) transitions in 
Japanese history

Panel 4:  Nishitani and Heidegger 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Inutsuka Yū

• Amanda Fernandes: Overcoming Modernity: A Comparative 
Study of Heidegger’s and Nishitani’s Perspectives

• Edward McDougall: Transforming Nihilism: A Dialogue between 
Martin Heidegger and Keiji Nishitani

13:15 – 15:00 Lunch
A limited amount of a free lunch meal will be provided in the Con-
ference Café. There are also a number of restaurants nearby.

15:00 – 16:30 Panel Presentations

Panel 5:  Übergänge bei Nishida 
(House 50, Room 202)  Chair: Leon Krings

• Francesca Greco: 場所, 世界, Grenze. Übergangsorte zwischen 
Identitäten und Differenzen

• Filip Gurjanov: Medialität des Fotografierens. Nishidas 
Übergänge
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Panel 6:  Aesthetics of Unaesthetics 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Lorenzo Marinucci

• Engin Yurt / Sıla Burcu Başarır: Aesthetics of Unaesthetics: Wa-
bi-sabi and Western Postmodern Art / Architecture

Panel 7:  Watsuji on Expression and Ontology 
(House 50, Room 402)  Chair: David Johnson

• Miyata Akihiro: Who is the Subject of Expression? Watsuji Tet-
surō’s hermeneutical ethics and Ishimure Michiko’s Kugai Jodo

• Ueno Taisuke: On Being as the Foundation of the Ethics of Wat-
suji Tetsurō

Panel 8:  Intercultural Philosophy 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Pierre Bonneels

• Carina Pape: The Ambivalence of Transitions and the Diversity of 
Language and Culture

• Florian Scheidl: Transitions in Philosophy: From Eurocentric to 
Intercultural Philosophy and back

16:30 – 17:15 Coffee & Tea Break

17:15 – 18:45 Panel Presentations

Panel 9:  Transitions in Nishida 
(House 50, Room 202) Chair: Jan Gerrit Strala

• Montserrat Crespín: The Vanishing Point of the Ethics of Self-re-
alization

• Felipe Ferrari: The Origins and Implications of Kitarō Nishida’s 
Conception of Basho
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Panel 10:  Zen Poetics and Zen Subversion 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Pierre Bonneels

• Lorenzo Marinucci: Crossing the Boundary between Real and 
Unreal: Image and Imagination in Japanese Philosophy

• Andrew K. Whitehead: Zen Critique/Zen Subversion: The Poten-
cy of Rinzai Zen

Panel 11:  Transitions in Watsuji 
(House 50, Room 402) Chair: Filip Gurjanov

• Markus Ruesch: Watsuji Tetsurō’s Pilgrimages: Transitions be-
tween Religion and Aesthetics

• Luis M. Pujadas Torres: Helping Understand Each Other: Radical 
Translation, Horizontverschmelzung, and Aidagara

Panel 12:  Miki Kiyoshi and Cassirer/Ricœur 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Yukiko Kuwayama

• Steve G. Lofts: Miki Kiyoshi and Ernst Cassirer: The Logic of the 
Imagination and the Critique of Culture

• Yamano Hiroki: Paul Ricœur and Miki Kiyoshi. From the View-
point of the Historicity of Human Beings

19:30 Reception at Restaurant “Hofcafé” (at the conference venue) 
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Thursday, September 6

09:00 – 11:00 Panel Presentations

Panel 13:  Dōgen and the Art of Living Philosophically 
(House 50, Room 202) Chair: Pierre Bonneels

• Aleksi Järvelä: Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō as Philosophical Archaeology
• Chiara Robbiano: Openness and Creativity in Zen Praxis
• Rein Raud: Dōgen’s Theory of Practice

Panel 14:  Philosophy in Transition: Watsuji Tetsurō and the 
Social Sciences 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Jan Gerrit Strala

• Peter Liederbach: Selbstaufklärung der Moderne: Watsuji  
und Rosa

• Inutsuka Yū: Between Open and Closed Societies: Bergson, Wat-
suji and Miki

• Kyle M. J. Shuttleworth: Virtues and Ethics within Watsuji Tet-
surō’s Rinrigaku

Panel 15:  The Inescapability of Inter-Culturality: Affirmation 
Beyond “to Compare or not to Compare” 
(House 50, Room 402) Chair: Liliana Timóteo

• Ralf Müller: Inter-Culturality as Philosophy‘s Inherent Hybridity
• Adam Loughnane: Nishida and Merleau-Ponty: Seeing (inter-

culturally) without a Seer and the Productive Obstructions of 
Comparison

• Jason Dockstader: Buddha’s Pharmakon: Existential Doctors 
Without Borders
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11:00 – 11:45 Coffee & Tea Break

11:45 – 13:15 Panel Presentations

Panel 16:  Aesthetic Transitions 
(House 50, Room 202) Chair: Roman Paşca

• Garcia Chambers: Everyday Aesthetics and Mono no Aware 
Betwixt and Between

• Florence Emptas: 『キノの旅』 An odyssey to humanities’ limits: A 
philosophical study of Japanese animations’ cinematography

Panel 17:  Watsuji and Anthropology 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Kyle Shuttleworth

• David Johnson: Dasein as Being-in-Relation-to-Others: Watsuji 
and Heidegger on Intersubjectivity

• Kuwano Moe: Towards an Intercultural Philosophy: The Philo-
sophical Heritage and Anthropology of Watsuji through the Work 
of Yuasa

Panel 18:  Japanese and Islamic Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 402) Chair: Amanda Fernandes

• Abubakr Khan: Transitions Between Zen (Me-)ontology and Sufi 
Poetry Rumi and the Dance of the Atoms

• Philip Martin: The Lights of Poetry: Aesthetic Paths to Transcen-
dental Critique through Nishitani and Suhrawardi

Panel 19:  Tanabe on Spirituality and Intuition 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Takeshi Morisato

• Morioka Masahiro: The Method of Life Studies and Tanabe’s 
Metanoetics: A Possibility of Post-Religious Spirituality

• Morten E. Jelby: Action and intuition: Patočka and Tanabe
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13:15 – 15:00 Lunch (Conference Café)

15:00 – 19:30 Workshops

Workshop 1 (House 50, Room 202)

Transforming the Bodymind:  Towards a Phenomenology of  
Ki 気 and Kata 型 Chair: Kuwayama Yukiko / Imono Mika

• Leon Krings: Kata 型 and Katachi 形: Towards an Embodied 
Phenomenology

• Enrico Fongaro: The Role of Keiko 稽古 (Training) in the Practice 
of Iaidō 居合道

• Itabashi Yūjin: Alterity in Kata (Form): With Reference to the 
Philosophy of Nishida Kitarō (型における異他性：西田哲学を導き 
として)

17:00 – 17:30 Coffee & Tea Break
• Hisayama Yūho: Zur Möglichkeit der transkulturellen Phänome-

nologie von ki, pneuma und Geist
• Tani Tōru: 身体、媒体、あいだ (Body, Medium, In-Between)

18:45 – 19:30 Concluding Discussion

Workshop 2 (House 50, Room 402)

Übersetzung und Überlieferung von Philosophie nach Japan seit 
der Meiji-Zeit    Chair: Andreas Hetzel

• Jens Heise: Anthropologie im Vergleich: ningen
• Xenia Wenzel: Übersetzung feministischer Philosophie als wissen-

schaftstheoretisches und wissenschaftssoziologisches Problem
• Thomas Gilbhard: Humanistische Reflexion auf Sprache und 

Übersetzung in der Philosophie der Renaissance
• Fernando Wirtz: Transformation und Überlieferung: Tradition 

und Körperlichkeit bei Kiyoshi Miki
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• James Garrison: Interpretation (not Translation) and Philosophi-
cal Traditions: A Statement on Method

• Aurelio Calderon: Die Unübersetzbarkeit einiger philosophischen 
Texte und die Zumutung ihrer Übersetzung

• Dilek Dizdar: Zarathustra-Übersetzungen ins Türkische im Kon-
text der Nationenbildung

• Ralf Müller: Japanische Philosophie als Übersetzung
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Friday, September 7

09:30 – 11:00

Keynote Speech (House 50, Room 402)

Uehara Mayuko   Chair: Raquel Bouso

Questioning the Gender Difference in Human Existence: Contemporary 
Problems of Equality, Dignity and absolute Alterity  

11:00 – 11:45 Coffee & Tea Break

11:45 – 13:15 Panel Presentations 

Panel 20:  Watsuji and Comparative Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 202) Chair: Kyle Shuttleworth

• Takada Yasunari: The Consequences of Karl Löwith’s Turn to  
Japan?

Panel 21:  Literary Criticism 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Felipe Ferrari

• Douglas Atkinson: Karatani on Inversion: Imagination and  
Power in The Origins of Modern Japanese Literature

• Kawasato Suguru: What is the Characteristic of Kobayashi 
Hideo’s Criticism?

Panel 22:  Dialectics in Japanese Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 402) Chair: Francesca Greco

• Lucas Machado: Determinate Negation or Determination With-
out Determinant. Non-Predicative Logics in Hegel and in Nishida
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• Brink, Dean: Quantum Physics and Post-Hegelian Spatial Dialec-
tics in Nishida and Tanabe

Panel 23:  Nature and Contingency 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Pierre Bonneels

• Oda Kazuaki: Produce the World: Eternal Return and Primary 
Contingency

• Wawrzyn Warkocki: Φύσις and 自然: On the Moving of Nature

13:15 – 15:15 Lunch (Conference Café)

15:15 – 16:45 Panel Presentations

Panel 24:  Transitions in Nishida 
(House 50, Room 202) Chair: Jan Gerrit Strala

• Nakano Yōsuke: The Translation of Japanese Philosophy into 
Philosophy of Cognitive Science

• Higaki Tatsuya: The Concept of the “Continuity of Discontinuity” 
in the Later Works of Kitarō Nishida

Panel 25:  Translation of Premodern Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Alexandra Mustatea

• Raji C. Steineck: From Uji to Being-time (and Back): Translating 
Dōgen into Philosophy

• Roman Paşca: Between the Translatable and the Untranslatable in 
Japanese Premodern Philosophy

Panel 26:  Modern Japanese Literature 
(House 50, Room 402) Chair: Inutsuka Yū

• Damaso Ferreiro: An Attempt of Deconstructing Boundaries 
through Classics in 20th Century Japanese Literature. Akutawa´s 
The Smile of the Gods and the Japanization of the West
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• Yuliya Osadcha: To what Extent is Bungakuron by Ariga Nagao a 
Treatise on Literature?

Panel 27:  日本におけるハイデガー Sein und Zeit の翻訳について 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Yukiko Kuwayama

• Okada Yūta: 翻訳への途上： 日本におけるハイデガー Sein und Zeit 
の翻訳について⑴

• Obayashi Katsura: Sein は誤訳される： 日本におけるハイデガーSein 
und Zeit の翻訳について⑵

16:45 – 17:30 Coffee & Tea Break

17:30 – 19:00  

Roundtable Discussion (House 50, Room 402)

Transitions between Zen and Philosophy

• Raquel Bouso (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
• Marcello Ghilardi (Università degli Studi di Padova)

• Bret W. Davis (Loyola University Maryland)
• Rolf Elberfeld (Universität Hildesheim)

20:00 Reception at Restaurant “Am Campus” (Universitätsplatz 1)
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Saturday, September 8

09:30 – 11:00 Panel Presentations

Panel 28:  Transitions in the Kyoto-School 
(House 50, Room 202) Chair: Jan Gerrit Strala

• Sofia Simitzi: Insight and Illusion: Philosophical Transactions of 
Keiji Nishitani: Crossing East and West Theoretical Borderlines

• Rossa Ó Muireartaigh: Tanabe versus Nishida: Creative Transi-
tions through Conflict in the Kyoto School

Panel 29:  Political Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Roman Paşca

• Juan Ignacio García de las Peñas Otero: Liberalism and Individu-
al Freedom in Meiroku Zasshi’s Moral Transformation During the 
Meiji Period

• Katsumori Makoto: Hiromatsu on Marx’s Theory of Reification

Panel 30:  Machines in Japanese Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 402) Chair: Leon Krings

• Alessio Gerola: Monstrous Machines and Self-Contradictory 
Bodies. A Re-Examination of Biomimicry through Canguilhem 
and Nishida

• Justin McDonnell: 起死回生 (resuscitation): Japan‘s Search for 
Machines and their Meanings
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Panel 31:  Transformation and -migration 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Yukiko Kuwayama

• Dario Mazzola: Human Transitions: Japanese and Western Ethics 
of Migration

• Tamara Schneider: Transitions after Destruction: The Artistic 
Response to the 2011 Triple Catastrophe in Japan

11:00 – 11:45 Coffee & Tea Break

11:45 – 13:15 Panel Presentations

Panel 32:  Nishida and the Arts 
(House 50, Room 202) Chair: Jan Gerrit Strala

• Dagmar Dotting: Selbst-Bild. Kalligraphie als Ort der formlosen 
Form innerhalb Nishidas Philosophie

• Iuliana Maria Popescu: Artistic Transitions: Nishida Kitarō and 
Japanese Aesthetics

Panel 33:  Literature and Philosophy 
(House 50, Room 302) Chair: Amanda Fernandes

• Yusa Michiko: How Wonderful and Ordinary! -- Jane Austen, 
Sōseki, and Nishida

• Damian Flanagan: Japan’s Great Love for Nietzsche: The Epic Sto-
ry of Nietzschean Philosophy in the Classics of Modern Japanese 
Literature

Panel 34:  Daoism and Confucianism 
(House 50, Room 402) Chair: Roman Paşca

• Liu Kuan Ling: Inquiring into the Centre of the Ring in Zhuangzi 
Philosophy: From the Perspective of Nishida’s Absolute Nothing-
ness
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• Alexandra Mustatea: The Case for Confucian Philosophy: An 
Analysis of Yamaga Sokō’s Concept of Loyalty and its Modern 
Interpretations

Panel 35:  Transitions East / West 
(House 2a, Room 004) Chair: Pierre Bonneels

• Florencia Di Rocco: A new “Grammar” for “Experience”: Nishida 
beyond Wittgenstein

• Yeung Tak-Lap: Transcendence as a Concept for Husserl, Heideg-
ger, Nishida and Mou: A Philosophical Transition from the West 
to the East

13:15 – 15:15 Lunch (Conference Café)

15:30 – 17:00  

Keynote Speech (House 50, Room 402)

Arisaka Yōko    Chair: Jan Gerrit Strala

Transition and the “Eternal Present”: Theory and Responsibility  
in Our Context Today 

17:00 – 17:30 Coffee & Tea Break

17:30 – 18:00 Closing Speech and remarks (House 50, Room 402)

18:00 – 18:30 Board Members Meeting (House 50, Room 202)

20:00 Meeting at Restaurant “Venezia” (Rathausstraße 2) 



Abstracts
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Keynote Speeches

Keynote 1: 
Why Bother? Relational Knowing and the Study  
of World Philosophies 

Monika Kirloskar-Steinbach 
(Oxford College, Emory University, USA)

Recent scholarship in cross-cultural philosophy draws attention to the 
limits of conventional, comparative philosophical approaches. Urging 
us to be more attentive to the power politics played out in philoso-
phy, they suggest that our conventional understanding of a knower 
may have to be revamped, even in this sub-discipline. Against the 
backdrop of this scholarship, the presentation will first sketch salient 
characteristics of a relational knower. It will then move on to examine 
whether such a knower can be set in relation to some developments 
in what is termed Japanese philosophy. Using the example of an inter-
cultural encounter in Indo-Japanese relations, the presentation will, 
in its concluding section, examine how the notion of a relational 
knower would affect the study of this encounter. 

Keynote 2: 
Questioning the Gender Difference in Human Existence: Con-
temporary Problems of Equality, Dignity and absolute Alterity

実存の性差を問う―絶対的他性、対等、尊厳の現代的問題

Uehara Mayuko (Kyoto University)

In the 1930s, Takahashi Fumi—female philosopher and niece of 
Nishida Kitarō—criticized the inequality between men and women 
in Japanese society. According to her, the difference between man and 
woman concerning family, marriage and gender-awareness is funda-
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mentally based on an unequal perspective on male and female on a 
personal level. This feudal disproportion of power implicates the pre-
dominance of the man and the submission of the woman who has no 
option but to accept this unequality. In my presentation, I would like 
to focus on Takahashi’s realization that this androcentrism is to be 
found in the mental structure of both man and woman. In compari-
son to Takahashi’s time, it is possible to say that there has been con-
siderable progress concerning gender equality. Yet, problems like the 
unequal distribution of social and domestic work or sexual harass-
ment are far from being solved and the injustice pertaining to gender 
inequality continues to exist. 

In my presentation, I would like to approach this problem as a “gen-
der difference of existence” by analyzing it in reference to Nishida 
Kitarō’s philosophy of intersubjectivity between “I and Thou”. While 
hoping to gain a widening of our horizon which transcends differ-
ences of gender from Nishida’s theory of alter and ego, I will also try to 
give a critical examination by looking at Simone de Beauvoir’s critique 
of Levinas as a point of reference. Levinas takes the view that “abso-
lute alterity” is “realized in the female”. It is arguable whether Sim-
one de Beauvoir was really able to understand this “absolute alterity”. 

Is a relationship of equality and equivalence between individual 
existences actually possible? Is there still any meaning at all in hoping 
for equality between individual existences which have been shaped by 
gender differences? We might be able to tackle these subtle problems 
by connecting them to the question of a life with “dignity” (尊厳).

Keynote 3: 
Transition and the “Eternal Present”: Theory and Responsi-
bility in Our Context Today

Arisaka Yōko (Universität Hildesheim)

What do we do, as philosophers and simple humans, in order to live 
a responsible life in an ever-changing world today? Nishida’s notion 
of the “eternal present” (永遠の今) situates us in the center of our 
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activity conceived as the existential-historical act of creating the con-
crete spatiotemporal Now. To the extent we can trace and concret-
ize his notions of Place (場所) as “action-intuition” (行為的直観) and 
the historical “dialectical universal” (弁証法的一般者), if we remain 
faithful to his theoretical understanding, we are simultaneously called 
to examine our current positioning and responsibilities in our sur-
roundings today. “Transitions” are indeed “not only” from the past to 
the present to the future, nor from here to there to here again, but in 
fact our current, ongoing reconstitution of the present that includes 
and extends the past to the future in the now. At its existential center, 
we are not simply objects in the process, but indeed a living subject, a 
spatiotemporal unity of consciousness, emotion, volition, will, action, 
and body constantly involved in creating its historical world. Tran-
sition, in this sense, is also a Mitsein (as Watsuji more fully devel-
oped), as we do not exist as isolated individuals but as co-creators 
in the historical process. The strength of Nishida’s theory, therefore, 
lies in its current relevance beyond theory—it also brings back the 
notion of responsibility into our first-person perspective in our cur-
rent involvements. As such, the theories do not belong “in the past” 
but actually operate existentially in our present.
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Roundtable Discussion

Transitions between Zen and Philosophy

Introduction

Zen Buddhism (禅, chin. chán) has a unique place in the religious 
and historical setting of Japan, both for premodern culture and mod-
ern Philosophy. Originating in the Tang-Dynasty of China, Zen has 
been heavily influenced by both Buddhist and Daoist thought while at 
the same time taking an anti-speculative stance, responding to philo-
sophical inquiry with slaps, shouts, or obscure phrasings that seem to 
evade logical reasoning and intellectual analysis.

Although an influential self-interpretation of Zen-Buddhism char-
acterizes it as “not dependent on scriptures and words, a special 
transmission outside of the teaching, directly pointing at the human 
heart-mind, seeing one’s nature and becoming Buddha”, the seem-
ingly negative stance towards language expressed therein is countered 
by an immense corpus of paradox writings (公案 kōan), commentary 
and poetry. Dōgen Kigen (1200–1253), the founder of Japanese Sōtō-
Zen, employs creative forms of language as a method for spiritual lib-
eration and modern philosophers of the Kyōto-School like Nishida 
Kitarō, Nishitani Keiji or Ueda Shizuteru employ Zen as a major point 
of reference in their intellectual work. Izutsu Toshihiko characterizes 
the negative stance of Zen towards Philosophy as a philosophical 
standpoint in itself, expressing not only a negation but also a radical-
ization of intellectual speculation. 

Can Zen be understood as a form of philosophy? Is it rather an 
anti-philosophy? Or is it something else altogether? What significance 
do reason and language have for the practice of Zen and how could 
Zen contribute to contemporary philosophy? Does the Zen-Buddhist 
search for the true self and its practical realization have anything in 
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common with theories of subjectivity in Western Philosophy? Can 
there be a mutual link between bodily practices of self-cultivation as 
found in Zen and the practice of philosophy? Is there a place for such 
practices in the contemporary world? 

In the Roundtable discussion, Raquel Bouso (Universitat Pom-
peu Fabra, Barcelona), Marcello Ghilardi (Università degli Studi di 
Padova), Bret W. Davis (Loyola University Maryland) and Rolf Elber-
feld (Universität Hildesheim) will tackle with these and other ques-
tions by bringing in their expertise in both Philosophy and Zen to 
examine possible transitions and tensions between these spheres.

Raquel Bouso

Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

Thinking about Zen and Philosophy in terms of the transition –that 
is, the passage from one to another- seems to require that we first 
reflect on their respective limits, clarify their meaning, and come up 
with a working definition that adequately places each of them in the 
broader context of the variety of ways in which they are understood. 
To do this, we have to content with a whole range of characteriza-
tions in terms of type of discourse, content, aim, origins, and so forth. 
On one hand, context is crucial, given the multiple frames of tem-
poral and cultural reference involved. This, in turn, is complicated 
by perennial discussions on the relationship between religion and 
philosophy, faith and critical thinking, sentiment and reason, praxis 
and theory, and even East and West. On the other hand, whatever 
clear-cut distinctions we have come up only seem to blear the closer 
we look at specific cases. 

For this reason, I would like to take up the pattern proposed by 
Thomas Kasulis in his recent work, Japanese Philosophy: A Short His-
tory. Kasulis suggests that we shift the question from “what it is” to 
“how it is (practiced, lived),” and to do so through concrete examples. 
As counterpoint to Nietzsche’s idea of “the only critique of a philos-
ophy that is possible and that proves anything, namely trying to see 
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whether one can live in accordance with it…”, I would single out Had-
ot’s view that “philosophical discourse is not an end in itself but it is 
at the service of the philosophical life…, tied to life and action,” and 
Dōgen’s remarks that  “if the-World-honored-One hated using words 
but loved picking up flowers, he should have picked up a flower at 
the latter time, too.” Taken together these comments direct us to the 
interconnection of logos and bios. Examples will show that the point 
of contact between Zen and Philosophy may act as end and bound-
ary or as threshold for passage into something new. What becomes 
clear is that the transition from and to Zen and Philosophy has indeed 
proved useful to some in the past and remains open to for others who 
seek to validate its worth today.

Marcello Ghilardi

Università degli Studi di Padova

This is a well known traditional definition for the Zen school of Jap-
anese Buddhism: Kyōge betsuden furyū monji jikishi ninshin kenshō 
jōbutsu 教外別傳不立文字直指人心見性成佛 (A special transmission 
outside tradition / not depending on texts / pointing at the human 
heart / attaining buddhahood by looking at the essential nature).

The independence from written texts – without rejecting them – 
seems to collocate the Zen tradition in a very different domain, if 
compared to the philosophical practice, that goes on just by the inter-
twining of texts, writing, and a live dialogue. For philosophy, from 
Plato on, the practice of writing is essential. At the same time, also 
philosophy, if it does not want to reduce itself to a simple doxography 
or to academic knowledge, aims to point at the human heart (mean-
ing with «heart» something alike to the Japanese kokoro 心: mind, 
intellect, emotion, spirit, intimate dimension). Philosophy too, like 
Zen, needs an “initiation” to be enlivened at every generation, in a 
sort of “continuity of discontinuity”, from an interiority to an interior-
ity (i shin den shin 以心伝心). If a disciple only recalls what his or her 
master said, he or she does not offer a good example of philosophical 
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practice; if he or she breaks all the rules and does not recognize all 
that he or she has lent by the ancient masters, there is no tradition. So, 
the relation with written texts is one of the major theme of “cut-con-
tinuum” (kire-tsuzuki) about the issue “Zen and philosophy”. But it is 
the more encompassing dimension of language that is at the center 
of this problematic mirroring of Zen into philosophy, and vice versa.

A second theme is, according to me, the role of the body and the 
mind, in all the possibile relations or crossing they can display. In par-
ticular, about Zen knowledge, practice, and compassion are intended 
as a “bodily experience” (in Zen we do not deal only with a form of 
intellectual knowlege, or Erkenntnis, or with an analytical clarification 
through notions and concepts). So, this is another important point to 
focus in: very often, in philosophical thinking the body seems to be 
excluded, while in zazen the body and breathing are the basic dimen-
sion from which a true practice springs forth. Are there similarities in 
the notion of “practice”, when we think of zenjo, on the one hand, and 
of a “philosophical practice” or “experience”, on the other hand? If we 
distinguish intuition (chokkan) and reflection (hansei), is it possible 
to think about reflection as a form of true and deep practice, in which 
the real Self is implied? Or should we inevitably think of thought as a 
non-practice, if we compare it to other disciplines, such as zazen, or 
painting, or kendō? Is it language the true discrepancy among these 
practices?

Finally, it seems that even if a claim on the importance of “atten-
tion” is marked by both Zen and philosophy, the latter has mainly 
cared the dimension of “intention”, the skill to tend towards some-
thing – so, implying a different temporality. By thinking, a philoso-
pher mostly tried to in-tend a goal, be it the truth or the Absolute; 
by meditating, a Zen disciple seems rather to be on the spot, on the 
very moment. But maybe a sort of “being in-tension”, without trying 
to grasp and to attach to any object, could it be a possible pathway to 
bridge the philosophical intention of truth to the Zen-like attention 
to the “here-and-now”?
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Bret W. Davis

Loyola University Maryland

At the recent meeting of the Nishida Philosophy Association in 
Osaka, a presenter made the frequently heard assertion that Zen can 
contribute to Western philosophy a deep and direct engagement in 
embodied personal experience, while philosophy can contribute to 
Zen a logical reflection on this experience. Such mutual enhancement 
of these traditions is said to have been first carried out by Nishida 
Kitarō, who indeed made such a claim, as did his successors Nishi-
tani Keiji and Ueda Shizuteru. Yet, while I am largely sympathetic to 
this claim, and have indeed written in this vein, here I would like to 
point out that is not the case that the Zen tradition never previously 
encountered philosophical reflection. Indeed, Zen developed in the 
wake of centuries of Indian and Chinese Buddhist philosophy—and, 
yes, I would argue that we should refer to this dimension of the Bud-
dhist tradition as “philosophy,” though this would require a separate 
discussion. If we use the term “philosophy” to refer to logical reflec-
tion on experience, Zen both builds on and “deconstructs” the dis-
courses of Buddhist philosophy it inherits. It does not reject Buddhist 
philosophy (or, we should say, philosophies, since there are different 
strands of Buddhist philosophy that not only complement but at times 
contradict one another), but indicates and transgresses its limits. That 
is to say, the Zen practitioner is required to climb beyond or rather 
dig beneath logical reflection on experience in order to reach a level 
of holistic—embodied as well as mental—awareness. 

Because the first crucial step in this process, at least in the Rinzai 
tradition, involves working with kōans that are meant to disrupt or 
short-circuit our tendency toward dualistic reflection on experiential 
reality, so as to provoke a breakthrough into a nondualistic awaken-
ing, kōans in general are often blanketly characterized as “illogical” 
or “nonsensical.” In fact, however, most kōans are complexly multidi-
mensional, capable of being appreciated on various levels, including 
philosophical as well as more holistically experiential levels. Moreover, 
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whereas early kōans generally stress the presentation of the experien-
tial state (kyōgai 境涯) of the practitioner, more advanced kōans often 
also emphasize the need for the practitioner to articulate as well as 
embody an understanding (kenge 見解) of the “dharma logic” (hōri 法
理) involved in the kōan. (As far as Sōtō Zen is concerned, even if Sōtō 
practitioners do not work with kōans in the way that Rinzai practi-
tioners do, Dōgen is arguably the most “philosophical” commentator 
on kōan literature in the Zen tradition, and according to his blueprint 
for Zen monasteries each monk should have a space for textual study 
as well as a space for non-discursive meditation.)

Hence, the point I am making here is that we need to understand the 
“transitions” between philosophy or intellectual thinking and holistic 
practice and intuition both in order to understand Zen’s relation to its 
own heritage of Buddhist philosophy and in order to understand the 
different dimensions of Zen practice itself—and not just in order to 
bring this supposedly non-philosophical tradition into relation with 
Western philosophy. A better understanding of the relation between 
Zen and Buddhist philosophy will in turn help Western philosophers 
think about what Zen might contribute to their thinking and practice, 
and what Western philosophy might in turn contribute to Zen.
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Workshops

Workshop 1: Transforming the Bodymind:  
Towards a Phenomenology of Ki 気 and Kata 型

Introduction to the Workshop

East Asian Philosophy has a long tradition of connecting theoreti-
cal thinking to practices of embodiment in which the philosophizing 
subject sets out onto a path of self-cultivation and self-inquiry. These 
“ways”, “paths” or “courses” (道 michi or dō, chin. dao) of embodi-
ment—like the way of tea (茶道 chadō/sadō), the way of calligraphy 
(書道 shodō) or the martial arts (武道 budō)—are incorporated into 
philosophical practices of subjectivation (and de-subjectivation), aim-
ing at the formation of wholesome human individuals and societies. 

Two focal points of this strand of East Asian Philosophy can be 
found in the concepts of ki and kata. The notion of ki (気, chin. qi), 
originally referring to “breath”, “gas” or “atmosphere”, was inter-
preted by Daoist and Neo-Confucian philosophers as a universal 
form of energy or life-force spread throughout the cosmos. Ki has 
been understood to be essentially fluid or gas-like but able to take on 
different solid shapes which appear as the objects of reality. While ki 
in this sense is a fundamental concept of Daoist and Neo-Confucian 
thought, it is not only an object of theoretical inquiry but also a cen-
tral aspect of self-cultivation to be practiced in one’s own embodied 
coping with the environment, making it possible to sense the working 
and development of ki in one’s own body and the transition between 
subject and world. 

While ki and the “way” are characterized as being formless and ever 
changing, our perception of the world and our practices of subjecti-
vation are at the same time dependent on forms, shapes and patterns, 
providing a certain order on which thought and bodily practice can 
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be based and further developed. The Japanese practices of self-cul-
tivation—mostly influenced by Zen-Buddhism—employ a method 
of training that focuses on narrowly defined forms of posture and 
movement, so-called kata (型). In the practice of embodying kata, 
the practitioner is expected to cultivate his-/herself by first discarding 
his/her subjective perspective and strictly adhering to the imitation 
of pre-defined forms, following the example of the master. It is only 
after a long process of repetition that one is expected to be able to 
see through these forms and sense a formlessness at their root, also 
enabling one to create new forms. This attainment of formlessness 
through form aims at the realization of a kind of embodied freedom 
(jiyū jizai 自由自在) without neglecting the importance of discipline 
in the formation of a mode of being-in-the-world we might call a 
“de-subjectified subjectivity”. 

Modern Japanese thought inherits the question of form by con-
fronting it with the Western tradition of Philosophy and its termi-
nology (εἶδος, μορφή, σχῆμα, forma etc.). Nishida Kitarō employs 
a terminology of form (形 katachi), interpreting his thought of the 
self-determination and self-mirroring of “place” (場所 basho) in his 
later works as a “self-formation of the world” that is co-dependent 
with the poiesis of the human individual and the formation of things. 

In this way, both ki and kata(chi) play a pivotal role in traditional 
and modern Japanese Philosophy. The presentations and discussions 
of the workshop will deal with different aspects and consequences of 
these notions and their intellectual and practical backgrounds.

Kata 型 and Katachi 形: Towards an Embodied Phenomenology

Leon Krings (Universität Hildesheim)

If we take a broad perspective towards philosophical practice as 
a self-reflective and critical way of life or Lebensform and take into 
consideration that the East Asian tradition of philosophy takes an 
inclusive stance towards practices of embodied self-cultivation, we 
are compelled to accept a mode of philosophy that is not restricted 
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to an examination of language and categories, but includes practices 
of embodiment realized in the medium of the body and its gestures. 
The more we take a closer look at the practices of embodiment that 
have developed in East Asia (and elsewhere), the more we might feel 
the necessity to return to an idea that was prevalent in ancient Greece 
but retreated into oblivion in many strands of modern philosophy, 
namely that the logos (finding its Japanese equivalents in concepts like 
理 ri or 道 dō) is not necessarily limited to language and theoretical 
thought, but embodied in the material universe as a whole.

My presentation takes the practice of kata in the Japanese arts of 
self-cultivation (michi or dō) as a starting ground to find possibili-
ties for an embodied mode of philosophizing by reflecting on these 
possibilities using phenomenological methods in connection to the 
terminology and internal structure of these arts, aiming at a process 
of reciprocal transformation between phenomenology and self-cul-
tivation that could help to remodel the practice of phenomenology 
itself and open up the possibility of an embodied pheno-praxis in the 
medium of habitualized gestures.

The focus of the presentation will be on the difference between 
kata 型 (essential form) and katachi 形 (lived form) as a parallel to 
the phenomenological distinction between Körper (objectified body) 
and Leib (lived or enculturated body) and its connection to the possi-
bility of an embodied epoché or phenopractical reduction. My analysis 
will refer to the phenomenology of perception, especially to the spe-
cific characteristics of proprioception and kinaesthetic awareness and 
their significance for understanding the deepening of self-referential-
ity in embodied practice.

The Role of Keiko 稽古 in the Practice of Iaidō 居合道

Enrico Fongaro (Tōhoku University)

In order to approach the themes of kata 型 and ki 気, I will try some 
considerations focusing on iaidō, one of the traditional Japanese bugei 
(武芸) or budō (武道). As often said in Japan, “iaidō wa kata” (居合道
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は型), iaidō is kata, therefore iaidō seems to offer a privileged point 
of view for the question of what kata is. Because “iaidō is kata”, the 
practise of iaidō consists in katageiko (型稽古). So, I will try to reflect 
on the role of keiko as a practise of self-(trans)formation (jikokeisei 
自己形成) in its relation to kata and ki. My speech will deal with the 
following points: 

1. Keiko 
Keiko, often translated as “practise”, means literally: kangaeru (稽える), 
to think about, to take into consideration, to reflect on, inishie (古), 
ancient times, something old, something coming from or related to 
the past. So, keiko possesses a temporal feature, that could be, in my 
opinion, interesting to consider in relation to kata and ki. 

2. Kata 
Kata means originally igata (鋳型), mould, and in this sense: form. 
But to think about kata simply as a mould, could be misleading in 
the case of iaidō. Of course, by katageiko, the first aim is to learn to 
reproduce an old form transmitted from the past through a sequence 
of sensei (先生), and appropriate it. But this is only the first step in kat-
ageiko (it is simply niseru 似せる, see Zeami), whereas the final goal is 
to become creative towards kata. But even more interesting for me, is 
that—differently to a mould—kata in iaidō is not something material, 
fixed, a matrix through which it is possible to replicate eternally the 
same form; on the contrary, kata is something inseparable form keiko 
itself, kata exists only through the act of practice itself, performed 
here and now through the different bodyminds of the actual prac-
titioners. Kata is “form as gesture”, something that would disappear 
immediately if nobody(mind) pactised it. Therefore, kata seems to be 
thought as an unstable, metamorphic form, changing in the flow of 
time according to the stochastic element of the unique bodyminds of 
the practitioners. 

3. Katageiko 
Katageiko shows a structure divided into three phases (niseru, nisenu, 
niuru, 似せる、似せぬ、似得る, see Zeami in Nishihira’s 『世阿弥の稽古の
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哲学』) and it is important not to forget, that the final aim of katageiko 
is to “destroy” kata (katayaburi 型破り), and to reach a state of yūge (遊
戯). Therefore, the “formation” or “trans-formation” of the bodyminds 
through katageiko can be only individual and unstable. Kata is never 
to be thought as a universal Form, independent from the individual 
bodymind of the practitioner. So, what is transmitted from the past 
(inishie) through katageiko is not an archetypic Form one has simply 
to repeat (see the difference between hanpuku 反復 and saigen 再現 in 
Ōhashi Ryōsuke‘s book Kire. Das Schöne in Japan). Katageiko consists 
in assuming a form transmitted from the past, matching with it, and 
finally being free from it, or in other words: the memory involved 
in katageiko changes through katageiko itself, kata means always 
self-creation of kata.

4. Ki 
Ki in iaidō plays a fundamental role, because ki is what makes possible 
a relation to the absence, that is probably the most characteristic and 
important thing in iaidō. In iaidō, in fact, there is no real opponent 
in front of the practitioner, so ki is not produced—like for example in 
kendō—by interaction with the presence of a real, actual opponent. 
Nevertheless, ki is essential in iaidō, a iaidō without ki cannot reveal 
kihin (気品) or kigurai (気位), i.e. it loses its aesthetic element. There-
fore, ki is fundamental in the performance of kata in iaidō, but such an 
expression of ki must take place towards an absent opponent, towards 
nobody or nothing. In order to develop such a kind of ki, keiko is 
once again fundamental: to “think” about “past”, means here: keiko is 
a bodily experience of memory, and the expression of ki is linked to 
an activation of memory: the absent opponent must be evoked as a 
phantom presence, and only in this case, ki can arise and let the ges-
ture of the practiser (the kata) achieve its plenitude. So, ki is in iaidō 
the name for what let something virtual take place into a gesture. The 
performed gesture becomes kata only through ki, and for a unique 
and unrepeatable time, producing the transient manifestation of the 
event of death through the individual bodymind of a practitioner. 
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Alterity in Kata (Form): With Reference to the Philosophy of Nis-
hida Kitarō  型における異他性：西田哲学を導きとして

Itabashi Yūjin (Risshō University)

Nishida Kitarō writes in his Philosophical Essays No. 6 (1945), “the 
inside is thouroughly the outside, the outside is thoroughly the inside, 
from the inside to the outside and from the outside to the inside, to 
form means to be formed, the world forms itself.” And “in being like 
this, the world is bodily”. Further restating this, he writes: “In this 
sense, our bodies are the forms (katachi) of the self-forming world.” 
According to Nishida, the action of ones’s own body and its forma-
tional activity towards the world are at the same time the emergence 
of self and other in the midst of the self-formation and self-creation 
of the world in which they live together. In this sense, the body itself 
is assumed to be nothing else than the relation between the inside and 
outside of the self, and also the personal relation between the self and 
the other. It is furthermore important to note that this self-creation 
of the world is neither performed by the law of causality nor realized 
purposively. Therefore, it is not brought about by way of continuity. 
Rather, according to Nishida, this self-creation of the world is made 
possible through each and every encounter of the self with an alterity 
in each new situation in a discontinuous way. 

Based on this line of thought, the important role that the “practice 
of kata” (“forms” or “patterns”) plays in Japan can be reconsidered. 
If the “practice of kata” implies a cultivation of the way or mode the 
body acts onto the world and forms it, this will simultaneously mean 
a sublimation of the personal relations between self and other in the 
process of the self-formation of the world. What is important in this 
context is that this practice of kata is the realization of a kind of cre-
ativity in which the practice does not rely on any kind of continu-
ity, be it the law of causality or purposiveness. In my presentation, 
I would like to think about the idea that the practice of kata is not 
simply the realization of a unity of body and mind (心身一如) or of 
subject and object, nor a level of attainment in which an art form or 
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technique can be developed and performed without disturbances, but 
rather the realization of an act of world-creation which is made possi-
ble by a contingent and discontinuous encounter with something that 
is radically different from oneself.

Zur Möglichkeit der transkulturellen Phänomenologie von ki, 
pneuma und Geist

Hisayama Yūho (Kōbe University)

Eine wortwörtliche Übersetzung von ki gibt es nicht, und das 
allein schon deshalb nicht, weil der Terminus nicht nur eine, son-
dern mehrere ganz unterschiedliche Bedeutungen in divergenten 
historischen und kulturellen Kontexten umschließt und darüber 
hinaus, wie Peter Pörtner es formuliert hat, der deutschen Sprache 
gegenüber „eine Doppel- ja Gegensinnigkeit“ konnotiert. 

Kulturkomparatistisch interessant ist, dass es trotz aller solcher 
Schwierigkeiten Versuche gab und immer noch gibt, den altgrie-
chischen Begriff pneuma sowie das deutsche Wort Geist dann doch 
gewissermaßen als eine halbwegs adäquate Entsprechung zum 
letztlich ungreifbaren ki anzusehen. Ki und pneuma bezeichneten 
ursprünglich wohl eine Bewegung der Luft oder einen Wind, und ver-
wiesen damit auf eine Art „Lebensenergie“, die mit der Atmung oder 
dem Hauch auf das Engste verbunden ist. Spätere Zeiten verstanden 
schließlich sowohl das ki als auch das pneuma als die Hauptelemente 
jenes kosmischen Prinzips, das den ganzen Weltenraum durchweht. 
Mit dem Wort Geist fand der pneuma-Begriff (sowie der lateinische 
spiritus-Begriff) dann seinen Eingang in die deutsche Sprache. 

In meinem Beitrag will ich die Möglichkeit eines Vergleichs von 
ki und pneuma bzw. Geist vorschlagen, der keine exakte begriffliche 
Entsprechung verlangt, sondern hinter den Begriffen eine gewisse 
phänomenologisch zu analysierende Verwandtschaft der Erfahrun-
gen zu sehen sucht. Einer solchen kulturwissenschaftlich orientier-
ten Phänomenologie muss es darum gehen, transkulturell allgemein 
bekannte „Lebenserfahrungen“ (Schmitz) bzw. „Grunderfahrungen“ 
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(Stenger) der Menschen so zu exemplifizieren, dass sie, sollten sie 
einer kritischen Betrachtung unterworfen werden, dieser unbedingt 
standhalten müssen. 

身体、媒体、あいだ (Body, Medium, In-Between)

Tani Tōru (Ritsumeikan University)

日本で生まれた「うつし」という概念と、ヨーロッパで生まれた「現
象学」との「あいだ」で、両者が相互に「うつしあう」ような仕方で、
新たな哲学が「かたちづくられる」かどうか、検討してみたい。 

そもそも、「私」が「私」であるならば、「私」は、「私」であらぬ「他者」
であらぬ。そうした「私」と「他者」との「あいだ」で互いが互いを

「うつしあう」などということは、不可能ではなかろうか。この問いに
対しては、おそらく（両者それぞれの）「同一性」の概念が揺さぶられ
ねばならないだろう。そうした揺さぶり・揺らぎ・動揺が可能だとす
れば、両者のあいだに「媒体」が潜むことによってであろう。それでは、
媒体とはどういうものか、と――この答に同一性を前提にしない仕方
で――問わねばならない。 

この視座から、私なりの考察を展開したい。

Workshop 2: Übersetzung und Überlieferung von Philoso-
phie nach Japan seit der Meiji-Zeit (1868–1912)

Einführung zum Workshop

Ralf Müller (Hildesheim)

Im Jahr 1862 prägt Nishi Amane (1829–1897) das heute in 
China, Korea und Japan verbreitete Übersetzungswort für Philo-
sophie: tetsugaku 哲學. Damit beginnt, was als Charakteristikum 
japanischer Philosophie schlechthin gelten kann: ihre Überliefe-
rung im und als Prozess der Übersetzung. Dieser Prozess ist nicht 
nur für das Verständnis japanischer Philosophie, sondern für das 
Selbstverständnis von Philosophie überhaupt von Bedeutung. 
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Denn in der Schaffung eines philosophischen Vokabulars in Japan 
liegt die Umkehr der bis dahin dominanten Sichtweise auf Phi-
losophie: Erstmals in der Moderne wird eine außereuropäische 
Sprache zum Medium der Verständigung von Traditionen aus Ost 
und West. Die europäische Philosophie verliert damit ihr Allein-
stellungsmerkmal, Ort der Vermittlung unterschiedlicher Überlie-
ferungen zu sein. 

Der Fall Japans bietet im Rahmen des Workshops Anlass und Gele-
genheit dazu, die Bedeutung von Übersetzung für das Philosophie-
ren herauszuarbeiten und zu reflektieren. ›Übersetzung‹ bezieht sich 
dabei sowohl auf sprachliche wie auch kulturelle Aspekte der Über-
tragung, und die ›Überlieferung‹ von Philosophie nach Japan wird 
somit anhand der Eigenschaften der japanischen Sprache und Schrift 
und der autochthonen Traditionen beschrieben werden. Diesem 
konkreten Übertragungsprozess werden andere Übersetzungswege 
gegenübergestellt, um auf diese Weise die Bedeutung von Überset-
zung für das Philosophieren im Allgemeinen, aber auch die Beson-
derheiten der einzelnen sprachlichen wie kulturellen Begegnungen 
erkennbar zu machen. Neben stärker historisch ausgerichteten Fall-
beispielen sowohl aus Japan als auch aus Europa wird die Diskussion 
um die Bedeutung der Übersetzung für die Überlieferung von Philo-
sophie um Beiträge ergänzt, die methodologische und translations-
wissenschaftliche Fragen einbringen.

Anthropologie im Vergleich: ningen 

Jens Heise (Heidelberg )

I. Im japanischen Ausdruck ningen, geschrieben mit den Zeichen 
„Person“ und „zwischen“, sieht Watsuji das Selbstverständnis des 
Menschen im Kontext der japanischen Kultur manifestiert. Ent-
scheidend ist, dass menschliche Existenz hier doppelt bestimmt 
ist, individuell und sozial, privat und öffentlich. Diese Zweiteilung 
lässt sich nicht aufheben: der Mensch ist ‚dazwischen‘. Als Indivi-
duum wird er erst im Horizont des Sozialen sichtbar, aber er geht 
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in keiner sozialen Rolle auf. Watsuji versteht es als Aufgabe seiner 
Ethik, diese Selbstauffassung des Menschen philosophisch zu inter-
pretieren, aber eben nicht als Anthropologie, weil „Begriffe wie 
anthropos, homo, man oder Mensch sich auf nichts Anderes bezie-
hen können als auf ein Individuum“ – und deswegen die Doppel-
struktur von individuell und sozial nicht erfassen. Die Übersetzer 
der englischen Ausgabe der Ethik haben daraus die Konsequenz 
gezogen, ningen nicht zu übersetzen. (Rinrigaku – Ethics in Japan, 
translated by Yamamoto Seisaku and Robert Carter) 

II. Hans Peter Liederbach übersetzt ningen im Anschluss an Hei-
degger mit Dasein (Martin Heidegger im Denken Watsuji Tetsu-
rôs). Tatsächlich gehört Watsuji zu den ersten japanischen Lesern 
von Sein und Zeit und zeigt sich davon beeindruckt, wie radikal 
hier der Dualismus von Subjekt und Objekt in Frage gestellt ist. 
Dennoch hat er von Anfang an grundsätzliche Bedenken dagegen, 
dass Heidegger den Raum aus seiner Daseinsanalyse ausblendet 
und damit Körper, Sichtbarkeit und Leiblichkeit des Menschen. In 
diesem Ausschluss sieht Watsuji das cartesianische Cogito weiter-
hin wirksam, das den Körper fundamental von sich unterscheiden 
muss, um Geltung zu beanspruchen. Für Watsuji ist der Mensch 
jedoch wesentlich durch den Raum bestimmt, und damit kommt 
der Körper ins Spiel. Gegen die Übersetzung mit Dasein gibt es 
erhebliche Einwände.

III. Es gibt gute Gründe, ningen mit Mensch zu übersetzen. Watsu-
jis Argument, in der europäischen Tradition habe Anthropologie 
den Menschen immer nur als abstraktes Individuum aufgefasst, 
ist wenig überzeugend. Montaigne, Herder, Humboldt, Scheler, 
Plessner sind Gegenbeispiele, und vielleicht trifft der Vorwurf 
nicht einmal auf Hegel zu. Wie Heidegger lehnt auch Watsuji 
die Philosophische Anthropologie ab, weil er sie als naturalis-
tisch wahrnimmt. Aber gerade Plessner zeigt, dass wir den Men-
schen für unergründlich halten müssen, wenn wir die Vielfalt von 
Selbstauffassungen ernst nehmen. Exzentrisch positioniert, ist der 
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Mensch Teil der Natur, weil er aber nicht ausreichend über natür-
liche Dispositionen verfügt, ist er darauf angewiesen, sich in der 
Kultur zu dem zu machen, was er ist. Plessner stellt damit für eine 
vergleichende Anthropologie einen allgemeinen Begriff des Men-
schen zur Verfügung, der offen lässt, was der Mensch ist oder sein 
kann. In diesem Sinn kann es keine Bedenken geben, ningen mit 
Mensch zu übersetzen „Es muss offenbleiben, um der Universali-
tät des Blickes willen auf das menschliche Leben in der Breite aller 
Kulturen und Epochen, wessen der Mensch fähig ist. Darum rückt 
in den Mittelpunkt der Anthropologie die Unergründlichkeit des 
Menschen.“ (Plessner)

Transformation und Überlieferung: Tradition und Körperlich-
keit bei Kiyoshi Miki 

Fernando Wirtz (Tübingen) 

Dieser Beitrag zielt darauf ab, die Verflechtungen zwischen Tradi-
tion und Körperlichkeit anhand Mikis Philosophischen Notizen 
darzustellen. In seinem Text Theorie der Tradition unterstützt 
Miki eine ‚transformative‘ Einstellung gegenüber der Tradition, 
indem er die von Bernheim und Droysen vorgeschlagene Unter-
scheidung zwischen Überrest und Tradition (bzw. ‚Quellen‘) wei-
ter entfaltet. Nach dieser Definition ist Tradition ein durch die 
Vorstellung der Menschen modifizierter Überrest. Darüber hinaus 
besteht die wahre Bedeutung der Tradition für Miki darin, dass 
sich in der Überlieferung das Subjektive mit dem Objektiven ver-
eint und beide sich gegenseitig verändern. In diesem Sinne spricht 
Miki von der Tradition als eine Art „Schöpfung“, die parallel zu 
einem „geschichtlich-sozialen Körper“ entsteht. Die Idee etwas 
Vergangenem, das immer noch in der Gegenwart weiter wirkt, 
wiederholt sich im Text Geschichtliches Bewusstsein und mytho-
logisches Bewusstsein. Die Tradition wird hier auch als ein „freies“ 
Produkt des Menschen definiert. Die Handlung des Menschen 
erscheint daher in Anlehnung an Kitarō Nishida gleichzeitig als 
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etwas ‚Produziertes‘ und ‚Produzierendes‘. Aus dieser Perspektive 
her betrachtet Miki das Phänomen des ‚Wiederauflebens‘ als Bei-
spiel der Anwesenheit des Vergangenen in der Gegenwart. Der 
Mensch wird in diesem Zusammenhang als „interesse“ bezeich-
net, d.h. als ein Sein, das sich als ein ‚Zwischen‘ in der Welt befindet 
und nur in Bezug auf die Welt begriffen werden kann. Infolgedes-
sen betont Miki die Rolle des Körpers als Medium der geschicht-
lichen Schöpfung. Nur durch den Körper kann die Vergangenheit 
aufleben. Der Einfluss Nishidas lässt sich auch hier erkennen, 
indem er in seinem späteren Werk auch die Position des Körpers 
hervorhebt. Mikis synthetisiert dabei Nishidas Metaphysik eines 
produktiven Widerspruchs mit einer materialistischen Auffassung 
der Geschichte. Das Resultat ist kein bloßer Materialismus, son-
dern eine transformative Theorie kultureller Phänomen als pro-
duktive Synthesis von Vergangenem und Gegenwärtigen.

Humanistische Reflexion auf Sprache und Übersetzung in der 
Philosophie der Renaissance 

Thomas Gilbhard (Göttingen) 

Die Epoche der Renaissance ist geprägt durch eine neue Hinwen-
dung zu antiken Quellen. Auch für die Philosophie der Zeit stellt 
sich das Problem der Überlieferung antiker Texte und der Kanon-
bildung von Autoritäten auf neue Weise. Damit einhergehend 
entfaltet sich eine reichhaltige Aktivität an Editionen und Über-
setzungen philosophischer Texte. So werden die Werke Platons in 
ihrer Gesamtheit erst wieder im 15. Jahrhundert in Westeuropa 
zugänglich und erschlossen. Das Zentrum dieser humanistischen 
Neuaneignung antiker Quellen ist zunächst Florenz. Leonardo 
Bruni (1369–1444), Humanist und Kanzler der Florentiner Repu-
blik, übersetzt Werke von Aristoteles und Platon aus dem Grie-
chischen neu ins Lateinische und einige Jahrzehnte später wird 
Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499) das gesamte Corpus platonicum ins 
Lateinische übersetzen und kommentieren, ebenso diverse Werke 
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der Neuplatoniker. In den Vorworten spricht Ficino im Hinblick 
auf seine Übersetzung von einer Wiedergeburt und Auferstehung 
Platons. Expliziter reflektiert Leonardo Bruni auf Probleme der 
Übersetzung, wobei sich seine Überlegungen in einer eigenen 
Abhandlung unter dem Titel De interpretatione recta konzentrie-
ren. So kann der Humanismus der Renaissance insbesondere auch 
als ein ‘Sprach-Humanismus’ verstanden werden.

Zarathustra-Übersetzungen ins Türkische im Kontext der 
Nationenbildung 

Dilek Dizdar (Mainz) 

Die folgende Fallstudie zu Zarathustra-Übersetzungen ins Tür-
kische verdeutlicht vor allem die politische Dimension einer 
philosophischen Übersetzung. Denn die erste türkische Zara-
thustra-Übersetzung ist kurz nach der Gründung der türkischen 
Republik erschienen. 

Ziel ist es, die Überlieferung des Texts im Kontext der Nationenbil-
dung zu deuten und besonders in Hinsicht auf die Übernahme euge-
nischer Interpretationen des Zarathustra zu untersuchen.

Interpretation (not Translation) and Philosophical Traditions: A 
Statement on Method 

James Garrison (Michigan) 

There is a need for self-defense, not uncommon when presenting inter-
cultural philosophy to a wider audience, as questions of cultural incom-
mensurability inevitably arise. Is comparative philosophy legitimate? 
Is intercultural? Is any type of global philosophy possible? Are the cul-
tural, terminological, and perspectival differences simply too great?  

The argument here is that some point exists where things either 
become intracultural—occurring within a single proper domain—or 
intercultural—occurring between two separate cultures. This implies 
a threshold, a spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal border at which 
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this culture here ends and that culture there begins, and also a border 
where each becomes a proper entity unto itself and not just subcul-
tural detritus.  

This is not to say that the abstraction of particular cultures/tradi-
tions is not useful. It is and powerfully so, for it provides basic differ-
entiae for breaking down the world into portions that can be grasped 
by finite human understanding. However, it is troubling that there is 
always “pure” philosophy, philosophy “proper,” with there then being 
the subordinate domains of “Japanese” philosophy, of “Chinese” phi-
losophy, of “Indian” philosophy, of “African” philosophy as well as of 
the multitudes of parties apparently not deserving of even a qualified 
heading (and this does not even begin to address major intersections 
with domains of gender and class and how a kind of institutional 
ghettoization often occurs in these realms as well, to say nothing of 
intersectionality). These “others” are left to do some brand of “Other” 
philosophy, forever being qualified, which in and of itself is pejorative. 
So understood, the simple imputation of such boundaries through 
questions of incommensurability serves to bind recognition of this or 
that place of thinking, consigning the philosophical traditions on the 
wrong side of historical fortune to misrecognition, deferred recogni-
tion, or no recognition whatsoever.  

What then is to be done? There has to be a way of recognizing real 
differences without giving into the pernicious logic of presuming 
separation. Questions quickly emerge though. How would it then 
make sense to talk of cultures having conversations if cultures are 
not themselves concrete entities with clear and distinct borders? How 
can things be intercultural if there are no cultures as such? How is it 
possible to rescue basic talk of cultures and traditions more gener-
ally while avoiding implying that all talk about Chinese philosophy, 
French culture, or American literature is in some way essentialist, and 
thus exclusionary, and thus racist and/or nationalist?  

The argument set forth here is that the key criterion for judging this 
kind of conversation between tradtions is whether or not both near-
ness and remoteness—cohesion and particularity—are properly in 
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proportion for what Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari call rhizomatic 
growth. As their paradigm, Franz Martin Wimmer’s polylog platform, 
and Roger Ames’ “focus-field model” variously and diversely show, 
what really matters in the growth of philosophy are results, where 
conversations occur between people primarily and then only second-
arily between cultures.  

The question is not about cultures crossing quantifiable distances, 
but instead whether this occurs in a way that both attends to conver-
gent growth and respectfully preserves the very real differences do 
anything to grow and generate genuine philosophical content? Qual-
ity is the measure, incommensurability aside.

Übersetzung feministischer Philosophie als wissenschafts-
theoretisches und wissenschaftssoziologisches Problem. 

Xenia Wenzel (Leipzig) 

Die Übersetzung von feministischer Philosophie wurde trotz 
ihrer wissenschaftlichen und gesellschaftlichen Sprengkraft bis-
her noch nicht systematisch untersucht. Dabei bietet die feminis-
tische Philosophie unter dem Gesichtspunkt ihrer verschiedenen 
philosophischen Paradigmen, in deren Tradition sie steht oder 
von denen sie sich abgrenzt, und der verschiedenen Sprachen, in 
denen ihre Texte verfasst werden, spannendes Material für eine 
interdisziplinäre Untersuchung ihrer Übersetzungen. Mit Hilfe 
wissenschaftstheoretischer, wissenschaftssoziologischer und 
translationshistorischer Ansätze kann eruiert werden, welche 
feministischen Theorieparadigmen sich in welchen Regionen zu 
verschiedenen Zeiten und gesellschaftlichen Kontexten heraus-
bildeten und inwieweit sie ineinander übertragbar, d.h. kom-
mensurabel, sind. Die feministische Philosophie kann damit als 
beispielhaftes Untersuchungsobjekt für eine umfassende Eruie-
rung der Übersetzbarkeit philosophischer Denkstile gelten. 

Die Entwicklung wissenschaftlicher Theorie erfolgt nicht linear 
und überall gleich, sondern variiert nach Raum und Zeit und hängt 
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sowohl von gesellschaftlichen als auch wissenschaftlichen Trends und 
Traditionen ab. Dies betrifft somit auch die feministische Theoriebil-
dung. Bei einer Übersetzung haben wir es demzufolge mit Werk A zu 
tun, das zum Zeitpunkt X in Region P erscheint und zum Zeitpunkt 
Y in Region Q in Werk B (den Zieltext) übersetzt wird. Es existiert 
weder eine räumliche noch eine zeitliche Kommensurabilität der ver-
schiedenen Denkweisen in der Wissenschaft. Das wiederum kann die 
Übersetzung feministischer Werke sowie deren Rezeption und Zirku-
lation erschweren. 

Um die Übersetzbarkeit feministischer Philosophie, welche sich per 
se als politisch versteht, da sie die Stellung der Frauen in der Gesell-
schaft zu verbessern sucht, historisch und deskriptiv zu untersuchen, 
eignen sich wissenschaftssoziologische Ansätze, die die gesellschaftli-
che Bedingtheit wissenschaftlicher Theoriebildung und Entwicklung 
in den Fokus rücken. Denn so lässt sich die feministische Theorie als 
Antwort auf gesellschaftliche Mißstände verstehen, welche sie nicht 
nur interpretieren, sondern auch beheben will. 

In meinem Beitrag werde ich die feministische Philosophie mit wis-
senschaftstheoretischen und wissenschaftssoziologischen Ansätzen  

a)  in ihrer Entstehung und Entwicklung gesellschaftlich und dabei 
besonders auf die verschiedenen Wellen des Feminismus rück-
beziehen,  

b)   auf dieser Grundlage herrschende feministische Theoriepara-
digmen anhand passender Fallstudien herausarbeiten,  

c)  diese Paradigmen im Sinne Ludwik Flecks als Denkstile begrei-
fen, die bestimmte Probleme, Fragen, Methoden, und auch 
(Fach-)Sprachen mit sich ziehen,  

d)  mit Thomas Kuhn die translatorische Kommensurabilität der 
verschiedene feministischen Denkstile und der damit verbun-
denen Art und Weise des philosophischen Schreibens untersu-
chen.  

Mit den Ansätzen der Translationsgeschichte lässt sich weiters 
aufdecken, dass historische und (wissenschafts-)kulturelle Faktoren 
bei der Übersetzung keinswegs kontingent, sondern bei der Entste-
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hung und Verbreitung einer Übersetzung äußerst einflussreich sind. 
Feministische und postkoloniale Übersetzungskonzeptionen können 
dabei eine Möglichkeit bieten, das westliche strutkuralistische Ver-
ständnis von Sprache als geschlossenes System zu überwinden und 
Übersetzung nicht mehr als Austausch von Synonymien zu begrei-
fen, sondern als die Wiederbelebung eines Texts in einem anderen 
sprachlichen und zeitlichen Zusammenhang. 

Die Unübersetzbarkeit einiger philosophischen Texte und die 
Zumutung ihrer Übersetzung 

Aurelio Calderon (Berlin) 

Die spezifische Resistenz einiger Texte aus den verschiedensten 
Kulturbereichen gegen Übersetzungsversuche ist faktisch unter-
schiedlich begründet. Deshalb dürfte es nicht überraschend sein, 
dass die jeweilige Resistenz nicht allgemein erklärbar oder über-
haupt nicht definierbar sein kann. Die relevantesten Fälle von 
möglicher Unübersetzbarkeit, die für die Rolle und das Wesen der 
Übersetzung im philosophischen „Denken“ überhaupt maßgeb-
lich sind, beruhen nicht auf der Verschiedenheit der semantischen 
Äquipotenz zwischen den natürlichen Sprachen, die durch die 
Übersetzung in Verhältnis miteinander gebracht werden. Eher das 
Gegenteil trifft zu: erst durch die Herstellung einer philosophisch 
bedingten spezifischen Unübersetzbarkeit eines bestimmten Teils 
der natürlichen Sprache induziert man eine faktische Verschie-
bung der semantischen Potenz zugunsten der Sprache, in der diese 
Herstellung stattfindet.  Deshalb ist eher in diesem Bereich absolut 
Unübersetzbares vorstellbar.   

Es ist tatsächlich eine alltägliche Erfahrung von Übersetzern phi-
losophischer Werke, mit besonders übersetzungsresistenten Texten 
konfrontiert zu werden. Häufig kommen in diesen Texten spezielle 
Termini vor, die nicht durch eine Umschreibung in die Zielsprache 
übertragbar sind. Oft entscheidet sich der Übersetzer, diese Worte 
entweder provisorisch halbwegs wortwörtlich zu übertragen, oder sie 
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unübersetzt in die Zielsprache zu übernehmen. Ein paradigmatisches 
Beispiel einer solchen Praxis ist u. a. der technische Term Dasein aus 
Heideggers Sein und Zeit. Die Liste von solchen unübersetzbaren Ter-
mini ist bei Heidegger tatsächlich lang. Der Grund dafür liegt aber 
nicht primär in den sprachlichen Eigenschaften seiner Mutterspra-
che, sondern in der Tatsache, dass sie als sogenannte Grundworte des 
Denkens entworfen werden, und in diesem Sinne das Design und die 
Architektur dieser Sprache deshalb gestalten und verändern können, 
weil diese Grundworte zum Entwurf dieses Designs gehören.  

So können diese Grundworte auch die semantische Potenz dieser 
Sprache erweitern. In diesem Sinne sind sie deshalb unübersetzbar, 
weil sie mit keiner Übersetzung übertragbar sind. Wenn man z. B. 
die Tatsache anerkennt, dass Heidegger wirklich neue gedanklichen 
Inhalte und dementsprechend neue Worte seiner Muttersprache 
zumuten konnte, wie kann dann der Übersetzer davon ausgehen, 
dass er eine geeignete Entsprechung in der Zielsprache überhaupt 
finden kann? So scheint die „Übersetzung“ keine geeignete Strategie 
der Übertragung in eine andere Sprache zu sein; sie ist dafür eher eine 
irreführende Konzeption. Denn dazu bedürfte es eine neue Strategie 
zu entwickeln, eine Vorbereitung, die vielleicht sogar eine Überset-
zung ermöglichen kann.

Japanische Philosophie als Übersetzung 

Ralf Müller (Hildesheim) 

In unserem globalen Zeitalter wächst die Notwendigkeit zu über-
setzen: über sprachliche und kulturelle Grenzen hinweg. Doch 
ein großer Teil der philosophischen Übersetzungen basiert auf 
Aspekten des hermeneutischen Modells, das ein Verstehen und 
Dialog zwischen einander fremden Kultur- und Sprachtraditio-
nen behindern kann. Ich möchte auf dieses Problem eingehen, 
indem ich einen historischen Fall untersuche: die Überlieferung 
der westlich-akademischen Philosophie nach Japan im späten 19. 
Jahrhundert. Japanische Philosophie beginnt als eins der größten 
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systematischen Übersetzungsprojekte in der Geschichte und hat 
sich selbst immer auch explizit als synthetisches Ost-West-Pro-
jekt verstanden. Ich werde also die Japanische Philosophie dahin-
gehend untersuchen, welche Bedeutung das Übersetzen nicht 
nur auf der Ebene der Sprache und Kultur, sondern für den Akt 
des Philosophierens selbst hat. Anders als in vielen Aspekten des 
hermeneutischen Modells, das die Übersetzung als eine dem phi-
losophischen Akt nachgeordnete Geste betrachtet und als einen 
Verlust konzeptualisiert, zeigt sich bei den meisten japanischen 
Denkern, dass Philosophie durch das Übersetzen hindurch prak-
tiziert wird und sich aus dem schöpferischen Potenzial speist, das 
sich in der sprachlichen und kulturellen Überlieferung generieren 
lässt.
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Panel Presentations

Panel 1: Nishida and Political Philosophy

How to Mix a Cosmopolitan: Reading the “individual” 
 in Nishida with Karatani

Jan Strassheim (Keio University)

Contemporary Japanese philosopher and literary critic Karatani Kōjin 
takes an ambivalent attitude to Nishida Kitarō. On the one hand, he 
sharply (sometimes polemically) criticized Nishida’s intellectual 
stance under the militarist regime. On the other hand, Karatani’s phi-
losophy contains clear—but often implicit—echoes of Nishida, whom 
he credited as an early proponent of deconstructivist thought. This 
attitude, I would like to suggest, reflects an ambivalence in Nishida’s 
writing.

From his 1911 Inquiry into the Good onwards, Nishida relates the 
individual to a universal community of mankind transcending state-
hood. Nevertheless, he increasingly ascribes a key role to the state as 
an intermediary between these two poles. An individual is always a 
member of a generality, he argues; conversely, a generality determines 
itself in the form of individuals. Generality thus holds a central posi-
tion which Nishida fills with the state, or, depending on the context, 
with a variety of social formations such as nation, culture, tradition, 
or community. The individual as such is by necessity “mediated” by 
such formations which, given their central position, lend themselves 
to naturalizing tendencies in terms of race or a family- state.

This tension between (a) an emphasis on social formations and (b) 
a universalism which transcends these formations could be related 
to an ambivalence in the notion of “individual”. Karatani, in his 2001 
book Transcritique, draws a distinction between two pairs of concepts:
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1  The first pair is “particular” (tokushu, 特殊) and “general” (ippan, 
一般). This pair forms the basis of Hegel’s argument that the indi-
vidual is always a particular case of general ideas which find their 
expression in the State.

2.  Karatani offers another pair of concepts he finds in Kierkegaard: 
“singular” (tandoku, 単独) / “universal” (fuhen, 普遍). Viewed 
through this lens, individuality has the meaning of a singularity 
escaping all general determinations, including those in terms of 
statehood. Individuality in this sense correlates with the dimen-
sion of a universal which transcends statehood in the opposite 
direction. In its singularity, the individual is “cosmopolitan”: it 
encounters other individuals in the open and transitory “field” 
of the universal.

While Karatani does not mention Nishida in Transcritique, his 
distinction might be used to disentangle two similar dimensions of 
the “individual”—as either singular or particular—in Nishida (who 
refers both to Hegel and to Kierkegaard). The context of Nishida’s 
philosophy would then suggest treating the “singular” dimension 
as the primary one. The opposition of singularity and universality is 
not mediated by a concrete community, but it unfolds in the “space 
between communities” (Karatani). Viewed from within the narrower 
circuit of the particular and the general, both the singular and the 
universal appear as “nothing”. At the same time, the wider circuit of 
the singular and the universal contains within itself all concrete pos-
sibilities of particularization and generalization. This would support a 
“cosmopolitan” reading of Nishida which would speak against recent 
attempts in the political arena to re-emphasize closed boundaries of 
states, cultures or ethnicities.
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Die Ungegenständlichkeit des Ortes und die Konstitution 
von Öffentlichkeit – Ortlogik und Öffentlichkeit, Nishida und 
Arendt – ein Angebot

Holger Sederström (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Der Begriff der Öffentlichkeit ist in der Philosophie, nicht nur in 
Deutschland, in der Hauptsache geprägt durch Jürgen Habermas. 
Sein philosophischer Ansatz wiederum geht zurück auf einen, 
der sich von diesem stärker unterscheidet, als dies in der For-
schung gemeinhin betrachtet wird, den Hannah Arendts. Wäh-
rend Habermas‘ Öffentlichkeit immer schon strukturiert ist, geht 
Arendts Begriffsbildung von einem, von ihr politisch genannten, 
offenen, nicht teleologisch determinierten Ort aus, der durch die 
Kommunikation in ihm überhaupt erst konstituiert wird. Arendts 
Vorgehen kann dabei als phänomenologisch bezeichnet werden. 
Die Öffentlichkeit ‚zeigt sich‘ als Phänomen zwischen den kom-
munizierend Handelnden ausschließlich im Vollzug der Hand-
lung. Somit ist die Öffentlichkeit, und dies führt zu Nishida Kitarō, 
ein Ort, der sich selbst bestimmt (phänomenologisch gesprochen: 
erscheint), indem die im Ort sich wechselseitig durch Kommu-
nikation Bestimmenden den Ort (die Öffentlichkeit) bestimmen.

Die Idee der Logik des Ortes bei Nishida kann, im Gegensatz zur 
klassischen Logik – „S ist p“ (prädikative Identität) – aufgefasst wer-
den als „S ist in p“ (prädikatives Feld): Etwas ist in einer Umgebung, 
einem Ort. Der Ort selbst ist als ungegenständlich nicht objektivier-
bar, sondern erscheint nur im Vollzug: Philosophie, Kunst, Spiel, 
Übung. Vermittlung, mithin Kommunikation, ist immer orthaft, Ein-
zelne vermitteln sich und bestimmen sich gestaltend wechselseitig im 
Ort. Dieses vermittelnde Bestimmen als Handeln bedeutet bei Nis-
hida Ausdruck. Das ausdrückende Ich ist das handelnde Ich in einer 
ausdruckhaften Welt, in einer Umgebung als Ort, wobei sich Einzelne 
und Umgebung wechselseitig bestimmen.

In diesem Sinne und verbunden durch einen ähnlichen ‚phäno-
menologischen‘ Ansatz, kann der nicht- deterministische Begriff der 
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Öffentlichkeit Arendts als eine Ortlogik aufgefasst werden. Öffent-
lichkeit ist nur dort möglich, wo sie in Kommunikation, im wech-
selseitigen Ausdruck bestimmt wird. Zugleich bestimmen sich die 
Teilnehmer der Kommunikation gegenseitig und durch die Öffent-
lichkeit im Vollzug. Die Öffentlichkeit als Phänomen zwischen den 
kommunizierend Handelnden bildet als dieses Zwischen somit in 
seiner Unbestimmbarkeit außerhalb des Vollzugs einen Übergang, 
der die Handelnden verbindet, der aber nur während des Handelns, 
also im Vollzug, ‚stabil‘ bleibt. Die Schwierigkeit der „modernen“ 
analytischen Philosophie mit Arendt liegt darin, dass Vollzug und 
Erscheinung als Kommunikation sich nicht mit Mitteln logischer 
Auszeichnung einziehen lassen, ein ‚Zusammen‘ als selbstkonstitutiv 
ist analytisch nicht zu erfassen, lässt sich aber, und dies als These, mit 
einer Ortlogik illustrieren und im interkulturellen Kontext anschluss-
fähig halten.

Der intendierte Vortrag, der dies ausführen soll, ist ein Angebot, 
ein Experiment, scheinbar Fremdes anhand methodischer Äquiva-
lenz zu verbinden und Perspektiven zu eröffnen.

Panel 2: Übergänge in Natur und Sprache

Übergänge und Übersetzungen. Kire-tsuzuki als 
«Schnitt-Kontinuum» zwischen Kunst und Natur 

Alberto Giacomelli (Università di Padova)

Die Praxis des Übersetzens ist mit dem Problem der Beziehung 
zwischen „Eigenwelt” und „Fremdwelt” eng verbunden: Kann die 
ästhetische und künstlerische Erfahrung Japans sich in die West-
liche getreu übersetzt werden? Was ist genau die Bedeutung des 
Begriffs „Übergang“ (移り渉り) in die japanische Ästhetik und was 
ist der Unterschied zwischen dieser Auffassung und der Europäi-
schen? Das Ziel dieses Beitrags ist, das Konzept des „Übergangs“ 
im Lichte des Begriffes „Schnitt-Kontinuum“ (kire-tsuzuki 切れ・
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つづき) zu interpretieren. Ausgehend von der eigenartigen japa-
nischen ethischen und ästhetischen Erfahrung von Kire, das in 
Ryōsuke Ōhashis Werk Kire. Das Schöne in Japan theoretisiert 
wurde, möchte ich die paradoxe Koexistenz von Einheit und 
Zäsur hervorheben, die die japanische Auffassung von Schönheit 
im höchsten Sinne des Wortes durchdringt. Diese Praxis wird sich 
vor allem in der Wirkung des „Schnitts“ von der Technik hinsicht-
lich der Natur konkretisiert, das heißt, in dem künstlichen Eingriff 
auf die Natur des gegebenen Gegenstandes. Tatsächlich kann die 
Beziehung zwischen „Natur“ und „Technik“, die dem Ausdruck 
kire-tsuzuki innewohnt, als gegenseitige Übergang und Überset-
zung betrachtet werden; das Verhältnis zwischen Natürlichkeit 
und Gestaltungswille erlaubt, uns dennoch auch zu prüfen, inwie-
weit unseres ästhetisches Gefühl für eine fremde künstlerische 
Erfahrung wie die Japanische flüssig und durchlässig sein kann. 
Dieser Vergleich zwischen künstlerischen Praxen wird anhand 
von zwei Beispielen in Erwägung gezogen: An erster Stelle will ich 
die grundlegenden Merkmale der Shintō Architektur beschreiben 
und diese Elemente mit der Architektur der westlichen gotischen 
Kathedrale vergleichen. Aus diesem Vergleich sollten Differenzen 
zwischen den Auffassungen des heiligen Ortes und des Begriffes des 
Übergangs selbst sichtbar werden. In einem zweiten Schritt werde 
ich versuchen, die Beziehung zwischen Natur und Zeit durch das 
Bild der Blume zu beschreiben: Im Ideogramm der Blume (花) ist 
tatsächlich auch das Zeichen enthalten, das auf „Transformation“ 
verweist. Im Ikebana manifestiert sich insbesondere das kire-tsu-
zuki als Übergang und „Schnitt-Kontinuum“ nicht nur zwischen 
Kunst und Natur, sondern auch zwischen Leben und Tod, das 
heißt als shōji (生死). Auch in diesem Fall werde ich die begriffli-
chen Unterschiede in Bezug auf das westliche Stillleben aufzeigen.
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Von Uedas Urwort zum Leibsein: Gefühlsausdrücke im Laut

Kuwayama Yukiko, Universität Hildesheim

In der Präsentation würde ich gerne Ueda Shizuterus Konzept des 
Urworts (根源語) zu seinem Verständnis der reinen Erfahrung (純
粋経験) näherbringen, was auch von Ueda selbst bereits versucht 
worden zu sein scheint. Mit diesem Ansatz wird darauf abgezielt 
zu verdeutlichen, dass das Konzept des Urworts auch als ein ver-
sprachlichtes oder sogar ein verlautetes Beispiel einer reinen 
Erfahrung verstanden werden kann. Jedoch darf dies nicht damit 
verwechselt werden, dass jede reine Erfahrung immer von einem 
Urwort begleitet werde. Das Urwort ist die Entstehung des Lauts, 
der als ein Signal erscheinen kann. Das Signal kann unterschied-
lich gedeutet werden: Man kann überrascht, affiziert, schockiert 
oder beeindruckt sein usw. Dies zeigt das emotionale Bewegt-sein 
auf eine konkrete Weise, da im Fall des Urworts immer ein Laut 
ausgesprochen wird. Das Urwort als Beispiel einer reinen Erfah-
rung kann einerseits klassischerweise als ein repräsentatives Bei-
spiel der Mischung von Intellekt (im Sinne, dass der Laut in einem 
kulturell bedingt natursprachlichen Kontext geäußert wird und 
dass die Sprache bei Ueda sogleich die Welt bedeuten kann, in der 
man lebt) und Affektion oder Emotion, also eine Zusammenarbeit 
von Pathos und Ratio (wie im Fall der Einbildungskraft bei Miki 
Kiyoshi) verstanden werden, und weist gleichzeitig andererseits 
darauf hin, dass die emotionale Bewegung oder der emotionale 
Übergang auch in der Form vollzogen werden kann, in der sich der 
Körper und der Leib des Subjekts bereits in einer Bewegung (bzw. 
im Versprachlichen oder Verlauten) befinden. Auf diese Weise 
kann das Urwort nicht nur als eine Brücke zwischen der Dimen-
sion des Erfahrens und dem Bewusstwerden, sondern auch als ein 
Zeichen der Einigkeit (一如) zwischen dem Leibsein (Körper) und 
dem Geistig-Tätigsein (Affiziert-sein, emotionale Bewegung) ver-
standen werden. Wie sich dies sagen lässt, würde ich gerne in der 
Präsentation erläutern.
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Panel 3: Anthropology and History

Transition from “Expression” to “Symbol”: The Philosophical 
Anthropology of Seiichi Hatano and its Critical Evaluation in 
Today’s Japan

Okada Yūsuke (Kyoto University)

In this presentation, the philosophical anthropology of Seiichi Hat-
ano (波多野精一 1877–1950) is interpreted as a transition of the ways 
of human beings. As one of the towering figures in Japanese philoso-
phy of the so-called Kyoto School, Hatano has engaged in the history 
of philosophy and Christianity in his entire career, with his studies 
into the philosophy of religion culminating in the trilogy, Philosophy 
of Religion (1935), Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion (1940), 
and Time and Eternity (1943). While Buddhist philosophers such as 
Kitarō Nishida or Keiji Nishitani have been intensively studied as the 
main stream of the Kyoto School, Hatano, a Christian philosopher, 
has been more or less ignored for a long time. This presentation is, 
in this respect, a contribution from the new perspective to the entire 
scholarship of Japanese philosophy and the Kyoto school.

In Time and Eternity, Hatano deals with philosophical anthropol-
ogy as a significant element of his philosophy of religion, together 
with typology and essence of religions. In previous research, Hatano’s 
philosophical anthropology has been explained as the development 
of the three forms of life, which constitute the whole schema of Time 
and Eternity: namely natural life, cultural life, and religious life. This 
analysis itself is not wrong or irrelevant, but it can be sophisticated to 
the point, where the ethical demand of his philosophical anthropol-
ogy becomes clearer. In my view, the core concept of his philosophical 
anthropology can be described as “the transition from ‘expression’ to 
‘symbol.’” While “expression” is a way of being whereby the subject 
uses the other as material for self-expression, the subject as “sym-
bol,” on the contrary, becomes the expression of the other, especially 
transcendence or God. In this way, Hatano clearly followed in the 
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Christian tradition of self-sacrifice, and gave it a sophisticated phil-
osophical expression.

However, this discourse could be seen as problematic if it is properly 
situated in the Japanese context of Hatano’s lifetime and today. When 
Time and Eternity was published in 1943, Japan was in the midst of the 
Pacific War. Although Hatano, an old liberalist, was not a supporter 
of the so-called “Great East Asian War,” and could be even critical 
against it, it is still likely that his religious discourse of self-sacrifice 
had affinities with the nationalistic ideology of “annihilating the self, 
serving the public.” (滅私奉公) This mentality still remains in Japanese 
society today, as it can be seen in Karoushi (過労死 Death from Over-
work), for example. In this way it is necessary to take over Hatano’s 
heritage critically and to reread it for the foundation of Japanese phi-
losophy of religion today.

Maruyama Masao on (failures of) transitions  
in Japanese history

Takó Ferenc (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest)

Maruyama Masao 丸山眞男 (1914–1996) was one of the most influ-
ential political thinkers of 20th century Japan. On the one hand, he 
was among the most prominent intellectual historians who exam-
ined the Tokugawa era. On the other hand, Maruyama was one of the 
most influential interpreters of the social and political processes of 
post-WWII Japan. Additionally, he was a renowned professor of the 
University of Tokyo, where he interpreted the greatest European phi-
losophers, whose views on history and society are richly referenced 
in his works. 

Maruyama’s writings, while covering hundreds of years of the 
history of Japanese (political) thought, have a very important com-
mon characteristic. This is their focus on certain periods—either in 
the past, or in his own time—where essential historical and social 
changes did occur or, on the contrary, could have occurred but lagged 
behind. In his historical writings, as well as articulating his political 
reflections on ongoing changes of his times, Maruyama was looking 
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for both the forces that could urge and the obstructions that had dra-
matically delayed the “sublation” (Ger. Aufhebung, Jap. shiyō 止揚) of 
Japanese society. 

Despite the essential philosophical presuppositions underlying 
his interpretation of history, Maruyama is rarely regarded as a phi-
losopher, nor are his works read in a philosophical context. This is 
quite understandable in the light of the practical character of his 
approaches, which do not constitute a philosophical “system”. Still, as 
I argue in my paper, omitting the philosophical aspects from an anal-
ysis of Maruyama’s thought can lead to misinterpretations and to the 
failure to recognise the interconnectedness of his readings of different 
periods in Japanese history. 

The basic texts I am going to examine are his 1940 essay on the Sorai 
School (“Kinsei jukyō no hatten ni okeru Soraigaku no tokushitsu 
narabi ni sono kokugaku to no kanren” 「近世儒教の発展における徂
徠学の特質並にその国学との関連」), and the famous 1946 study on 
ultra-nationalism (“Chōkokkashugi no ronri to shinri” 「超国家主義
の論理と心理」). 

On the one hand, I focus on Maruyama’s interpretation of “public” 
and “private” as appearing in Ogyū Sorai’s 荻生徂徠 works and disap-
pearing in Motoori Norinaga’s 本居宣長 writings. On the other hand, 
I present Maruyama’s explanation of the relationship between state 
and individual in Japan during and after WWII. Concentrating on 
his understanding of these historic periods of transition I will point 
to the central philosophical presuppositions underlying Maruyama’s 
understanding of history. I argue that the scheme in which he saw his-
tory is near to a Hegelian interpretation of historical progress, while 
his understanding of the role of individuals in this process develops 
the Hegelian system in new directions.
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Panel 4: Nishitani and Heidegger

Overcoming modernity: a comparative study between Hei-
degger and Nishitani’s perspectives.

Amanda Fernandes (Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain)

The “destruction” of the modern subject occupies a prominent place 
in Heidegger’s effort to overcome metaphysics, along with the disclo-
sure of the danger of modern technology. Similarly, Nishitani Keiji’s 
criticism of the Cartesian ego is an important subject in his philo-
sophical project. According to the Japanese philosopher, modern 
subjectivity is associated with the problem of nihilism, as well as the 
dispute between religion and science, seen by him as “the most fun-
damental problem facing contemporary man” (RN, 46). In Religion 
and Nothingness (Shūkyō to wa nani ka, 1961) it is possible to dis-
tinguish Heidegger’s influence when Nishitani exposes the problems 
behind the Cartesian dualistic structure of reality as a historical issue. 
Nishitani uses the vocabulary used by German philosophers of his 
time to affirm that the definition of the subject as a thinking thing 
(res cogitans), capable of knowing the material world (res extensa) by 
concepts and representations, is not a philosophical opinion among 
others; it characterizes our way of being in the world today. Heidegger 
and Nishitani both claimed that this dualistic perspective of opposi-
tion between subject and object is responsible for determining who 
we are and also defines our relationship with the world. 

Nonetheless, we aim to show how this interpretation of the Car-
tesian cogito can be problematic because of its anachronism, since 
it shows an influence of the Kantian concept of representational 
knowledge as the result of the interaction between object and subject 
and Kant’s understanding of the Cartesian self as a thinking subject. 
According to Alain de Libera (L’ Archéologie du sujet, I and II, Vrin, 
2007 and 2008 and Sujet insigne et Ich-Satz. Deux lectures heideggéri-
ennes de Descartes, 2009) it is evident that the Cartesian subject of 
Heidegger is a Kantified one, since Descartes does not use the expres-
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sion “subject” to characterize the res cogitans or defend the represen-
tational perspective of apprehension. 

Despite this issue, this comprehension of the Cartesian self was 
capable of spreading throughout the modern history of philosophy. 
Therefore, in order to understand Nishitani’s criticism, it is imper-
ative to trace Heidegger’s influence in this matter, considering the 
evidence that Nishitani’s thought corresponds with the German per-
spective of the problem. This perspective seems to have taken root in 
the tradition from Kant to Heidegger, becoming the most notorious 
version of Cartesianism.

Thus, this presentation examines how Nishitani’s criticism of the 
Cartesian cogito converges with Heidegger’s. By considering their 
philosophical work and cultural backgrounds we aim to discuss how 
their interpretation of the Cartesian self has implications for their diag-
nosis of the problem of modernity and their attempt to overcome it.

Transforming Nihilism: A Dialogue between Martin Heideg-
ger and Keiji Nishitani

Edward McDougall (University of Durham, UK)

Despite their personal encounter, Nishitani is never directly referred 
to by Heidegger in his “A Dialogue on Language between a Japanese 
and an Inquirer.” Neither does Nishitani’s discussion on Heidegger’s 
thought consider Heidegger’s later work, which notably directly 
focuses on Japanese thought. Although later Heidegger and Nishi-
tani have different focuses, this paper aims to demonstrate that their 
thoughts are indeed profoundly connected through the way they treat 
nihilism (i.e. a result from the European metaphysical tradition and is, 
to Nishitani’s understanding, brought to Japan by Europeanisation). 
This aim will be achieved by the comparison of Heidegger’s “A Dia-
logue on Language between a Japanese and an Inquirer” and Nishitani’s 
Religion and Nothingness as well as The Self-Overcoming of Nihilism. 

First, this paper will address (1) Heidegger’s “turn” (“Kehre”) and (2) 
Nishitani’s interpretation of the “great doubt” (Religion and Nothing-
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ness). With (1), later Heidegger both undermines the western notions 
of supreme being associated with onto-theology and moves away 
from any residual humanism. For (2), Nishitani affirms the nihility 
of both subject and object, taking duality back to their own home-
ground of existence. Based on this second assertion, this paper will 
justify that the later Heidegger and Nishitani are on the same trajec-
tory as they both reject any transcendent high other as a foundation 
of western religion and metaphysics. They both have moved beyond 
what Nietzsche calls “the death of God”, or nihilism, by stepping out-
side of the metaphysical dichotomy between atheism and classical 
theism. Third, this paper will consider Heidegger’s “A Dialogue on 
Language between a Japanese and an Inquirer” as the most extensive 
example of what Nishitani calls the “self-criticism of the Europeans” 
(The Self-Overcoming of Nihilism). Following (1), in his “Dialogue”, 
Heidegger recovers an immanent understanding of the sacred in the 
Japanese world and has made challenging Europeanisation the crucial 
concern. This ties in with Nishitani’s notion of “returning to our for-
gotten selves” (The Self-Overcoming of Nihilism), which stands for his 
rejection of articulating Japanese thought through European meta-
physics: In other words, his remedy for Europeanisation and nihilism. 
In this way, both Nishitani and later Heidegger have taken up the task 
of reflecting on the nature of Japanese philosophy as a means to chal-
lenge the hegemony of Europeanisation. From this, this paper will 
conclude by suggesting that Heidegger’s and Nishitani’s works would 
benefit from being read together as they share a common project to 
transform nihilism by radically challenging Europeanisation, provid-
ing the possibility of a new beginning.
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Panel 5: Übergänge bei Nishida

場所 – 世界 – Grenze: Übergängsorte zwischen Identitäten und 
Differenzen

Francesca Greco (Universität Hildesheim)

Absicht des vorliegenden Beitrags ist es, die Natur und die Ver-
haltensmodalitäten von Übergängen zu untersuchen. Übergang 
besagt nicht nur eine bloße Veränderung oder den Wechselmo-
ment von einem Zustand zu einem anderen, sondern kann auch 
eine philosophische Methode bilden. Der ‘Übergang’ bzw. das 
‘Übergehen’ wurde meines Erachtens von Nishida Kitarō auf 
diese Weise verstanden und angewendet, infolge deren argumen-
tativer Vorgehensweise ich eine weitere Auslegung des Begriffes 
‘Übergang’ aufstellen möchte. Eine derartige Deutung von Über-
gängen wird einerseits eine gewisse Nähe zum Wechselspiel zwi-
schen Identität und Differenz erweisen, anderseits rückt sie an das 
Phänomen der Grenze heran, und zwar in der Hinsicht, dass die 
Grenze die Eröffnung eines Spielraums darstellt.

Mein Referenzautor wird vor allem Nishida Kitarō und seine Ver-
wendung der Übergangsverfahrensweise in den Werken Ort und 
Ortlogik und religiöse Weltanschauung sein, bei denen Gedankenent-
wicklung das Übergehen als Erkenntnismethode zu finden ist. In der 
deutschen Übersetzung des Werkes Basho wird das Übergehen von 
einem Ort (場所) zu dem anderen wird vor allem als übersteigender 
Subsumtionsprozess dargestellt, wobei das Spiegeln (映す) der unter-
schiedlichen Orte zielgerichtet durch das Entgegengestellte (対立) 
bis zum allumfassenden Ort des absoluten Nichts (絶対無の場所) als 
sich Überlagern (重なり合う) dieser Orten beschrieben wird. Stattdes-
sen wird Nishida im späteren Ortlogik und religiöse Weltanschauung 
den Akzent auf das gleichzeitige (即) Geschehen des Einander-Spie-
gelns bzw. des Übergehens durch den Begriff ‘Welt’ (世界) setzen. Das 
gemeinsame Auftreten von gegenseitigen Merkmalen bildet den ein-
fallsreichen Ausdruck der Welt als widersprüchliche Selbst-Identität 
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(矛盾的自己同一), in der die widersprüchlichen Gegensätze in einer 
vereinigenden Sicht bzw. Sehen (見る) untrennbar zusammenspielt. 

Aus meiner Sicht bleibt aber dieser Ansatz und sogar das umkeh-
rende (逆的) Zusammenspiel der Gegensätze von der Gefahr eines 
Dualismus stark bedroht und in einer Logik der Entgegensetzung ver-
fangen: Sind Übergänge ausschließlich auf zwei nach Nishida gegen-
seitig widersprüchliche Seiten bezogen? Ich werde versuchen, diese 
Frage anhand des Begriffes der Grenze als Spielraum aufzuwerfen.

Meine Überlegungen stützen sich auf Nishidas Verfahrensweise 
und erweitern sich durch den Begriff ‘Grenze’ in eine phänomeno-
logische Richtung. Die bezeichnende Charakteristik der Grenze ist 
ihre Wechselseitigkeit, die im Fall des Überganges zugleich alle Seiten 
des Verlaufs berührt und die Beziehungen zwischen diesen gestaltet. 
Auf diese Weise eröffnet das Übergehen über Grenzen Interpretati-
onsspielräume, die die diskontinuierliche Kontinuität (非連続の連続) 
von ‚Identität zugleich Differenz‘ der Seiten direkt betrifft. Schließlich 
erweisen sich die Grenzen als offenes Feld (野) für die Gestaltung und 
die Begegnung zwischen Identitäten und Differenzen und dadurch 
als ausgezeichneter Ort des Übergehens.

Medialität des Fotografierens. Nishidas Übergänge

Filip Gurjanov (Karls-Universität & Universität Wien)

Meine gegenwärtige Forschung befasst sich mit der Phänomeno-
logie des Fotografierens, wo neben foto-theoretischen Ansätzen 
und der Aneignung der Philosophie des frühen Heideggers, auch 
Nishidas Denken (insbesondere sein Spätwerk) für das Projekt 
herangezogen und fruchtbar zu machen versucht wird. Der vor-
liegende Präsentationsvorschlag stellt ein Grundriss dieses Teils 
meiner Dissertation, das sich mit Nishida beschäftigt, dar.

Ich fokussiere hauptsächlich auf Nishidas Texte nach seiner 
,,Kehre“, die mit der Hinwendung zum Begriff der ,,geschichtlichen 
Welt“ verbunden ist (vgl. Huh 1990). Für eine phänomenologische 
Theorie des Fotografierens, sind m.E. Nishidas mediale Begriffe wie 
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z.B. ,,vom Geschaffenen zum Schaffenden“, ,,handelnden Aschau-
ung“, ,,diskontinuierliche Kontinuität“, oder aber auch ,,das Sehen 
ohne den Seher“ (eine Idee der Nishidas mittleren Schaffensperiode), 
als fruchtbarer Boden zu verstehen. Fotografie ist immer ein Bild 
von etwas Konkretem, man fotografiert einen Ausschnitt aus der 
geschichtlichen (durch die Zeit gewordenen) Welt. Das fotografische 
Material ist zwar schon da, aber ein Foto entsteht erst dann, wenn ein 
Fotografierender es auf eine bestimmte Weise einrahmt und dadurch 
erst schafft. Fotografieren ist weder nur eine Handlung, noch nur ein 
Sehen, sondern ein spannungsvolles Verhältnis von Beidem. Zeitlich 
gesehen ist das Fotografieren eine Unterbrechung, eine Diskontinui-
tät, welche aber gerade das Unterbrechen einer Bewegung, einer Kon-
tinuität interessant macht. Medialität zwischen zwei Pole, oder – im 
Sinne des Themas der Hildesheimer ENOJP-Konferenz buchstabiert 
– der Übergang von einem Pol zu Anderem, sei es von Vergangenheit 
zu Zukunft, vom Geschaffenen zum Schaffenden, oder von Objekt 
zu Subjekt, erlaubt es, das fotografische Schaffen als ein dynami-
sches Prozess eines Wechselspiels zwischen dem Fotografierenden 
und dem Fotografierten zu begreifen. Obwohl die Fotografie letztlich 
nur – im wahrsten Sinne des Wortes – ein oberflächliches Bild dar-
stellt, steckt m.E. eine Tiefe in der Tätigkeit des Fotografierens, wel-
che philosophisch mit Nishida herauszuarbeiten ist. In der Erfahrung 
des Fotografierens lasst sich das fotografische Selbst, das sich erst in 
Begegnung mit etwas anderem als es selbst als es selbst findet, los.

Die besondere Herausforderung, mit der ich mich in der Präsen-
tation konfrontieren möchte, besteht darin, Nishidas Begriffe nicht 
allgemein für jegliche künstlerische Expressivität anwendbar zu 
machen, sondern zu versuchen, das Spezifische des Fotografierens 
ausgehend von Nishida auf den Begriff zu bringen. In diesem Kontext 
scheint mir die Rolle der Zeitlichkeit entscheidend zu sein.
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Panel 6: Aesthetics of Unaesthetics

Aesthetics of Unaesthetics: Wabi-sabi and Western  
Postmodern Art / Architecture

Engin Yurt (Isparta Süleyman Demirel University) 
Sıla Burcu Başarır (Istanbul Technical University)

In Japanese aesthetics, there is a traditionally embraced and famous 
concept named Wabi-sabi (侘寂) which cherishes—in a narrow sense—
the beauty which springs forth from imperfection or impermanence. 
At first sight, it seems like this understanding—when considered 
comparatively within traditional Western aesthetics—doesn’t find 
any concrete corresponding western element for itself, (even though 
the theme of “the beauty of—or in—the flaw” is a well-known idea in 
Western literature and philosophy) because of the dominant aesthetic 
values towards Greek ideals of perfect and symmetric beauty within 
Western art. But, especially with the negative approach towards the 
concept of symmetry in the beginning of modernism within architec-
ture and positive opinions about the concept of unaesthetics (or anaes-
thetics) within postmodern understanding of art, it seems that there 
might be something which can be found here in similarity with Wabi-
sabi. Could western themes like “beauty in asymmetry”, “aesthetic of 
the unaesthetic”, “aesthetic of decay”, “aesthetic of ruins”, “unaesthet-
ically appealing” have a possibility of being relatable to Wabi-sabi? 
Even though they do not openly express this connection, the writings 
of authors like Theodor Adorno, Walter Benjamin, Wolfgang Welsch, 
Paul Virilio etc. provide a philosophical ground for the discussions 
which tackle this question. With the help of the terms like Shibusa 
(渋さ), Kintsugi (金継ぎ), Mono no aware (物の哀れ), this paper aims 
to search for and explain resemblances, differences and interconnec-
tions (if there are any) between Wabi-sabi and a western postmodern 
theory of the beauty of unaesthetics.
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Panel 7: Watsuji on Expression and Ontology

Who is the Subject of Expression? - Watsuji Tetsuro’s herme-
neutical ethics and Ishimure Michiko’s Kugai Jodo

Miyata Akihiro (University of Tokyo)

“Aidagara” (間柄; relationships, betweenness) is the most central 
concept in Watsuji Tetsuro’s thought on ethics. In Rinrigaku (倫理学; 
Ethics) Watsuji asserts that the aim of ethics as a science is to grasp 
conceptually the existence of human beings as practical subjects, not 
as objects. In addition, he claims that the subject of any human action 
should not be understood as an individual but as an aidagara, which 
indicates the dialectic dynamics of human relationships. This stand-
point is meant as a basic antithesis to modern Western philosophy 
since he regards it as individualism.

Some studies have pointed out that an essential concept supporting 
his framework is “expression,” originated in hermeneutics. Accord-
ing to Watsuji, expressions are the way through which human beings 
are understood as subjects. In other words, to face human beings 
and to understand them is to recognize them as expressing subjects. 
“Expressions” here do not only refer to clearly articulated utterances 
by someone, but they include what we can experience even when he/
she keeps silence. This concept indicates that every human action and 
construct is understood as an expression, and those expressions will 
be paths to the fundamental movement of aidagara. These motives 
of “expression” and “understanding” characterize the movement of 
aidagara and determine the methodology of Watsuji’s ethics.

However, the validity of this theoretical framework will remain 
unclear if it is not applied to examine our various understanding 
activities of expressions. In order to elucidate the significance of Wat-
suji’s theory, we take up a literary work by Ishimure Michiko, Kugai 
Jodo (苦海浄土; Paradise in the Sea of Sorrow). This work documents 
the Minamata disease since 1950s, which turned out to be a neuro-
logical syndrome caused by mercury poisoning known as one of the 
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heaviest environmental pollution in Japan. The narratives in this 
work describe the severe sorrow of victims, but they also portray the 
heavenly memory of Minamata. Although Ishimure’s work is praised 
for telling the serious condition in Minamata widely to the public, 
it is often disputed who the narrator really is, because it is revealed 
that some narratives collected in the work are not based on real evi-
dences, but Ishimure’s fiction (even when they are “documented” in 
the local dialect.) In this paper, we answer to this problem from the 
standpoint of Watsuji’s ethics. We can find some aidagara-character 
of expressions in this work: not only the told contents express the 
deepest common memory, but the way they are “told” is based on 
aidagara between sufferers and Ishimure herself. Sometimes the vic-
tims are totally incapable of talking because of the disease, but they 
are regarded as expressing subjects. In such situations, their expres-
sions cannot be understood as something expressing individual 
intentions, but reflecting the world, even something divine. Through 
their “expressions,” Ishimure seeks to depict another world we cannot 
see directly, but we belonged to.

This issue necessarily concerns the responsibility of ourselves, for 
the ultimate problem here is how to respond to Ishimure’s expres-
sion. At this point, Watsuji’s ethics does not only give suggestions, 
but will be examined conversely. Through applying Watsuji’s theory 
of expression to Ishimure’s Kugai Jodo, we can clarify the implication 
of Watsuji’s ethics, as well as its limitation.

On “Being” as the Foundation of the Ethics of  
Watsuji Tetsurō

Ueno Taisuke (Kanda University of International Studies)

In his essay titled “Ethics (倫理学): the Significance and the Way of 
Ethics as the Study of Man,” which is the first version of his well-
known “Ethics”, Watsuji Tetsuro (1889–1960) writes the following.

 Hence, when we pick up man as the object of the academic study, 
it has already been based on the pre-academic understandings of 
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man in a double sense. One is the understanding of the human 
being as betweenness (間柄), the other is that as pre-ontology. 
From these perspectives, the end of the study of man is to extract 
the theory of human-being, which is revealed through an under-
standing of being as pre-ontology, from just now being of man. 

“The study of man” in this citation is, of course, the Ethics put forth 
by Watsuji: that is, Watsuji Rinrigaku (和辻倫理学). However, in this 
essay, the word “ethic (倫理)” has a unique meaning. Usually, it has 
been thought that one of the most defining points of Watsuji Rin-
rigaku is the idea of “betweenness (間柄).” However, in my presenta-
tion, I will focus not on “betweenness” but on “an understanding of 
being as pre-ontology (存在論以前の存在理解).” 

Although in this essay Watsuji criticized Marx, Cohen, Kant, Aris-
totle, Dilthey and Heidegger, what is the fundamental understanding 
of “being” within pre-ontology? We feel inclined to think of this as 
an influence of Western philosophy, but is that enough? Addition-
ally, in his opinion, how do we reach an understanding of “being” 
within pre-ontology? I will reveal these points by analyzing this essay 
closely. After I have confirmed these points, I will reveal the origin of 
his understanding of “ethic” not from Western philosophy but from 
pre-modern Japanese thought. 

To be specific, first, I will confirm the content of Watsuji’s original 
idea of Ethics and examine the relationship between his idea of “ethic” 
and Ethics. Next, I will consider the place of Watsuji Rinrigaku in Jap-
anese thought. This signifies that Watsuji Rinrigaku is also a form of 
expression of the Japanese ethical thought as Watsuji thought. In my 
presentation, I will focus on the transmission of “the truth” in Japan, 
which Japanese people are familiar with. In particular, I will focus 
on specific examples such as Shinran (親鸞), Zeami (世阿弥), and the 
Hagakure (『葉隠』).
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Panel 8: Intercultural Philosophy

The ambivalence of transitions and the diversity of  
language and culture

Carina Pape (Europa-Universität Flensburg)

Transitions are ambivalent. They are exciting, they offer something 
new; but they are also a challenge, painful, or dangerous. Transi-
tions mean crossing boundaries—sometimes involuntary, sometimes 
intentionally: graduating, marrying, learning a new language, explor-
ing a new culture. 

I argue that with every transition we gain and we lose something. 
This process is deeply intertwined with language and culture. Human 
languages consist of around 150 sounds. A six-month-old baby can 
hear all of them, but by learning a mother tongue it unlearns those 
sounds which are not used in the mother tongue with its 30 to 45 
sounds. Our cultural ‘impression’ blinds us to some aspects of foreign 
cultures including language and at the same time it is necessary in 
order to learn something about foreign cultures, as Tani Toru men-
tions: “Without the cultural ‘impression’ or ‘tattooing’ “we would have 
no concept [Begriff] of culture at all […] and thus could not under-
stand any culture.”

Especially the diversity of languages offers an asset and causes 
problems. The problem is that the language barrier can prevent com-
munication. At the same time especially those words which cannot be 
translated directly offer an asset. If we all would speak the same lan-
guage we would understand each other better, but we would lose the 
diversity of meanings expressed in the diverse languages of human-
kind. Rolf Elberfeld points out that with reference to different lan-
guages the phenomenon descriptions can be enhanced and specified 
in diverse and unique manners.

Can we transition from one culture, one language into another? 
When we enter another cultural sphere we do not simply substitute 
one word or one cultural phenomenon with another, but when the 
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two cultural worlds, the old one and the new one, meet within my 
experience they turn into something new and unique. They form a 
hybrid (Mikhail Bakhtin).

When we use diverse culturally embedded phenomenon descrip-
tions we do not only get a clearer picture of the phenomenon in ques-
tion, but the phenomenon itself changes and becomes multifaceted. 
Even morality is incorporated through cultural practices and embed-
ded in the diverse cultural contexts. Verbal and non-verbal expres-
sions of morality, such as polite customs or expressions of moral anger, 
make morality appear in the first place. And they make it appear dif-
ferently. Therefore, the diverse, culturally embedded, and differently 
expressed perspectives on morality can enhance our understanding 
of morality.

Transitions in Philosophy: From Eurocentric to Intercultural 
Philosophy and back

Florian Scheidl (München)

Abstract: In the last couple of decades, several movements within 
academic philosophy have tried to argue for and to initialize a foun-
dational transition within the discipline: the transition from a classi-
cally Eurocentric understanding and performance of philosophy to a 
broader view on it that also includes the “philosophical” traditions of 
other societies such as India, China or Japan. Aside from Compara-
tive Philosophy, one of the more prominent, albeit lose movements is 
Intercultural Philosophy. These philosophers try to argue from vari-
ous angles why philosophy needs to overcome Eurocentrism and to 
diversify, why it ought to be performed as well as perceived intercul-
turally and why a transition is not just necessary, but mandatory in a 
globalized world.

Intercultural philosophers have employed diverse strategies for 
vindicating the usage of “philosophy” for pre-modern non-Western 
thought. One line of thought is to look for “philosophical content” in 
other intellectual traditions—e. g. in East Asia—in order to prove that 
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philosophy did not solely originate in Europe or develop just under 
its influence. But classifying East Asian thought as “philosophy”, for 
example, can have rather problematic implications for dealing with 
its modern and pre-modern variants in an academic context. Since 
zhéxué / tetsugaku 哲学 was coined as a neologism to deal with the 
Western phenomenon, attributing “philosophy” to traditions that 
were historically not part of the system of academic philosophy puts 
them under the control of a well-established conceptual frame. With 
this postcolonial, potentially Orientalist and Eurocentric appropria-
tion one runs the risk of experiencing difficulties in coping with the 
dependency of thought on the diversity and peculiarities of tradi-
tional contexts.

My paper will provide an exemplary insight into my advanced dis-
sertation project by discussing some of the problems of the various 
approaches of Intercultural Philosophy as one of the forms of tran-
sition within academic philosophy in the 21st century. It is especially 
asking how and why classifying pre- modern Chinese or Japanese 
thought as “philosophy” can represent an Eurocentric view in itself: 
by considering analogous issues with shūkyō 宗教, by reflecting the 
widespread usage of Wittgenstein’s family resemblances and by apply-
ing arguments from systems theory, as well as by contemplating pos-
sible consequences for and from the place of modern non-Western, 
especially Japanese philosophy within the realm of global philosophy.

Panel 9: Transitions in Nishida

The Vanishing Point of the Ethics of Self-realization

 Montserrat Crespín Perales (Barcelona, Spain)

In his article «From Seeing to Acting. Rethinking Nishida’s Practi-
cal Philosophy» (2009), Matteo Cestari, talks about how Nishi-
da’s trajectory stages are commonly organized around «inner» and 
«outer» tendencies. In other words, around idealism or realism major 
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trends in his philosophical corpus. Or, as he comments, around how 
to explain the shift from a philosophy of «mind» to a philosophy of 
the «dialectical world». He also underlines the fact that is not easy 
to justify such clear cut perspectival changes in Nishida’s ideas from 
internalization to externalization or the other way around. Besides, 
focusing on Nishida’s practical philosophy, Cestari is pointing at one 
of the fundamental problems that connects the practical dimension of 
the thinker’s ideas with the careful examination and debate surround-
ing Modernity: the question of the «outer world» and how to bridge 
the gap between the philosophy of consciousness, and, especially, 
self-realization, and exteriority. In my view, this aspect requests of the 
understanding of the mutual implication between modern epistemol-
ogy and its ethical and political parallel.

On the other hand, Isaiah Berlin (1909–1997) considered an obvi-
ous truth that conceptions of freedom directly derive from views of 
what constitutes a self, a person. This being the case, the Nishidian 
definition of what constitutes a self, would help us to understand the 
ethical and political conceptions that from there, arise.

I propose an exploration about how some intrinsic difficulties 
inherent to Nishida’s epistemology are transferred to his ethical and 
political viewpoint. How, his positions about consciousness and sub-
jectivity, objectivity and world (in fact, the elements of «modernity» 
-subject, world and representation-) are intimately related with a 
nodal unanswered question, that goes beyond Nishida, but connects 
him with a disturbing possibility of the ethics of self-realization. Why 
the ethics of self- realization open a way to philosophically justify a 
dangerous transition to the submission of the individual and the dis-
appearance of its singularity (its dignity) into an extra-historical sys-
tem, into a monist whole (be it Nation, Race, Class, etc.) that erases 
the Other?
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The inception of place: The origins and implications of Kitarō 
Nishida’s conception of basho

Felipe Ferrari (Nagoya University of Foreign Studies)

There is no mistake in saying that, from the time of its first presen-
tation in the eponymous essay (Basho, from 1926), the concept of 
basho (場所, place) seemed to be the original idea that Kitarō Nishida 
had been looking for throughout his whole philosophical career up 
to that point. However, Nishida’s use of the term is far from being 
on the core of the originality of the Japanese philosopher’s thought. 
Both Plato and Aristotle had already dealt with place (khôra and tópos 
respectively) in a similar fashion to that presented by Nishida and 
even Albert Einstein had already stated that although “not capable of 
being directly experienced”, the idea of space or place appears to be in 
the basis of the “habit of thought”.

Indeed, Nishida’s idea of basho was born both as an alternative to 
the dualism that the Japanese philosopher found to be deeply infused 
in the distinction between subject and object, experience and real-
ity, and conscious and natural phenomena that had been dealt with 
by epistemologists and as a way to establish the basis of a system of 
thought in which the “subject-object” dichotomy has no logical value 
whatsoever. Since his writings in Zen no Kenkyū, Nishida seemed to 
have been searching for a concept that could give the logical founda-
tion capable of sustaining his philosophical idea that the aforemen-
tioned distinctions actually meant nothing more than modes through 
which the thinking thing is able to understand the phenomena that 
are presented to it.

The origins of Nishida’s interpretation of basho can be traced back 
to 1924 (two years before the publication of Basho and 13 years after 
Zen no Kenkyū), in the essay On the inner perception (内部知覚につい
て Naibu chikaku ni tsuite) in which the philosopher dealt with the 
Aristotelian hypokeimenon as a subject that is never predicate and 
that, in this way, works as the basis for everything that can be objecti-
fied (in the grammatical sense of the word) by human understanding. 
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In the following year (1925), the bud of what would later flourish as 
Nishida’s conception of basho begun to bloom. In the essay Expressive 
Action (表現作用 Hyōgen Sayō) Nishida, for the first time, presented 
“basho” (場所) as that thing in which things are placed (於いてある場
所 oitearu basho). Basho is here an immovable substratum in which 
the ever-changing phenomena exist and relate to each other or, in his 
words: “to say that a thing acts, is to say that it moves from a basho 
to another basho”. Nishida would later continue to expand this thesis 
into what was, in the following year, consolidated as his conception 
of basho that in turn would become one of the main cornerstones to 
his later works and that would be described by Nishida‘s biographer 
Michiko Yusa as “the signature idea” of his philosophy and by John W. 
M. Krummel as the “real breakthrough” of Nishidan thought.

The objective of this communication is to present arguments that 
support the thesis that Nishida’s idea of basho is, despite its many 
influences, an original philosophical idea and, at the same time, 
demonstrate the implications that such concept had in his later writ-
ings and in his philosophical works as a whole.

Panel 10: Zen Poetics and Zen Subversion

Crossing the boundary between real and unreal: Image and 
Imagination in Japanese philosophy 

Lorenzo Marinucci (University of Rome - Tor Vergata)

Greek and European philosophy have a complicated relation with 
unreality and imagination: we can think of Plato’s condemnation of 
poetry in the Republic, Descartes’ view of imagination as something 
“not required for the essence of myself,” Kant’s ambiguity on the sta-
tus of this “blind though indispensable function of the soul.” Since 
European philosophy described itself as a research of truth, the unreal 
of image and imagination seemed to be an enemy of philosophical 
thinking at worst, and a tool for poetry at best. 
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In China and Japan, however, a quest for truth is not concentrated 
on the formal and the unchanging: this encourages a deeper explora-
tion of the flowing and illusory (qua phenomenologically relational) 
quality of all experience, even of the apparently most stable. Daoism 
and Mahayana Buddhism (Zhuangzi and Zen in particular) praised 
the transformative power of imagination as an access to the deeper 
flow of reality. Not fully real, but not completely unreal at the same 
time, imagination was a perfect example of the medial “threshold 
perspective” that is central to East Asian spirituality and aesthetics. 
Japanese poetics too was greatly concerned with such in-between sta-
tus of the poetic word. One of the finest systematic examples of this 
reflection is the theory of kyojitsu 虚実 (empty-full, or unreal-real) 
developed in the early eighteenth century by Kagami Shikō, one of 
Bashō’s most problematic disciples.

Such religious and poetic tradition, however, is not limited to pre-
modern authors, and kept influencing the work of major Japanese 
thinkers throughout the XXth century, also in parallel to the phe-
nomenological discovery of imagination in Europe (Husserl, Mer-
leau-Ponty, Bachelard and Sartre, etc.). We can think of Miki Kiyoshi’s 
incomplete magnum opus, Logic of Imagination, but the theme is 
treated also in works by Kuki Shūzō, Ueda Shizuteru and Nishitani 
Keiji: in their writings, the legacy of the inquiry into image/imagi-
nation within haikai is re-examined through the frame of phenome-
nology, making the theme of imagination the site of several crossings 
between real and unreal, past and present, Eastern and Western. 

Zen Critique/Zen Subversion: The Potency of Rinzai Zen

Andrew K. Whitehead (Kennesaw State University, USA)

The paper aspires to articulate the unique strengths of a Zen Buddhist 
model of critique for the sake of subversion that is borne out of dis-
tinct conception(s) of world and of persons as articulated by select 
thinkers in Rinzai Zen Buddhism, such as Rinzai (Ch. Linji, d.866), 
Ikkyū (1394–1481), and Hakuin (1686–1769). Such an approach, being 
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cross-cultural and comparative in nature (at least insofar as the paper 
draws on contemporary problems in a global context, and refers back 
to particular existential-phenomenological discussions of habitua-
tion, embodiment, and experience), highlights the aptness of classical 
Japanese philosophy as a meaningful paradigm for re-thinking pos-
sible avenues of critique and subversion in a contemporary context.

The paper highlights the habituated realization and reification of 
the illusory or imagined for the sake of and in the service of conven-
tional intersubjective existence. In so highlighting, the paper works 
towards introducing and developing select social-political strengths 
of Rinzai Zen Buddhism for re-thinking how we might go about cri-
tiquing and subverting deficient and defective social institutions in 
a contemporary setting. In this sense, the paper elaborates upon the 
transitory nature of conventional reality, and how this openness/emp-
tiness can be understood as the most efficacious practice by which to 
initiate critique and undertake subversion. It attempts a Rinzai Zen 
account of rehabituation, understood here in the phenomenological 
sense, such that meaning is understood in the light of the givenness 
of world, as a correlatively constituted validity, which can be funda-
mentally altered through the critical philosophical attitude, owing to 
its openness/emptiness.

Panel 11: Transitions in Watsuji

Watsuji Tetsurōo’s pilgrimages:Transitions between religion 
and aesthetics 

Markus Ruesch (Freie Universitat Berlin)

The Pilgrimages to the Ancient Temples in Nara (Koji junrei 古寺巡禮) 
are Watsuji’s second work concerning Japanese culture. It has been 
published a couple of years before his well-known writings on anthro-
pology, ethics, and climate. Therefore, the Pilgrimages can give us an 
important insight into the thoughts of the young Watsuji.
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Although being a commentary on Buddhist temples, Watsuji 
neglects a religious interest in this writing. In his view, these remarks 
are only investigations on art and its history. He writes in the begin-
ning: “After all we are pilgrims of art, not of Buddha, who is the saviour 
of all beings.” But can there be any “pilgrimage” without the religious 
perspective? Can there be a temple without Buddha as a religious 
concept? I want to ask to what extent these sketches on Buddhist art 
not only apply to aesthetics in the context of anthropology or ethics. 
In my talk, I want to discuss what Watsuji’s Pilgrimages tell us about a 
philosophy of religion based on phenomenology. For this purpose, I 
will also refer to other early essays of Watsuji concerning - in a broad 
sense - problems of aesthetics.

The interesting point in Watsuji’s Pilgrimage is that he tries to 
offer an explicitly non-religious approach to Buddhist art. However, 
his approach shows at the same time Watsuji being already within 
religion. Each of his attempts not getting into religion reveals him 
already being within her. Therefore, his book enables us to recon-
sider the place of art within Buddhism as well as Buddhism within 
art. Watsuji shows - maybe unintentionally - the interweavedness of 
these two parts.

In my talk, I want to examine mainly two points. The first concerns 
Watsuji’s own standpoint as we can gain it from his early writings. As 
a second point, I want to discuss the importance of a phenomenology 
concerning religious aesthetics. I want to ask: Can there be a clear 
distinction between “art” and “religion” or should we rather think of 
them as actions of transition?

Helping understand each other: Radical Translation, Hori-
zontverschmelzung, and Aidagara.

Luis M. Pujadas Torres (Universitat de les Illes Balears)

I intend to compare three influential hermeneutical notions belong-
ing to different philosophical traditions. The three of them are sup-
posed to help explain how we humans understand each other. In the 
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first place, I will consider Quine’s notion of radical translation. In a 
famous Gedankenexperiment, Quine conceives a situation in which 
someone hears an utterance of an expression (gavagai) in a language 
he doesn’t know and for which there are no bilingual intermediar-
ies, dictionaries, or any other kind of help. Although so weird a sit-
uation is used to highlight the problems involved in translation, it 
is important to realize that similar problems occur in any ordinary 
conversation. In the second place, I will consider Gadamer’s notion 
of Horizontverschmelzung. In this case, the problem consists for the 
most part in interpreting ancient texts from our own point of view, 
historical context, or horizon, trying to fuse it with the horizons in 
which they were conceived. Again, it is important to bear in mind that 
not only the horizons of ancient texts, but also contemporary ones 
and their oral expression can be tentatively subject to fusion with 
our own horizon. Finally, I will examine Watsuji’s notion of aidagara. 
As opposed to the philosophical notions of radical translation and 
Horizontverschmelzung, aidagara is a quite common word used to 
express relations with other people. Furthermore, while the first ones 
can be viewed as denoting a speech act expressing an oral or writ-
ten proposition, aidagara cannot be so viewed. In fact, Watsuji gives 
the term a philosophical overtone according to which it expresses an 
ontological category that contributes essentially to defining the being 
of human beings. According to his view, human beings do not exist 
independently as subjects, to be only later related to other subjects. 
On the contrary, their intersubjective relations belong first and fore-
most to their essence.

There are two senses in which these notions can be used to help us 
understand each other. On the one hand, we can interweave them in 
our conceptual scheme. Aidagara could then plausibly be seen as the 
more general notion embracing radical translation and Horizontver-
schmelzung as especially relevant forms of speech acts exemplifying it. 
Then they could be put together to work for our mutual understand-
ing, so facilitating a smoother transition between different languages 
and/or cultures. On the other hand, we can apply our three notions 
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one at a time to the other two. In this way, we could try to (radically) 
translate Gadamer’s and Watsuji’s philosophical points of view into 
Quine’s, or fuse Gadamer’s cultural horizon with Quine’s and Wat-
suji’s, or take Watsuji’s categorial aidagara into account when trying 
to combine western philosophy -be it analytic or continental- with 
eastern ways of thought, so enabling a convenient transition between 
them.

Panel 12: Miki Kiyoshi and Cassirer/Ricœur

Miki Kiyoshi and Ernst Cassirer: The Logic of the Imagination 
and the Critique of Culture 

Steve G. Lofts

In his Logic of the Imagination, Miki Kiyoshi states: “We can say that 
the logic of imagination is the logic of symbols (shōchō 象徴). What 
Cassirer refers to as ‘the philosophy of symbolic forms’ needs to be 
rewritten in accordance with the logic of the imagination.” Begin-
ning for this quote, this paper will explore a number of parallels in 
the thought of Miki and Cassirer in order to speculate on what this 
“rewriting” might in tale. For both it is in and through the imagi-
nation as the fluid creative production of images and forms that the 
human being spins their socio-cultural life-worlds out of themselves 
and themselves into their socio-cultural life-worlds. The paper will 
examine how both understand the fluid logic of the imagination as 
the logic of images and forms; the role of the productive imagina-
tion as the ground of radical creativity and by extension that of all 
human as well as natural existence; and the parallel between Miki’s 
concept of the imagination as the “formless” source of creation and 
Cassirer’s concept of “sheer possibility.” For both, the logic of the 
imagination (symbolic) is a logic of historical forms: the paper will 
thus also explore the relation between myth, the pathos of a people, 
history, and the production of images of the future by the productive 
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imagination. It is here that we find the theme of “transition” or Über-
gang most clearly articulated. Cassirer, in particular, takes up the idea 
from Hegel. Mythical consciousness is constantly involved in the per-
formance of transitions in which oppositions transition into to their 
opposites to form an identity: a merging of being into magical-myth-
ical action, as well as the immediate repercussion of this action on 
being that occurs in both the subjective as well as the objective sense: 
a μετάβασις εἰς ἄλλο γένος—a transition to a new form of reflection. 
For Miki and Cassirer, there is originally no separation between the 
real and the ideal, between the domain of “existence” and that of “sig-
nification.” The transition (Übergang) between the two domains is 
continuously at play, not only in the representing and believing but 
in the doing of the human. This fluidity of being is the logic of the 
imagination at work. Finally, the paper will consider their respec-
tive critiques of the mythologization of the Modern State as forms of 
fascist totalizing of a world that attempt to subvert the fluid creative 
character of the imagination—what Cassirer calls in The Myth of the 
State a “technique of myth”—and the importance of what they say for 
our own historical situation.

Paul Ricœur and Miki Kiyoshi: From the Viewpoint of the Histo-
ricity of Human Beings

Yamano Hiroki (University of Tokyo)

The aim of this presentation is to elucidate the hermeneutic aspect in 
the thought of Miki Kiyoshi (三木清, 1897–1945) who is a representa-
tive figure of Japanese philosophy, through a comparison with Paul 
Ricœur’s philosophy.
Work that compares Miki’s philosophy with Ricœur’s philosophy has 
seldom been done. However, I claim the main features of Miki’s phi-
losophy could be clearly delineated by pointing out its structural anal-
ogy to Ricœur’s thought. This comparison is not arbitrary, for both 
philosophies have been influenced by the German tradition of phe-
nomenology and Kant’s transcendental philosophy.
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First, this presentation compares Ricœur’s theory of ‘la triple mimè-
sis’ in Temps et Récit (1983–85) with Miki’s insight in Rekishi-Tetugaku 
(歴史哲学, The Philosophy of History, 1932). Second, by exploring how 
Miki evaluated and critically adopted Kant’s theory of ‘Einbildung-
skraft’, I clarify the difference between Miki and Ricœur. In this sec-
tion, I use an analysis of the theory of ‘imagination’ or ‘perception’ in 
Ricœur’s La métaphore vive (1975). Finally, I argue for a hermeneutic 
aspect in Miki’s philosophy in comparison with Ricœur’s hermeneu-
tics of text. Especially, what should be emphasized is how the notions 
‘history as logos’, ‘history as Tat-Sache’ and ’history as being’ in Miki’s 
philosophy can be understood by comparing it with Ricœur’s herme-
neutics of text.

This presentation not only helps clarify the hermeneutic character 
of Miki’s philosophy that had not been highlighted before, but also 
enables an explanation of the originality of Ricœur’s hermeneutics. 
In doing so, it seems that we can obtain a perspective that approaches 
the problem of ‘Transitions’ of the historicity of human beings, which 
is one of the most important topics in the 21st century.

Panel 13: Dogen and the Art of Living Philosophically

Panel convened by Rein Raud 
with Aleksi Järvelä and Chiara Robbiano 

Our panel will concentrate on the relationship of thought and prac-
tice in the philosophy of Dōgen Zenji (1200–53), one of Japanese 
greatest thinkers. It is sometimes said that traditional Japanese Bud-
dhist thought should not be called philosophy because of the subser-
vient role it has to perform in the pursuit of Buddhist enlightenment. 
However, for many thinkers and Dōgen in particular, “enlighten-
ment” does not mean a miraculous or other-worldly experience, but 
simply an undistorted attitude toward reality that the adept is able 
to attain through pursuing the teaching, including a philosophical 
understanding of what reality is and how it works. Moreover, as we 
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are going to show, Dōgen distinguishes between practice, the carry-
ing out of certain prescribed actions such as seated meditation, and 
praxis, the internalisation of the attitude achieved in practice and its 
transposition on all of the acts of the adept, which is tantamount to 
enlightenment. We will look from several angles at the relationship 
between the thought- work carried out in Dōgen’s philosophical 
essays and his proposed praxis, which relies on that thought-work 
and includes it, thus also hoping to clarify the status of traditional 
Japanese thought as philosophical.

Dogen’s Shobogenzo as Philosophical Archaeology

Aleksi Järvelä (Helsinki University)

In my paper I’m looking at Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō as a project of a kind 
of ‘philosophical archaeology’. The term I take in the sense of Agam-
ben (On Method, 2009), as an inquiry where focus is placed on the 
difference between a supposed historical origin of a thought, and its 
‘moment of arising’ as a form of knowledge. It requires procedures 
of critique of tradition, as well as critique of sources, and points to 
the covering of traces as to how a form of knowledge is tied to its 
‘conditions of possibility’ and how it becomes ‘a given’. The question 
of ‘conditions of possibility’ is tied to how meaning is produced, and 
points to the gap of the meaning of ‘meaning’ between semiotic and 
hermeneutic modes of understanding.

In the Shōbōgenzō collection, Dōgen touches on many of these 
problems, some explicitly and some more implicitly, and offers 
many insightful solutions. The verbatim meaning of the title of the 
work, “treasury of the true dharma-eye”, points to the story known 
as “Mahākāśyapa Smile” which recounts Mahākāśyapa’s enlighten-
ment when Buddha Śākyamuni, twirling a flower between his fingers, 
revealed the true nature of the universe without uttering one word, 
and Mahākāśyapa displaying his understanding with a mere smile. 
This silent “dialogue” bestowed the said treasury to Mahākāśyapa and 
is considered to be the ‘origin’ of Zen transmission of teaching.
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 This already situates Dōgen’s writings in proximity with a set of 
questions about knowledge, wisdom, understanding, language and 
praxis. Even if some of the questions might not have proven to be 
highly problematic for Dōgen, translating his peculiar idiom to ours, 
might still prove to be just that. Although we have to keep in mind 
that Dōgen’s project is ultimately not the same as Agamben’s, this 
paper attempts to compare their respective matrices and paradigms 
of thought in order to bring them within the reach of a shared dis-
course, and ultimately to gain a better understanding of Dōgen’s own 
episteme.

Openness and Creativity in Zen Praxis

Chiara Robbiano (University College Utrecht)

Plato and Dōgen, in spite of the obvious differences in their meta-
physics, share a conception of human beings who are, ultimately, not 
independent individuals and are capable to open up to what is larger 
than them, without renouncing their most human characteristics, 
such as their strivings and desires and their capacity to create some-
thing new and good. Both erōs for Plato and “striving” for Dōgen are 
powerful driving forces that make us exert ourselves to attain what we 
lack, or we think we lack.

I will explore two aspects of “striving” in Zen praxis compared to 
Plato’s erōs: openness to what is other than our narrow bodymind 
(connected to our plural, interconnected nature), and open-ended 
creativity (connected to our impermanent nature).

Striving drives us to attain what we lack, either in the sense of not 
being it or not having it. Reality beyond the boundaries of our body-
mind is what we don’t have and don’t seem to be. Openness is for 
Dōgen the continuous striving to transcend or break the shell of the 
self: to empty the self and to be continuously open and exposed to 
reality (as recommended, for instance, in the Genjōkōan fascicle). 
Openness can be achieved by first becoming aware of the karmic con-
ditioning of one’s bodymind; and then by the ‘total exertion’ (gūjin) to 
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entertain the perspective of what is other than the bodymind we con-
ventionally identify with (Dōgen, in the Sansuikyō fascicle, famously 
said that one cannot know one’s walking if one doesn’t know the 
mountain’s walking).

Plato’s striving is oriented towards possessing forever what we lack 
and we deem as good. “Forever” for humans means replacing what 
is old with something new. While non- philosophical people pro-
duce children to replace the life they cherish by something new that 
resembles and remembers them, philosophers strive for knowledge 
of the good that results in a continuous praxis of handing down and 
manifesting virtue. By opening up to the realization that we are man-
ifestations of forms rather than bounded individuals, our striving 
becomes open-ended creativity. This is the striving to produce new 
manifestations of immortal forms of virtues, in ways that enable us 
to transcend our individuality and impact our community and the 
world at large. Open-ended creativity is the striving that is goalless, 
since human beings cannot achieve or permanently possess their goal 
(enlightenment for Dōgen or what is good and beautiful for Plato) as 
well as because in a qualified way they are already what they strive to 
achieve (eternal forms and enlightened).

Dōogen’s Theory of Practice

Rein Raud (Tallinn University)

I am going to argue that in Dōgen’s view, “enlightenment” is not a 
transformed state of mind yet to be attained, but the actualisation of 
an authentic relationship between ourselves and reality, “things-as-
they-are”. However, in the normal worldly state we are incapable of 
achieving this, because we are entangled in conceptual structures, 
which do not permit us to see things clearly. Practice is therefore nec-
essary, although not as the means to progress toward this authentic 
mode of being, but as the only state available to human beings where 
this being can actually take place. The equation of enlightenment and 
praxis also contained a deeper idea. It was thought to be possible for 
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the adept to eventually transpose the inner disposition achievable 
during meditation also to other activities, so that the most ordinary 
daily tasks could also become praxis. In my presentation, I will look 
at a number of passages from different fascicles of the Shōbōgenzō 
(Bendōwa, Gyōji, Sammai-ōzammai, Gyōbutsu iigi etc.) to highlight 
how these ideas are philosophically grounded and how this reflects in 
Dōgen’s broader theory of the mind.

Panel 14: Philosophy in Transition:  
Watsuji Tetsuro and the Social Sciences

Hans Peter Liederbach (Kwansei Gakuin University) 
Inutsuka Yū (Tokyo University) 

Kyle M. J. Shuttleworth (Queen’s University, Belfast)

The thought of Watsuji Tetsurō is in itself transitory. The very notion 
of aidagara gives evidence to this claim. In his “Ethics” as well as in his 
climatology, Watsuji develops this notion to liquefy the supposedly 
fixed boundaries between subject and subject, subject and object, and 
history and nature. In the past, a good deal of scholarly attention has 
been focused on these philosophical transitions in Watsuji’s thought. 

However, there is another transitory aspect in Watsuji that, until 
today, has not received sufficient appreciation, but nevertheless 
deserves our attention. In particular, we mean Watsuji’s crossing of 
boarders between academic disciplines. It is well known that, in his 
systematical works, Watsuji referred not only to philosophical con-
ceptions of old and new, East and West, also but utilized scholarly 
sources from various other academic disciplines like linguistics, 
geography, anthropology, and sociology. His confession, he lacked a 
proper academic specialization, is more than just a coquettish remark; 
it rather highlights the style of Watsuji’s thinking, by which its content 
is inflected.

We believe that taking Watsuji’s transitory style seriously, will dis-
close new aspects of his thought. Making a first attempt in this direc-
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tion, this panel will focus on Watsuji Tetsurō’s “Ethics”, interpreting 
the crossing of philosophical boundaries from the perspective of the 
social sciences. 

Shuttleworth focuses on how virtues enable the development of 
Watsuji‘s social program and how this informs his ethical approach. 
Liederbach addresses Watsuji‘s ethical dissatisfactions with moder-
nity and relates this to Hartmut Rosa‘s concept of ‚resonance‘. Inut-
suka is concerned with Watsuji‘s relation to Miki‘s and Bergson‘s 
respective approaches to open and closed societies. Thus, in crossing 
the boundaries of philosophy, each presenter will articulate Watsuji‘s 
movement between the social sciences and philosophy. 

Panel 15: The Inescapability of Inter-Culturality: Affirmation 
Beyond “to Compare or not to Compare”

Ralf Müller (Universität Hildesheim) 
Jason Dockstader (University College Cork) 

Adam Loughnane (University College Cork)

In this panel, we approach the question of inter-cultural philosophy 
not by focusing on the various apologetics that invoke its risks, sins, 
or dangers, not to justify its methodology, or elaborate its linguistic 
or metaphysical preconditions, but to disclose its affirmative, expan-
sive possibilities, and ultimately, its inevitability. Unlike philosophic 
investigation that is putatively mono-cultural, it is incumbent upon 
those working inter-culturally to justify the grounds of their work 
before carrying it out. While discourse on meta-comparative meth-
odology is indispensable, this panel endeavors to develop a frame-
work for inter-culturality that goes beyond positivist definitions of 
philosophy, language, and culture (that cast these within the logic 
of identity and difference) such that philosophy is understood to be 
inter-cultural independent of whether one is engaging in explicit 
comparison or not. Levelling this playing field allows us to inquire 
regarding how inter-cultural philosophy might limit itself because 
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of self-imposed methodological restrictions. Without advocating for 
lessening the demands for methodological rigor, we explore the pos-
sibilities for a more affirmative orientation within this amended defi-
nition of inter-cultural philosophy.

In his work “Inter-Culturality as Philosophy‘s Inherent Hybrid-
ity”, Müller considers philosophy as culturally hybrid beyond the his-
torical facts of its inception that cast it as such. Philosophy is hybrid 
according to a constitutive and generative difference at the heart of 
its methodology. By considering Japanese philosophy as a synthetic 
project, Müller tests the concept of hybridity against the notions of 
trans-, inter-, and intra-cultural philosophy. He proposes an affir-
mative concept of comparative philosophy that capitalizes on the 
example of Japan, which discloses the possibilities of philosophical 
engagement with this generative difference constitutive of all philoso-
phy, be it comparative or not.

In his paper “Nishida and Merleau-Ponty: Seeing (interculturally) 
without a Seer and the Productive Obstructions of Comparison” 
Loughnane poses the question, “how do we see another culture?”. 
More precisely, he asks regarding the phenomenological structure of 
visual encounter when looking to a foreign culture from the point of 
view of one’s own. Placing Nishida and Merleau-Ponty in dialogue to 
approach this question discloses numerous similarities between their 
ontological theories of vision, but also reveals a critical divergence 
regarding how they conceive of the limits and obstructions to visual 
encounter: obstructions, which are considered as potential produc-
tive sites for inter-cultural vision.

In the final paper of the panel, Dockstader explores inter-cultural-
ity to delineate its philosophically therapeutic possibilities. In fram-
ing philosophy as fundamentally soteriological throughout its “axial 
period” origins, his work, “Buddha’s Pharmakon: Existential Doc-
tors Without Borders” proposes an affirmative inter-cultural philoso-
phy that shifts prevailing meta-comparative assumptions such that no 
methodological justification for comparative philosophy is necessary 
beyond recognition of philosophy’s originary therapeutic purpose.
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Panel 16: Aesthetic Transitions 

Everyday Aesthetics and Mono no Aware: Betwixt  
and Between

Garcia Chambers (Tōyō University)

The appreciation of the ordinary, mundane things of everyday life is 
an emerging area of aesthetics that is being given theoretical attention 
by Japanese scholar, Yuriko Saito. Interestingly, everyday aesthetics 
as an attitude and way of life that seek to bring a higher quality to 
our daily existence, seems to find fertile ground in if not inherent to 
Japanese culture.

At the same time, inherent to Japanese aesthetic culture is the dif-
ficult-to-define concept: mono no aware. A Japanese philosophical 
concept and poetic consciousness, I have elsewhere argued that mono 
no aware is an ‘interpretation and internalization of the inherently 
transient quality of life and things‘. While there is sadness invoked 
in this recognition of our ephemeral existence, there is also beauty 
occasioned by what could sometimes be a positive sigh that at least 
the precious thing or experience didn’t go unnoticed.

It can be argued that this contemporary subfield of everyday aes-
thetics has an unmistakable Japanese roots; one that is fertilized, as it 
were, by transiency, impermanence, and connectedness. Theorizing 
their convergence, this presentation seeks to also show examples of 
how an everyday aesthetic attitude and a mono no aware conscious-
ness can symbiotically lift the quality our daily existence.

『キノの旅』 An odyssey to humanities’ limits: A philosophical 
study of Japanese animations’ cinematography.

Florence Emptas (Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3)

When picturing Japanese philosophy as a cultural product capable 
of crossing boundaries, many interpretations will come to mind. 
Boundaries can be defined as geographical conceptions or an inter-
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mediary space, offering a dialogue amongst the multiple Japanese 
schools of thoughts among other definitions. Because this research 
aims at creating a colloquy in consideration of the reciprocal rela-
tionship between politics in its philosophical expression and Japanese 
animated series, one purpose of it can be found in debating the inter-
connections existing between these two areas through a great diver-
sity of media. Thus, the aim is to depict a comprehensive study about 
how animation allows Japanese political thoughts to transcend writ-
ten materials into specific visual productions. 

As part of a study founded on Theories of the Imaginary, multiple 
systems of symbolism will be considered as a starting ground to anal-
yse the visual representations of philosophical discussions through 
animation. This presentation will then introduce a comparative study 
of the dynamics between what shall be considered as Western Prag-
matism and Utilitarianism confronted with Watsuji Tetsurō’s theories 
of human inter-relationships as they are understood in a political 
environment. With reference to distinguished theories and research-
ers, this study will primarily focus on Watsuji’s theories on the con-
frontation and coexistence with the Other. Primarily, the theory of 
“in-betweenness” or aidagara (間柄) will be studied not only as a 
mechanism of human interaction but also proposed as an essential 
aspect in political ethics.

 The medium chosen to portray these dynamics is the Japanese 
animated production 『キノの旅』 (“Kino’s Journey”) based on an orig-
inal light novel written by Shigusawa Keiichi (時雨沢恵一) which 
was illustrated by Kuroboshi Kōhaku (黒星紅白). This production, 
which would eventually be directed as an animated series in 2014 
by Nakamura Ryūtarō (中村隆太郎), comprises many comprehen-
sive philosophical quests for answers related to the question of what 
the Human Being is, which this presentation aims to enlighten. 
“Kino’s Journey” introduces a fertile ground from which philosoph-
ical debates on the theory of animated movies can flourish, ranging 
from the question of alterity to moral dilemmas. Through this one 
animated product, other interrogations can be left free for further 
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consideration, such as how Japanese political thought can become 
an amalgamate of philosophies which is able to transcend geograph-
ical boundaries while retaining what makes it, in essence, a Japanese 
product. With this presentation we aim to add a new cornerstone to 
the structure of political philosophy studies in connection to Japanese 
animations.

Panel 17: Watsuji and Anthropology 

Dasein as Being-in-Relation-to-Others: Watsuji and Heideg-
ger on Intersubjectivity

David Johnson (Boston College, USA)

In Watsuji’s work we find a novel understanding of the self, one in 
which the being of the human being is not—as in the widespread west-
ern model of human beings as individual atoms—self-contained, but 
far broader and far more interwoven with all that surrounds it. While 
this insight owes much to Watsuji’s own background as a Japanese 
thinker, it also leans heavily on Heidegger’s re- conception of both the 
relations and the relata of experience. But in place of Dasein, Watsuji 
proposes a more phenomenologically accurate conception of the self 
as constituted by its relations to others, which he calls aidagara 間柄, 
or being-in-relation-to-others. The self that is so constituted is sur-
prisingly strange: in certain modes of consciousness and interaction, 
it is able to overlap with, extend into, and be continuous with others 
who extend into and are continuous with it. This is a dimension of 
the notion of aidagara that is only implicit but never fully worked out 
and developed by Watsuji himself. Also briefly mentioned but never 
explained by Watsuji in this regard is the notion of “shared intention-
ality,” or kyōdōshikō 共同志向. While much has been written on the 
theme of aidagara in Watsuji, no previous studies have ever examined 
or developed these two issues in particular.

In this talk, I present an elaboration and analysis of these two fea-
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tures of aidagara in order to show how they allow Watsuji to complete 
what was left uncompleted by Heidegger, namely, the project of over-
turning of the Cartesian conception of the self as a fully individuated, 
autonomous, and independent substance. Heidegger’s analysis of the 
phenomenon of being-in-the-world demonstrated that Dasein can-
not be equated with the encapsulated “I” because the comportments, 
dispositions, skills, and competence which characterize Dasein’s way 
of being are neither self-sufficient nor intelligible apart from the 
world. With the notion of Mitsein, Heidegger sets out a parallel struc-
ture intended to complement and complete in the relation between 
one self and another what was accomplished in the relation between 
the self and its world. But, as Hubert Dreyfus points out, “in describ-
ing being with others in the social world, Heidegger does not reach 
the primordial level of being-with that would annihilate the self- suf-
ficient Self all together.” Instead, “it looks like this shared social world 
might well be a world of self-sufficient others, not the anti-Cartesian 
selves absorbed into each other that would parallel the absorption of 
Dasein into the everyday familiar equipmental whole.”

An exact parallel between the structure of intersubjectivity which 
Heidegger elucidates and the structure of being-in-the-world cannot 
be drawn, because the way in which Dasein is related to its world is 
directly constitutive for it, but the way in which one Dasein relates to 
another in Mitsein is only indirectly so, since the constitutive relation 
here is mediated through the internal structure of the world via roles, 
equipment, self-understanding.

This is a form of constitutive sociality that is secondary at best for 
Watsuji. According to him, Heidegger misses the status and signif-
icance of our primary mode of sociality, namely, direct relational 
contact with other people. Watsuji contends that this direct relational 
contact is constitutive of the kind of being that we are. Unlike Mit-
sein, however, this form of constitutive sociality features the direct 
and seamless interface between one self and another, so that just as 
Dasein is its world, the self is present to others who are constitutive 
for and inseparable from it.
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Towards an intercultural philosophy: The philosophical 
heritage and Anthropology of Watsuji through the work of 
Yuasa [presentation in Japanese]

Kuwano Moe (Kanazawa Seiryo University)

The objective of this presentation is to consider how we can create an 
intercultural philosophy. We will take into account both the anthro-
pological and the cultural question in the philosophy of Watsuji Tet-
suro (1889–1960) and Yuasa Yasuo (1925–2005) as a key to investigate 
an intercultural philosophy beyond the difference between Western 
and Eastern traditions. 

In this presentation, we will see what the philosophical heritage and 
the task of Watsji’s Anthropology are according to Yuasa. Especially 
we will focus on the influence of Watsuji Tetsuro’s anthropology on 
Yuasa Yasuo’s body-mind theory as well as his work on heritage and 
anthropological and ethical problems. 

What does heritage mean in Watsuji’s anthropology for today‘s 
readers, especially with regards to the current ethical background 
of our society? In relation to the above, Yuasa takes two ideas: 風
土論 （Theory of the climates and culture) and 間柄の倫理 (Ethics 
of betweenness). Both of those are the principal ideas for Watsuji’s 
anthropology and a key to understand human nature and the unity 
of body-mind. 

Watsuji was an academic mentor of Yuasa and the latter took his 
work as his principal discipline. In his anthropology, Watsuji sought 
the roots of Japanese philosophy in the intercultural encounter 
between Western and Eastern thought. It may be important to see 
the academic contributions of Watsuji were not only the discovery of 
peculiar and traditional characteristics of Japanese culture but also his 
philosophy opened the path to intercultural dialogue between West-
ern and Eastern philosophy. The anthropology of Watsuji influenced 
decisively the principal ideas of Yuasa’s philosophy especially his 
thought on the body-mind unity. Therefore, we shall take into account 
the influence of Watsuji’s philosophy, especially the question of the 
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self about his/her own existence. This will help to build a bridge for 
the dialogue between East and West about intercultural anthropology.

Panel 18: Japanese and Islamic Philosophy 

Transitions Between Zen (Me-)ontology and Sufi Poetry: 
Rumi and the Dance of the Atoms

Abubakr Khan (Information Technology University, Pakistan)

This paper is part of an effort of comparing the ideas contained in Sufi 
poetry with those of Zen philosophy. While the comparison between 
these two magnanimous traditions of thought can be attempted along 
many lines, here, in this paper, I wish to focus on a particular poem by 
the 13th century Sufi poet and scholar Jalal ud Din Rumi, in which he 
writes about the dance of the atoms. I will elaborate on how this poem 
of four lines, a quatrain, ties in with Zen (me-)ontology and especially 
its emphasis on dynamism, interrelationality and “transitions” (utsuri 
watari 移り渉り). The latter term refers to change and transformation, 
and also to the idea of interpenetration. The term emphasizes tempo-
rality, process, and movement. It also seeks to highlight the perpetual 
going-across or crossing-over that pertains to the basic reality of all 
things. As such, it reflects the Zen conviction about the interdepen-
dent, interrelational emergence of all things.

Rumi begins his poem by telling us that the “atoms are dancing — 
and thus the world, the heavens, the sky, the air, everything is danc-
ing”. And all the souls are dancing, too, ecstatically. Rumi associates 
this dance with the emergence of the Day, a reference to the emer-
gence of all of life. He thus poetizes the essential reality as the dance of 
everything. He is concerned with the happening of life, the entangled 
becomings of all phenomena. This dance (raks) is thus reflective of a 
philosophy of transitions (utsuri watari). It signifies that everything 
flows with each other — and, in effect, into each other. All beings and 
things and concepts and fields effectively penetrate each other. Every-
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thing resonates. All things exist and move as relata. Stasis and sub-
stantiality are trivialized; relationality is primordial. Fixed identities 
and categories do not have a place here. The (cosmic) dance shakes 
all of these up.

In another quatrain, Rumi writes: “All the atoms in the air and in 
the fields know very well that they appear mad”. Such words are also 
reflective of the Hua-yen doctrine of interpenetration, which high-
lights the dynamic, temporal nature of ultimate reality. Rumi, with his 
mastery of rhyme and rhythm, evokes and celebrates cosmic recip-
rocality and total dynamism (zenki), which are fundamental to the 
Zen perspective on reality. For him, everything dances together. This 
points to the inter-affective interconnectedness of everything in the 
world. A similar emphasis on undifferentiated unity and immanent 
dynamism can be found in the work of Zen flagbearers such as Dōgen 
and Nishida Kitarō. The latter developed his theory of “place” (basho) 
to explicate the dynamic, interrelational structure of reality. Rumi’s 
raks can serve as a metaphor for Nishida’s basho. Both concepts point 
towards the same place of reality. Nishida argued that reality is an 
open, emergent and creative “movement from form to form”. And for 
Dōgen too, change and movement are fundamental to ontology. With 
regard to such a Zen (me-)ontology, movement can never be frozen. 
Everything must dance.

The Lights of Poetry: Aesthetic Paths to Transcendental Criti-
que through Nishitani and Suhrawardi

Philip Martin (Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia)

How can philosophy reconcile the demand for concrete contact with 
practical life, on the one hand, and the need to situate itself within 
a complex global intellectual history, on the other? It appears that 
the theoretical density and abstract power of the Kantian heritage of 
European thought is simultaneously required for, and runs wholly 
counter to, the continuing critical praxis of philosophy.

To resolve this deadlock, one path would be to locate and develop 
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intersections between so-called “philosophies of life” and “philoso-
phies of the concept” and develop them to explore new methodolog-
ical possibilities for the practice of philosophy. In this presentation, I 
intend to trace out some of the intersections between life-philosophy 
and transcendentalism by drawing out the critiques of dualistic con-
ceptions of sense experience in Nishitani Keiji‘s essay ‚Emptiness and 
Immanence‘ (Kū to Soku, 1987) and Suhrawardi‘s ‚The Philosophy of 
Illumination‘ (Hikmat al-ishrāq, 1186). In these texts, Nishitani and 
Suhrawardi offer unique interrogations of the relation between sen-
suous corporeality and mental life by examining the poetic, phenom-
enological, intellectual, and mystical role of imagination.

For Nishitani, poetic images present a case of the immanent expres-
sion of worldly meaning through processes of imaginative synthesis 
that are both partly passive and wholly sensuous. For Suhrawardi, 
a sensuously saturated ontology of degrees of illumination (or, put 
differently, perceptive clarity) and relative obstructedness articulates 
the continuity of the relation between the experiencing self and the 
experienced world. I will contend that this broadly aesthetic focus 
allows for an immanent understanding of the relation between mind 
and world. Further, it is this aesthetic orientation - including a whole 
array of mystical and poetic elements rooted in sensuous experience 
that would usually be considered entirely “speculative”—that grounds 
critical perspectives on both conceptual thought and life. Both of 
these thinkers seek to resolve philosophical systematicity with con-
crete lived insights that escape purely intellectual articulation, and in 
doing so they open up ways for transforming philosophical method-
ology. What is at stake in this aesthetic focus is a version of transcen-
dental philosophy where rather than positing abstract principles of 
possible experience, we may instead critique the conditions of living 
subjectivity.
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Panel 19: Tanabe on Spirituality and Intuition

The Method of Life Studies and Tanabe’s Metanoetics: A Pos-
sibility of Post-Religious Spirituality

Morioka Masahiro (Waseda University)

My book How to Live in a Post-Religious Age (宗教なき時代を生きるた
めに) was published in 1996, one year after Aum Shinrikyo’s sarin gas 
attack on Tokyo subways and the arrest of the leader Shoko Asahara. 
Among its high-ranking believers (many of whom were my age), 
there were (former-)scientists who first studied natural sciences and 
then turned to a religious path. This was shocking to me because I, 
too, shifted my research from physics to philosophy in my college 
days. I thought that when studying the Aum Shinrikyo incident what 
I had to do first was not to investigate their thoughts but to investigate 
myself, who must have shared similar motivations and/or worldviews 
with such believers. I called this method life studies.

Life studies is a study method that can only be accomplished by 
“never detaching a researcher herself from the subject being investi-
gated,” which means that the act of delving into the researcher’s own 
inner emotions, desires, and values, and also into her past experiences 
concerning the subject, constitutes an important part of the research. 
One way of realizing it is to make confessions to oneself, or readers, 
and investigate deeper meanings hidden inside the narrative. By 
accomplishing the process, I found many things inside myself that I 
had not wanted to look at directly, and my doing this changed me at 
the basis of my existence. In this book I tried to find post-religious 
spirituality that could be attained without religious faith. I employed 
the same method in my subsequent two books, Painless Civilization 
and Confessions of a Frigid Man.

Recently, I found that this method shares some similar aspects with 
Tanabe Hajime’s metanoetics. Tanabe stresses that just talking about 
confession does not constitute metanoetics. Metanoetics is attained by 
actually carrying out confessions by oneself, and philosophy is nothing 
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but the self-awareness of the act of confession. Tanabe further argues 
that we should seriously gaze at the negative side of our self, despair 
of the actual state of our self, and abandon the fundamental ground of 
our self. However, strangely enough, after accomplishing this process, 
our negated self regains affirmation and we finally come to a state 
of resurrection. Tanabe sees the existence of “Other-power” behind 
this dynamism. Robert E. Carter argues that Tanabe thinks that “it 
is necessary to humbly call on an outside, superior “Other-power” 
(tariki) to move one in the right direction …” (The Kyoto School, 2013, 
p.67). Tanabe goes on to say in his Philosophy as Metanoetics that he 
found “philosophy that is not philosophy” in which “a confession 
itself philosophies.”

A life study, while also a philosophy of confession, seeks “post-re-
ligious spirituality” without religious faith such as Other-power. Is it 
possible to say that there are two kinds of philosophy of confession, a 
somehow religious metanoetic approach and a post-religious life stud-
ies approach? If so, then what is the difference?

Action and intuition: Patočka and Tanabe

Morten E. Jelby (École Normale Supérieure, Paris)

In this presentation, I will explore the intersection between Jan Patoč-
ka’s and Tanabe Hajime’s philosophies: their giving concreteness to 
existence through a negative conception of the subject as movement 
or action respectively, and their consequent criticisms of philosophies 
of intuition. Both Patočka and Tanabe react to a substantialization of 
the subject, its abstract conception as consciousness which obscures 
the historical, corporeal and social aspects of existence, as well as to 
an intuitionism which goes hand in hand with these inadequacies. 
Although this is not made explicit in Philosophy as Metanoetics, 
Husserl’s conception of the epoché as phenomenological reduction – 
which relies on the fact that the Erlebnisse are adequately and thus 
apodictically given – and the resulting transcendental idealism, fall 
under Tanabe’s category of self-power and are vulnerable to his cri-
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tique of intuition. What might be considered a residue of Cartesian 
subjectivism in Husserl’s philosophy, is done away with in Tanabe’s 
metanoetics, as the Japanese thinker aims to recast philosophy on the 
basis of a self-consciousness of nothingness; this self-consciousness 
cannot have the form of intuition (positive givenness), as nothing-
ness is to be understood as non-coincidence, a dynamic interpenetra-
tion of being and nothingness. To put it differently, the self is, when 
authentically considered, what it is not and is not what it is; as action, 
it is a lack of itself. While parallels can be drawn with Sartre’s phe-
nomenological ontology, I would argue that we may be closer here 
to Patočka’s phenomenology of movement and his inclusion of the 
subject in a radicalized epoché, as the Czech philosopher does not 
oppose the subject to a world conceived as positive being – but rather 
inscribes it in a historical world understood as a “negative plus”. Both 
metanoetics and a-subjective phenomenology thus must confront the 
question of what mode of givenness can correspond to this negativity, 
a negative givenness which is not a negation of givenness. Here, we 
will briefly touch upon Tanabe’s idea of the symbol, and on the place 
of poetics in a-subjective philosophies such as Tanabe’s and Patočka’s.

Panel 20: Watsuji and Comparative Philosophy

The Consequences of Karl Löwith’s Turn to Japan

Takada Yasunari (University of Tokyo, Emeritus)

Löwith’s unexpected visit to Japan in 1936 offers an interesting and 
useful platform on which to make intercultural reflections on what 
philosophy is. To his eyes, Japan looked almost another world, com-
pletely different in its various habits and even in its way of thinking. 
This overall and pervasive sense of difference awakened him to the 
fact that the assumptions and premises that underlie each culture 
were hardly compatible. In point of fact, he found out that there was 
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a semantic discrepancy between Japan and Europe in such basic con-
cepts as “nature” and “history.” 

In the tradition he was familiar with, “nature” was habitually con-
ceived in contradistinction to human-made culture whereas in the 
tradition of the land he chose for exile, these two concepts were not so 
clearly distinguished. Inferable from this is that the critical/analytic 
sense of distance that brings about the object-subject articulation also 
differs between the two cultures. 

Löwith’s recognition of cultural difference in the concept of “his-
tory” and its related idea of “time” was of more significance. Prior 
to his visit to Japan, he had shown a keen interest in the Greek form 
of time/history as an alternative to the Judeo-Christian one. He had 
come across it through his readings of Nietzsche’s philosophy as well 
as Burckhardt’s study on Greek culture. This alternative form and idea 
of time/history, which no doubt became strengthened by his encoun-
ter with and experience of Japan, prompted him a great deal to make a 
wholesale critique on Heidegger’s enterprise of European philosophy 
on time and history, which now revealed itself, against the backdrop 
of Japanese culture, as an inherently cultural project. 

Japanese philosophy, in its turn, learned as much from Löwith’s 
presence for over four years (Oct. 1936–Jan. 1941), during which time 
he met, probably through Kuki’s introduction, some of the represen-
tative philosophers like Nishida. While their thoughts, on the whole, 
do not seem to have left any philosophical impact on Löwith, the 
latter’s philosophy and criticism exerted not an insignificant influ-
ence on some of the contemporary and later Japanese philosophers, 
including Miki Kiyoshi, Watsuji Tetsuro, and Maruyama Masao. 

Focusing first on the possible relationships between Löwith’s idea 
of “Mitmensch” and Watsuji’s “nin-gen (das Zwischenmenschliche),” 
and with that in mind, secondly on Löwith’s critique on Heidegger 
with respect to time and individuality, the present paper would like to 
draw a tentative sketch of the philosophical platform for intercultural 
deliberations.
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Panel 21: Literary Criticism

Karatani on Inversion: Imagination and Power in The Origins of 
Modern Japanese Literature

Douglas Atkinson (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

This paper will examine the themes of creativity and power through 
a reading of Karatani Kojin’s major work in literary theory, The Ori-
gins of Modern Japanese Literature. The goal of this endeavor will be 
to use Karatani’s text as a means for exploring the seemingly invis-
ible boundary separating/joining Western Modernism from/with 
Japanese Modernism. The reading will focus on Karatani’s notion of 
the concept of “Inversion” which is the basis for his critique of pre-
vious interpretations of both the nature and history of Modernism 
in Japan. What Karatani demonstrates is that the seemingly simple 
and diachronic developments in the history of Japanese literature are 
actually based on moments of acute inversions—or dynamic transi-
tions - in the conceptual representation and understanding of Japa-
nese identity, and that far from being benign, the notions inherited 
from Western definitions of literature and modernity are in fact ideo-
logical power constructs which have detrimental consequences for 
identifying and understanding creativity in “Japanese” “literature.” 
In order to highlight Karatani’s unique contribution to our under-
standing of the transition to modernity in 20th century Japan, I will 
juxtapose Karatani’s literary theory with that of one of his major crit-
ics, the phenomenologically-inspired literary theory of Kamei Hideo. 
Kamei specifically challenges Karatani’s reading of 20th Japanese liter-
ature, arguing instead that an in-depth reading of key authors from 
the Meji period (1868–1912) demonstrates the creativity and epoch 
challenging originality at work in this key transitional period, iden-
tifying in the process the historical synchronicity of the development 
of Japanese literature. Karatani’s rejection of such a reading, I argue, 
is premised on the question of “transition” and the discursive strate-
gies that undermine diachronic development. While clearly central to 
20th century Japanese literature as whole, the question of “transition” 
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will be shown to be part and parcel to Karatani’s hermeneutics and at 
the conceptual heart of his notion of “Inversion.”

What is the characteristic of Hideo Kobayashi’s criticism?

Kawasato Suguru (Nagoya University)

The purpose of this thesis is to clarify the characteristics of Hideo 
Kobayashi’s criticism. Hideo Kobayashi (1902–1983) was a famous 
critic in Japan, and the foundation of his thinking is a philosophical 
character influenced by the philosophy of Bergson. Kobayashi’s way 
of criticism is represented by describing his thinking through criti-
cizing the works of artists and novelists. He thinks criticizing himself 
is inseparable from criticizing the works of other artists. Namely, it is 
the same thing for him to criticize himself as it is to criticize others.

Rimbaud is a poet who was born in France. Kobayashi writes about 
him in three theses, one of which tells his theory of art. This article 
represents the characteristic of Kobayashi’s criticism clearly. Further-
more, not only does this thesis indicate his way of criticism, but we 
can also find it in other writings such as The letters of Van Gogh and 
The conversation with students. Therefore, with the analysis of these 
writings which also show the structure of Kobayashi’s criticism, I try 
to get closer the core of Kobayashi’s criticism through the use of dif-
ferent perspectives. I examine it in four points. In this study, I refer 
to the French philosopher Henri Bergson (1859–1941) and the French 
poet Arthur Rimbaud (1854–1891) as a supplementary to the study of 
Kobayashi’s structure of criticism. The considerations of these authors 
have the same structure as Kobayashi’s way of thinking. 

In this thesis, firstly, I study the theory of Bergson’s correlation 
between God and mankind. Then, I take a look at the meaning of 
“superhuman strength” in Rimbaud’s letter and clarify the fact that 
the “external reality” as it appears to Rimbaud’s mind is consistent 
with Kobayashi’s interpretation. This study also indicates the same 
structure as Bergson’s and Kobayashi’s thinking. Thirdly, I analyze the 
relationship between Kobayashi’s criticism and the works that he crit-
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icizes, and indicate what the artistic creation means in Kobayashi’s 
theory. Finally, I show the characteristics of Kobayashi’s criticism of 
the Japanese folklorist Kunio Yanagita (1875–1962) and the Dutch 
painter Van Gogh (1853–1890). By examining these points, we are able 
to understand what the specific characteristics of Kobayashi’s criti-
cism are.

Panel 22: Dialectics in Japanese Philosophy

Determinate Negation or Determination Without Determin-
ant? Non-Predicative Logics in Hegel and in Nishida

Lucas Nascimento Machado (University of São Paulo, Brazil)

It’s often attributed both to Nishida and to Hegel the project of devel-
oping a non-predicative logic, i.e., a logic in which a term cannot be 
fixed within any predicate of which the opposite predicate would be 
completely excluded, but rather in which a term can only be deter-
mined by means of the mutual transition between opposite predi-
cates. It seems safe to say, however, that the ways in which Hegel and 
Nishida conceive of the possibility of a non-predicative logic and the 
ways they attempt to develop it, although bearing some similarities 
to each other (after all, Nishida himself often mentions Hegel in the 
Inquiry Into the Good, comparing Hegel’s “pure thinking” to his own 
“pure experience”), are also in many ways fundamentally different.

In fact, we believe one of the central points by means of which one 
could penetrate into the difference between Hegel’s and Nishida’s 
non-predicative logics would be by means of the different concep-
tions of determination that each of them hold: in Hegel, it is the deter-
minate negation that enables and promotes the dialectical movement 
by means of which the substance becomes subject. In Nishida’s logic 
of place, however, it is the idea of a “subject passing entirely into the 
predicate”, and thus of a “determination without determinant” that 
seems to be at the center. While it is true that Hegel also claims that 
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the truly philosophical, speculative proposition has to be interpreted 
in such a way that the subject passes into the predicate, the idea of 
Aufhebung seems, however, to contain in itself the implication that 
the subject that passes into its predicate also returns to itself by means 
of this very passage.

This, one could argue, implies that non-predicative logic in Hegel 
retains still some sort of substantial substrate. In Nishida, however, 
the passage from subject to predicate seems to imply no such return; 
on the contrary, it seems that only by means of leaving any traces of 
substance behind that one can realize the logic of place at its highest 
condition, i.e., where one can effectively speak of a “determination 
(a predicate) without determinant”. In other words, while in Hegel’s 
logic, the transition from subject to predicate seems to imply a return 
to a (now fully determined) subject, in Nishida’s logic, the transition 
from subject to predicate would imply no return, but rather only a 
transition from subject to predicate which would at each turn take 
place at higher and higher levels of experience.

Thus, one could say, if Hegel’s logic is non-predicative because it 
maintains that the subject cannot be separated from the predicate and 
thus must pass into it in order to return to itself, Nishida’s logic is 
non-predicative because, ultimately, there is only a predicate without 
subject, in such a way that no predication, i.e. no attribution of a pred-
icate to a subject would be possible. In our paper, we will attempt to 
further clarify the difference between Hegel’s and Nishida’s non-pred-
icative logics by discussing their different conceptions of determina-
tion (i.e., predication). 

Quantum Physics and Post-Hegelian Spatial Dialectics in 
Nishida and Tanabe

Dean Anthony Brink (National Chiao Tung University)

This short study traces how materiality has been radically altered 
by developments in quantum physics in the 1920s and how Kyoto 
School philosophers Nishida Kitarō (1870–1945) and Tanabe Hajime 
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(1885–1962) situate local space in dynamic and non-synthetic dialec-
tical oppositions that help us understand the potentiality of being in 
spaces bereft of Euclidean geometric and relativistic modeling, New-
tonian physics and Cartesian coordinated space. Focused primarily 
on situating Buddhist concepts (including “emptiness” and “nothing-
ness”) in manifold dialectical oppositions in the present, they offer 
alternatives to Hegelian being-oriented dialectics of imperial subject 
and subjugated object. Discussion of Niels Bohr’s complementarity 
and John Bell’s local “beables” inform reinterpretations of the Hege-
lian reifications in Nishida and Tanabe and how their dialectics of 
nothingness helps clarify problems of space and non-locality that 
quantum mechanics bequeaths to us. Levinas’s work on empty space 
in relation to instrumental reason also clarifies a postcolonial dimen-
sion in how space is assumed to coexist with phenomenological per-
ception. 

Tanabe is shown to suggest that Nishida’s dialectics of nothingness, 
one of the key concepts inspiring Kyoto School investigations, was 
supported by the new quantum theory. With the example of Nishida, 
the responsibility of at least accounting for the emplacement of the 
point of view within a material frame creates a means for the human 
to describe its material situation rather than as role in an ideal, con-
ceptual artifice predicated on classical physical relations of spatial 
contact, continuity, and causality.

As dialectics come in many forms, the paper will focus on Nishida’s 
recasting of Hegelian dialectics of substance from its binary I-other or 
subject-object relation into a dialectics of distributed determination 
in a locus assuming nothingness (not being) as the ground for exis-
tence. It argues that Nishida’s “logic of place” and subsequent devel-
opments of it provide more compelling models in the age of quantum 
mechanics. Though Nishida himself did not recognize it so, Tanabe, 
who wrote extensively on topics in the natural sciences, did, at least, 
build on Nishida’s dialectics to sketch a dialectical ontology incor-
porating quantum mechanics, which suggests a dialectics of empty 
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space recognizing the challenges of quantum theory and its probabi-
listic post-spatio-temporal orientation.

Panel 23: Nature and Contingency

Produce the World: Eternal Return and Primary Contingency

Oda Kazuaki (Osaka University)

The purpose of this presentation is to clarify “Eternal Return” and 
“Primary Contingency” in the metaphysic of Kuki Shūzō (1888–1941). 
We focus on the side of “Produce the world” of both concepts.

“Eternal Return” is the idea which the universe is in a circle move-
ment and repeats the exactly same universe infinitely. We find it all 
over the world. It is famous that Greek philosophers like the Pythag-
oreans and Nietzsche advocate it in western philosophy. Kuki takes 
their ideas in his consideration and composes his own “Eternal 
Return” by referencing eastern thought like Indian philosophy and 
Buddhism thought, and phenomenology which he studied under 
Husserl, Becker and Heidegger.

He gives a lecture titled “La notion du temps et la reprise sur le 
temps en Orient” in 1928 at Pontigny in France. It is the first presenta-
tion on “Eternal Return”. He introduces the spiritualism of Indian and 
Buddhism philosophy and argues that the desire/will of a man creates 
the time/universe. The Buddhists practice asceticism for Nirvana and 
try to cut off the desires. But Kuki is an existentialist and defends the 
desire and will. He argues that we should desire “Eternal Return” and 
produce the exactly same universe infinitely. He tries to weave eternity 
into instant through “Eternal Return”. He adds infinitude to “now” 
and expresses philosophy which puts stronger emphasis on instant. 
He uses pessimistic eastern philosophy and presents the philosophy 
of life. But Kuki is caught in the solipsism in the lecture because he 
adopts the extreme spiritualism.

Kuki writes a paper titled “Metaphysical Time” and deals with 
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“Eternal Return” again in 1931. He reduces the references to eastern 
thought and waves away the extreme spiritualism in the paper. He 
introduces the concepts like “Para-existence” and “Carriedness (Get-
ragenheit)” from the philosophy of Oskar Becker who is one of the 
most important student of Husserl. Becker argues that Da sein is car-
ried like stars on the celestial sphere. Kuki takes Becker’s idea into 
account and dismisses the strong subject which produces the uni-
verse. He revises his philosophy and starts to think the force of the 
world which carries us.

Kuki argues that the genesis of the world is “Primary Contingency” 
in The Problem of Contingency (1935). We find that there are 2 charac-
ters in “Primary Contingency”. The first one is the unknowableness. 
Kuki thinks that we cannot know the ground of the existence of this 
world. The second one is the motivating power of human beings’ 
actions. Kuki thinks that the driving force to produce the world is 
“Primary Contingency”. In short, we find both otherness and subjec-
tivity on “Primary Contingency” like “Eternal Return”.

Kuki resolves the contradiction between subjectivity and the force 
of the world through the concept of “Nature” as the harmony between 
human beings and the world. He presents the philosophy of approval 
which the conflict between the individual and the world is settled.

Φύσις and 自然: On the Moving of Nature

Wawrzyn Warkocki (Toulouse / Wuppertal)

The aim of this paper is to elaborate a concept of nature based on the 
archaic Greek notion of physis and the Taoist idea of ziran in respect 
to their common trait: movedness. The topic of the conference is 
Übergänge − Transitions − 移り渉り and our task is to phenomenologi-
cally approach the core of those three concepts, namely Gang, ire and 
歩, i.e. movement, motion, movedness. Every transition presupposes 
the possibility of movement. Before we deal with a transition from 
one state to another, we must face beforehand the aimless, “imper-
fect” movedness or “activity” (ἐνέργεια ἀτελής) which characterizes 
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the nature itself. This is precisely what Aristotle states in “the foun-
dational book of Western philosophy” (Heidegger) on the notion of 
physis in terms of ἐνέργεια ἀτελής or δύναμις and above all in terms of 
movement (κίνησις), because “nature is a principle or cause of being 
moved” (ἀρχὴ κινήσεως) or in other words the origin of motion.

We will try to follow this intuition with the Heideggerian reading 
of physis based on his phenomenological reevaluation of Aristotle and 
his retrieval of Prescoratics. We will focus on his notion of movedness 
(Bewegtheit) in the interpretation of facticial life, then his reading of 
κίνησις as appropriation (Eignung) in order to interpret the affinity 
between archaic physis and the notion of the event of appropriation 
(Ereignis). In this way, we will be able to achieve the minimal phe-
nomenological level of what could be called nature in its facticity.

We will then turn to the intriguing proximity of this reading of 
physis with the basic notion of philosophical Taoism ziran. We will 
try to read ziran following James Qingjie Wang as “it-self-so-ing,” i.e. 
in a verbal way as a spontaneous movement of disclosure that has 
its principle in itself. In this context we will stress the grammatical 
innovations of Heidegger in his reading of Ereignis (middle voice, 
verbal meanings, tautological constructions) and Neo-Taoist notion 
of “term without characterization but rather a word in the extremely 
radical sense” (Wang Bi) applied to ziran. Secondly, we will try to 
compare both notions on the basis of a radical facticity, i.e. ground-
lessness characterizing both physis and ziran. According to Guo 
Xiang, “Everything is natural (ziran) and does not know why it is so.“

This kind of „factitial naturalism” shakes the basic concepts of 
Western metaphysics and allows Heidegger to pursue the project of 
its deconstruction (Abbau). But it, additionally, allows us to achieve 
a more open approach to philosophy, since, as Marcel Conche states 
in his commentary on the Daodejing: “As nature is the only thing that 
offers itself evidently to all people, an ecumenical philosophy can only 
be a philosophy of Nature.”
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Panel 24: Transitions in Nishida

The Translation of Japanese Philosophy into Philosophy of 
Cognitive Science: Kitarōo Nishida’s Logic of Absolute Con-
tradictories of Self-Identity

Nakano Yōsuke (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)

Kitarō Nishida states that the true nature of the phenomena of reality 
is the present as the contradictories self-identity between the past and 
the future, and states of singularity and plurality. In my talk, I would 
like to present Nishida’s Philosophy, which is based on a Japanese 
perspective that has been uniquely branched from an Indian-Chinese 
cultural sphere‘s perspective, as a possible trigger of ideological shift 
while taking the theoretical framework of the contemporary philoso-
phy of cognitive science, as an example.

1. First, I would like to present my interpretation of Nishida‘s 
thought; the contradictories of the self-identity that he is speaking 
of can be interpreted as the present state of the individual‘s agency, 
which the agent makes a decision based on. The subjective present of 
the agent is always under the meet between the teleological perspec-
tive towards the past and of the deterministic perspective towards the 
future. However, the past and the future from the current moment of 
the agent should be limited; it cannot process all of phenomena on the 
entire subjective time sequence. Therefore, at the current moment, 
the self-identity or the agency of an individual cognitive organism 
is reduced to what is available at the moment: the degree of the self. 

2. Relating to what I mentioned above, second, I would like to 
explain the possible reason of Nishida’s usage of ‘contradictory (矛
盾)’. This is a crucial point for contrasting the eastern philosophical 
perspective with the dominant perspective derived from the western 
ideology. His explanation of his thought is based on the fact that he 
has tried to present by following the western philosophical ideology 
of dualism; in this case, the self-identity must be perfectly either tele-
ological or deterministic. Considering agency‘s cognitive decision 
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making as one example, the present is the meet between the perspec-
tives towards the past and the future, teleology and determinism, sin-
gularity and plurality. The agency makes a decision based on what it 
is available at the moment with those perspectives; in other words, 
what it can gain at the moment with those perspectives defines the 
self-identity. 

3. Finally, I would install Nishida’s idea into my area of study. I 
strongly believe that the mechanism of cognition consists of the sub-
systems, and the mental processing is owing to dynamic interactions 
among them and also their relationships with the environment. Here, 
the compatible set of subsystems with Nishida‘s idea is the module 
of decision making consisting of subsystems responsible for mem-
ory, proto-emotion, and affordance. The memory enables the agent to 
trace the sequence of the events, and the proto-emotion would pro-
vide weight for a certain option to be actualized or would be bases 
of the set up the future, where the current agent would be oriented. 
Based on them, the subsystem will pick affordances to actualize as 
actions. Here, you may see the compatibilities of the functions of 
subsystems with the Nishida‘s thought: memory (teleological), pro-
to-emotion (deterministic), and affordance (meet).

The Concept of the “Continuity of Discontinuity” in the Later 
Works of Kitarōō Nishida

Higaki Tatsuya (Osaka University)

Kitarō Nishida’s concept of the “continuity of discontinuity” origi-
nates in his middle period writings. However, the transformation of 
his earlier theories of pure experience and self-awareness in these 
middle period writings is closely related to the concepts of the late 
Nishida. We can discern two trends in the late Nishida: one that tries 
to give logical form to a kind of continuity of discontinuity through 
the notion of the “Absolute Contradictory Self-Identity,” and another 
which tries to develop this idea in the realm of concrete acts of “mak-
ing” through the notion of “poiesis.” At the foundation of both of these 
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trends lies the concept of the conti-nuity of discontinuity, a concept 
that expresses a contradictory state of affairs in which some-thing 
lying within a continuum suddenly transforms into something else. 
In this presentation I want to show, through an examination of several 
texts, how the middle period Nishida’s con-cept of the “continuity of 
discontinuity” is related to his late writings.

This topic is closely related to theme of the present conference, 
“Crossings” (Übergänge). The concept of poiesis in the late Nishida 
refers to the making of various things (from objects to states, history, 
and science), and is clearly characterized by what Nishida calls “from 
form to form.” This is a scheme originating in Nishida’s earlier thought 
that describes the transition from the virtual to the actual. But the 
notion of “from form to form” also expresses how a disconti-nuity, as 
a rupture that enters the surface level, can bring about drastic changes. 
This concept shows that the transition from one state to another does 
not presuppose a “baseless” depth in the vertical direction, and high-
lights the significance of the moment of the “eternal now” within the 
“here and now.” 

Panel 25: Translation of Premodern Philosophy

From Uji to Being-time (and Back): Translating Dōogen  
into Philosophy

Raji C. Steineck (Universität Zürich)

In this paper I argue that bringing Dōgen‘s thoughts to bear on phil-
osophical argumentation inevitably involves a process of translation; 
consequently, reflecting on the theory of translation is helpful, if not 
indispensable, for a scholarly sound discussion of his ideas in philo-
sophical terms.

The 13th century Buddhist monk Dōgen is among the few authors 
from historic Japan who have received substantial attention in mod-
ern philosophical discourse. His thought on time figures prominently 
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in this regard; it has been discussed in conjunction with that of Berg-
son, Kant, Husserl, Heidegger, MacTaggart, Merleau-Ponty, and oth-
ers. It is customary in this literature to treat Dōgen’s texts in a fairly 
straightforward manner as philosophical texts, in spite of the fact that 
Dōgen himself had no notion of philosophy as a specific kind of dis-
course or distinct field of knowledge, and that his declared aim in his 
writings, which were often edited versions of ritualized verbal teach-
ings, was to guide disciples on the Buddha Way—a practical path to 
salvation that was clearly defined and delimited by an authoritative 
tradition. He therefore tried to preclude rather than foster the open-
ended discussion of essential problems of human life that is otherwise 
usually associated with the concept of philosophy. Dōgen, therefore, 
speaks a language of persuasion that is guided by aims and rules of 
discourse different from those of philosophy—and, or so I argue, it is 
important to keep this in mind when transferring his thoughts into 
philosophical debates in order to avoid an overly facile alignment 
with one’s own preconceptions.

To substantiate my hypothesis, I start from factual observations 
concerning the modern philosophical reception of Dōgen’s teachings 
on time in Japan and the Anglophone world, focusing on the seman-
tic shifts occurring in interpretations by prominent authors such as 
Tanabe Hajime, Ōmori Shōzō or Rein Raud. I then turn to the theory 
of translation to analyze the seminal factors at play in this observed 
process of transformative reception. Finally, I reflect on how conceiv-
ing of the transfer of Dōgen’s thought into philosophical discourse as 
a process of translation can help to build interpretations that are both 
hermeneutically sound and philosophically interesting.

Between the Translatable and the Untranslatable in Japanese 
Premodern Philosophy

Roman Paşca (Kanda University of International Studies)

The purpose of this presentation is to reflect on the possibilities and 
limits of the translation process, particularly in the case of Japanese 
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premodern philosophical texts. I will discuss the role of the transla-
tor-cum-philosopher as a de-constructor and re-constructor of mean-
ing in the case of Andō Shōeki’s, Kumazawa Banzan’s and Ninomiya 
Sontoku’s philosophical writings, focusing on the references to con-
cepts such as “nature” and “environment”.

What the texts of these three authors have in common is the contin-
ual dialectic between the translatable and the untranslatable, and it is 
in this very dialectic that the context of translation in Japan becomes 
visible. By focusing on “the translatable and the untranslatable” in dif-
ferent texts, I attempt to shed some light on the history and character-
istics of the translation process in / of Japan. At the same time, I aim 
to offer the basis for a meaningful discussion about the structural as 
well as methodological issues inherent in thinking (philosophizing) 
about nature and about self / other via translation.

My focus is on Japanese-language premodern texts, but my analysis 
is to be taken as a “case study” of the complex and variable dynam-
ics of power and identity (at both national and individual level) that 
shape the transfer of knowledge and culture across East-Asia, in the 
past as well as today. I discuss the texts from the double perspective 
of the translator trying to transport / transition a philosophical sys-
tem into a different language, and of the philosopher reflecting on, 
and engaging with that system. After framing the texts of the three 
thinkers within the social and intellectual context of the Tokugawa 
period, I will focus on translation as a process of de-construction and 
re-construction of a philosophical system, and conclude with a few 
considerations on the role of the translator-cum-philosopher and on 
the practice they are engaged in.
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Panel 26: Modern Japanese Literature

An attempt of deconstructing boundaries through classics in 
the 20th century Japanese literature: Akutagawa‘s The Smile 
of the Gods and the Japanization of the West

Damaso Ferreiro (Hiroshima University)

This research looks at the Smile of the Gods (1922), a short novel of 
the very popular Japanese writer Akutagawa Ryūnosuke (1892–1927). 
Most prior researches usually analyzed this work from a Christian 
perspective, as an example of Akutagawa‘s “kirishitanmono”; from 
a social or political perspective, as an example of the national iden-
tity concept on Akutagawa‘s thought; or from a literary perspective, 
focusing on imitation or what Akutagawa calls the “tsukurikaeru 
chikara“ (the capacity that Japanese people have of re-making some-
thing coming from the outside). However, despite of the presence 
of numerous motifs related to the Western classical tradition in this 
work, no analysis of them has been carried out until the moment. This 
paper draws upon mostly primary three elements of the novel that 
belong to the Western classical tradition (which are “the Bacchanalia 
scene”, the “Tale of Yuriwaka” and presence of ancient Greek gods) to 
focus on the process of Japanization they three experience. Moreover, 
this process, taking into account the chapter Seiyō no yobigoe from 
Akutagawa‘s essay Bungeiteki na, amari ni bungeiteki na, can be rein-
terpreted as a clear attempt of trying to improve the communication 
between two worlds that Christian orthodox and its expansion pol-
icy kept apart for centuries, deconstructing civilization boundaries 
through classics and promoting mutual understanding among what 
Akutagawa clearly distinguishes not as West and East but the world 
before Christianity and after it. To sum up, borrowing Akutagawa‘s 
words, this novel can be seen as an attempt of making the East shake 
hands with the West for the first time in history.
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To what extent is Bungakuron by Ariga Nagao a treatise on 
literature?

Yuliya Osadcha Ferreira (National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine)

The name of Ariga Nagao (有賀長雄, 1860–1921), Japanese jurist and 
sociologist, rarely appears in books on the history of modern Japa-
nese literature. As a consequence, his treatise Bungakuron (『文学論』, 
1885), which contemporary non-Japanese scholars tend to translate as 
The Theory of Literature, has been neglected by scholars of Japanese 
thought. To what extent is this negligence to be corrected? Contrary 
to all expectations, we do not find any distinct definition of bungaku 
in Bungakuron. Ariga mentions this word only once, namely in the 
last sentence of the conclusion to the treatise: “bungaku is the learning 
of synthesis”. As a substitute, in accordance with Honma Hisao, in this 
work he: 

1  states his objection to European ideological trends of that time; 
2  contrasts Chinese philosophy (支那哲学) with European ideol-

ogy (西洋思想), and asserts priority and values of the former; 
3  attempts to reconcile European science (rigaku 理学) with Chi-

nese ideology (支那思想) based on the principles of the latter;
4  scrutinizes bungaku from the perspective of Confucianism and 

juxtaposes it to philosophy (tetsugaku). 
For the depiction of the fundamentals of civilization (or culture), 
Ariga systematically uses two terms: public order (kōki 綱紀) and syn-
thesis (hogō 保合). As the key concept of his theory, synthesis (hogō) 
is opposed to analysis (bunkai 分解) (according to him the main prin-
ciple of European science) and is postulated at the basis of his “ideal 
model of culture” (Seki Ryōichi), which is rather concisely proposed 
at the end of his work, grounded on four dominating aspects: beauty 
(bi 美), greatness (dai 大), sincerity (makoto 誠) and benefit (ri 利).

In my paper, I examine Ariga’s interpretation of bungaku as a social 
phenomenon. I highlight Ariga’s interpretation of hogō, based on ideas 
from Chinese canonical texts, in particular the Book of Changes and 
the Book of Rites (chapter the Great Learning). The target of my paper 
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is to search for the purpose and function (i.e. to define the place and a 
role) of writings belonging to bungaku in the life of society according 
to the conception by Ariga Nagao. Eventually, there are strong signs 
of evidence to consider Bungakuron the swan song of Confucian tra-
dition in Japan, as it marks the tendency of transition to a European 
model of social, philosophical, aesthetical and literary thought in the 
early Meiji period.

Panel 27: 日本におけるハイデガー Sein und Zeit の翻訳について

翻訳への途上： 日本におけるハイデガー Sein und Zeit の翻訳 
について⑴

Okada Yūta (Kyoto University)

1927 年にハイデガー (Martin Heidegger, 1889–1976) の Sein und Zeit が
刊行されて以来、現在の日本では刊行途中のものを含めて 11 種類の翻
訳書がある。これは世界的に見ても稀有なことであり、ハイデガーの
思索を、翻訳という作業を通して受容することに苦心してきた結果で
あるといえる。本発表では、ハイデガーの諸概念の翻訳という観点か
らハイデガー哲学の受容の流れを描き出し、翻訳による哲学の受容の
あり方を考察することになる。

日本におけるハイデガー哲学の受容は、田辺元 (1885–1962) がハイ
デガーを紹介した論文「現象学に於ける新しき転向」(1924) を出発点
とすることができる。九鬼周造 (1888–1941) と和辻哲郎 (1889–1960) は
出版直後の Sein und Zeit を現地で読み、多大な影響を受けた。九鬼は
1931/1932 年にハイデガーに関する精密な講義を行っており、『人間と
実存』(1939) に所収の「ハイデッガーの哲学」(1933) において Sein und 

Zeit の議論を正確にまとめている。和辻は Sein und Zeit を契機として『風
土』(1934) へと繋げた。田辺、九鬼、和辻の三者はハイデガーの哲学
を単に受容するにとどまらず、各々の問題意識に関連させて批判的検
討を行い、それぞれ独自の哲学を築いてきた。日本におけるハイデガー
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受容の歴史が日本哲学史を作ってきたと言っても過言ではない。その
過程で重要なプロセスが翻訳であった。三者はそれぞれハイデガーの
概念をその理解に応じて翻訳し、その哲学を受容したのだ。特に九鬼
の訳語は現在の翻訳にも大きな影響を及ぼしている。そこで本発表は
三者の訳語の議論に焦点を当てることで、初の邦訳である寺島実仁訳
に始まる Sein und Zeit 翻訳史の土台を露呈させる。

Sein は誤訳される： 日本におけるハイデガー Sein und Zeit の翻訳 
について⑵

Obayashi Katsura

本発表の狙いは、マルティン・ハイデガー（Martin Heidegger, 1989–

1976）の Sein und Zeit (1927) が日本でどのように翻訳・受容されてきた
のか検討することで、Sein が「存在」と翻訳されねばならない所以を
示すことである。

しばしば「翻訳文化」として特徴づけられる〈日本思想／日本での
思想〉にとって、翻訳は間文化的対話であると同時に、ひとつの哲学
的営為でもある。とくに Sein und Zeit の翻訳にあたっては、この一冊
のみでひとつの哲学的翻訳史があるといっても過言ではない。1939 年
から 2018 年現在に至るまで日本で刊行された Sein und Zeit の翻訳書は、
改訂や再翻訳を含めれば 11 種類にのぼり、今尚、新訳が刊行中であ
る。これら翻訳書の大半は表題が『存在と時間』であり、Sein を「存
在」と訳している。しかしながら、日本人としていちはやくハイデガー
を受容した和辻哲郎（1889–1960）は、Sein を「有 ( う／ゆう )」と訳
すよう提言している。そして Sein und Zeit を二度翻訳した辻村公一

（1922–2010）も、Sein を「有」と訳しており、表題は『有 ( ある ) と時 ( とき )』
である。両者は、現実存在（「…がある」＝ existentia）のみを意味する

「存在」では Sein の訳語に不適切であるとして、繋辞（「…である」＝
essentia）の機能を併せもつ「ある」に、国字化された「有」をあてがっ
た。つまり両者にとって、「存在」は誤訳でさえある。しかし結果とし
て、ハイデガーの Sein は辻村以後も「存在」と訳され、Sein にまつわ
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る 用用 にも「存在」が適用されている。それゆえに本発表の焦点は、な
ぜ Sein は「存在」と訳されるべきなのか、この一点に絞られる。そこ
で論者は、「存在」という日本語で含意されるものを、むしろ Sein und 

Zeit での Existenz と対比することで、Sein は「存在」として訳されね
ばならなかった所以を開陳する。

Panel 28: Transitions in the Kyoto-School

Insight and Illusion: Philosophical Transactions 
 of Keiji Nishitani: Crossing East and West Theoretical  
Borderlines

Sofia Simitzi (Hellenic Ministry of Education)

The present paper attempts to examine the changes of Keiji Nishi-
tani‘s philosophy as he tries to answer the major question if Life is 
Worth Living? Keiji Nishitani asks from the beginning of his major 
opus Religion and Nothingness: “What is Religion?” A question so 
familiar to W. James Philosophy and so close to Christian Mysticism 
and its Via Negativa.

K. Nishitani focuses on religious experience from the personal 
perspective and therefore engraves the boundaries of experience and 
intersubjectivity in the light of the dark human abyss as it leaves phi-
losophy exposed to the human experience of nihility, uncertainty, evil 
and death. What is real? K. Nishitani shows that the self-awareness 
of reality becomes an ultimate experience beyond right or wrong 
towards the mystical silence. K. Nishitani wants to bring the absence 
of the will to act to our attention through a series of claims of this 
absence. He searches for the self-awareness of reality, or, more cor-
rectly, the real self-awareness of reality and critizes that looking at 
things from the standpoint of the self is always to see things merely as 
objects, that is, to look at things without from a field within the self. 
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It means assuming a position vis-a-vis things from which self and 
things remain fundamentally separated from one another. 

There is in fact a parallel movement of philosophical thinking or a 
method in K. Nishitani‘s thought from the explanatory to the descrip-
tive as a phenomenological attempt to describe pretheoretically the I 
and Thou experience without falling prey to a psychologistic fallacy 
or philosophical dualism. These original places of experience are the 
building rocks of our experiential world including the self; to look at 
things from the standpoint of the self is always to see things merely 
as objects. K. Nishitani’s presupposes the positing of a hidden men-
tal process takes the shape of a human need. Unlike classical philos-
ophers, K. Nishitani does not try from the beginning to produce a 
systematic theory or a description of the meaning of human life (or 
its absence) but he describes the dark parts of this life in the course of 
unraveling philosophical questions and reminding us of the common 
character of our ordinary life both in West and East.

Two great concerns dominate the philosophical transitions of K. 
Nishitani concerning the human self and the nature of reality as he 
offers an account of experience based on the self. Ironically, such a 
common place of problems and questions in both philosophy and 
life would certainly be useless if K. Nishitani’s thought became an 
abstraction that validated philosophy according to a narrow sense of 
nothingness and its effects. K. Nishitani choses a life according to the 
Great Doubt where reality as an object and the ego are both thrust 
into darkness or in a primordial level of being.

Tanabe versus Nishida: Creative Transitions through  
Conflict in the Kyoto School

Rossa Ó Muireartaigh (Aichi Prefectural University)

The Kyoto School can be understood as a coherent network of phi-
losophers centering around Nishida Kitarō and Tanabe Hajime, who 
were united by their common interest in Buddhism and the concept 
of emptiness and its application to the modern Continental tradition. 
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However, the Kyoto School was also wracked by conflict and argu-
ment between Nishida and Tanabe. Mindful of the observation made 
by the sociologist Randall Collins in his book The Sociology of Philoso-
phies that it is through conflict that networks of philosophers do their 
most creative work, I wish to explore in this presentation the actual 
contents and patterns of this rift between Nishida and Tanabe. 

The conflict between the two upset and bewildered the next genera-
tion of Kyoto School philosophers, figures such as Nishitani Keiji and 
Kosaka Masaaki, who felt that the split was based on misunderstand-
ings rather than significant doctrinal differences.

However, it can be argued that philosophy moves forward, tran-
sitions to further levels of dialectics, more through declarations of 
differences rather than assertions of agreement. For this reason, I 
believe that it is worth looking at the arguments between Tanabe and 
Nishida, in that it helps us to clarify certain underlying assumptions 
operating in both philosophies that may not be apparent without 
exposure through intimate critique. In particular, the issues of phi-
losophy’s relationship to religion, the nature of nothingness and the 
self, and the place of history in a cosmology of emptiness seem to 
have been particularly thrust forward through the fissures between 
Nishida and Tanabe. As such, we can trace the transitions so far, and 
the possible transitions to come in the Kyoto School.

Panel 29: Political Philosophy

Liberalism and Individual Freedom in Meiroku Zasshi’s Moral 
Transformation During the Meiji Period

García de las Peñas Otero, Juan Ignacio  
(Complutense University of Madrid)

The aim of this communication is to highlight the ideas related to 
individual freedom in the different writers of the journal Meiroku 
Zasshi. During the Meiji period, Japan experienced a profound trans-
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formation in their customs and ways of life, thus leading towards a 
modern society with a large social mass on the rise: the liberal bour-
geoisie. Unsurprisingly, this not only accentuated their demands in 
a new concept of the individual and basic freedoms but also allowed 
their expansion and influence in other social classes and guaranteed 
their economic growth. 

Authors such as Fukuzawa Yukichi, Mitsukuri Shūhei, Mori 
Arinori, Nishi Amane or Tsuda Mamichi—among others to men-
tion—were pioneers in their proposals to modernize Japan and thus 
compete with the Western nations. These thinkers received a strong 
influence of political and philosophical currents from the West, 
which allowed them to forge a broader idea of the sociopolitical sit-
uation of that moment. In this way, they were embracing their dif-
ferent visions of individual freedom in their articles which, in many 
cases, consisted of conversations and criticisms among the different 
members of Meiroku Zasshi.This magazine was of great importance 
during the Meiji Period, becoming the main focus where the issues 
related to the individual—nowadays referred to as “citizen”—were 
exposed, thus laying the ground for the construction of the ethics 
and morals of a nation prepared for a Transition. As a matter of fact, 
the Meiji restoration was exactly that, a restoration and not a rev-
olution, where the lower class did not take over power but rather 
prompted an essential reform of the feudal system in which the aris-
tocracy’s interests were diminished, despite their actions to guaran-
tee and perpetuate them. 

Without the basic security of the fundamental rights and free-
doms proposed by these authors, Western philosophy and its vari-
ous schools would not have entered with such deep enthusiasm and 
acceptance. With the Japanese nation and as a result, these authors 
would not have been able to develop these visions of freedom, equal-
ity between men and women, inclusive parliaments, and the division 
of powers. In conclusion, Meiroku Zasshi was a magazine in which 
new objections and new concepts, based on different basic problems 
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of philosophy, have an extremely important role in the moral devel-
opment of the Meiji Period. 

Hiromatsu on Marx’s Theory of Reification

Makoto Katsumori (Akita University)

In his approach to Karl Marx’s thought, philosopher Hiromatsu 
Wataru (廣松渉 1933–1994) attaches special significance to the con-
cept of reification (物象化) as distinct from that of alienation. In Hiro-
matsu’s reading, Marx’s thought developed from his early theory of 
alienation, still confined within the modern subject/object schema, 
to the theory of reification, which surpasses the limits of the mod-
ern worldview. Based on a radically relationist conception of human 
society, Marx’s concept of reification (Versachlichung) refers to the 
circumstance that the intersubjective relation of human beings is 
“misconceived” as a relation between things, a property of things, or a 
self-contained thing. Hiromatsu further seeks to broaden this Marx-
ian concept of reification into a general ontological-epistemological 
concept, which plays a pivotal role in his whole philosophical project. 

This approach of Hiromatsu to Marx’s theory of reification has 
recently been questioned and contested by some authors, however, 
who claim that the concept of reification in Marx’s work refers not 
to a misconception or cognitive delusion, but to a state of affairs that 
actually or “objectively” arises in social relations. In the present paper, 
with reference to these critiques, I will survey and critically examine 
Hiromatsu’s analysis, and thereby suggest the possibility of recon-
ceiving reification as a kind of structuring or restructuring process of 
social relations. In this context, it will prove highly relevant to rein-
terpret Marx’s analysis of the value-form in Capital, specifically of the 
transition from the total to the general form of value, as a reifying 
process of restructuring of the commodity relation.
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Panel 30: Machines in Japanese Philosophy

Monstrous Machines and Self-Contradictory Bodies: A Re-ex-
amination of Biomimicry through Canguilhem and Nishida

Alessio Gerola (University of Twente, The Netherlands)

Biomimicry, from the Greek βίος bios, “life”, and μίμησις, mimesis, 
“imitation”, is currently enjoying a widespread enthusiasm as design 
approach to technological artifacts. It draws inspiration from nature’s 
successful mechanisms to solve technological problems, such as 
achieving more efficiency or more ecological sustainability (Blok 
2016). However, such biomimetic approaches commonly display an 
understanding of nature that is already technological. This has been 
criticized by Blok on ecological grounds: the mimicking of nature’s 
exclusively mechanical features ends up reproducing the same kind 
of exploitative patterns that caused the ecological crisis in the first 
place. 

This paper will address the problems of such technological under-
standing of biomimicry from a different perspective. Its starting point 
is the potential danger of biotechnological bodily paternalism it gen-
erates. When this understanding is applied to the design of embodied 
technologies, the way in which these technologies might alter a per-
son’s embodied condition is easily overlooked. In this way, embodied 
technologies designed through a purely mechanical understanding of 
nature present the risk of imposing to the biological body a normative 
notion of technical functionality, creating a biotechnological form of 
bodily paternalism. 

To develop a more critical concept of biomimesis that is able to con-
tain such effects, the challenge can be fruitfully approached from a 
phenomenologically embodied perspective of technical production 
and tool manipulation. This can be found in the ideas of the French 
philosopher Georges Canguilhem and the Japanese philosopher 
Nishida Kitarō, according to whom the creation and interaction with 
artifacts is always situated and embodied.
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This paper will then investigate a concept of biomimesis that takes 
the structural embodiment of organism-technology interactions into 
account, in order to suggest how more accommodating biomimetic 
technologies could be developed. Consequently, the paper first recon-
structs Canguilhem’s objection to Descartes’ mechanistic vision of 
organisms. Canguilhem concludes that machines are organic projec-
tions that cannot be understood without considering their biological 
origin. This conception makes space for the possibility of monstrous 
machines, machines that transgress or betray their purely functional 
boundaries. This notion will be expanded by drawing from Nishida’s 
notion of the self-contradictory body, which represents an embodied 
perspective of human-technology relations that enables to conceive of 
self-contradictory machines. 

Self-contradictory machines can be regarded as biomimetic tech-
nologies that are able to transcend their ascribed functions, entering 
into multistable patterns of purposiveness. Through a radical inter-
pretation of the notion of biomimesis, self-contradictory machines 
blur the boundaries between biological organisms and technological 
artifacts. Taking seriously their possibility produces a biomimetic 
approach that could be able to avoid the dangers of a mechanistic 
and paternalistic form of biomimicry, offering indications for a more 
open and multistable form of biomimetic design. The broader eco-
logical implications of such a concept of biomimicry are sketched in 
the conclusion. 

起死回生 (resuscitation): Japan‘s Search for Machines  
and their Meanings

Justin McDonnell (University of San Francisco)

Japan’s lost decade(s), which began in the 1990’s, ushered in a new 
era of economic and societal malaise. This includes a shrinking 
population, an increased proportion of elderly people, inequality, 
neo-nationalism(s), uncertainty, and isolation. This article seeks to 
understand how Japan is trying to address and reconstruct Japan from 
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the lost decade(s) with the use of artificial intelligence (jinkou chihou) 
and robotics, and its implications for Japanese society. The interdisci-
plinary research conducted considers innovative, historical narratives 
(Morris-Suzuki,1988, Hornyak 2006), and the socio-cultural milieu 
of Japan and its traditions (Allison, 2013; Katsuno, 2010) to further 
appreciate and acknowledge Japanese perspectives and thought on AI 
and robotics and their uses. Furthermore, this article investigates gov-
ernment-issued publications (Innovation 25, 2007; New Robot Strat-
egy, 2015; Revitalization Strategy, 2017) that position Japan as an AI 
and robotics superpower ahead of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, as well 
as indicate a utopian vision and tone of confidence in AI’s ability to 
mitigate Japan’s broken social fabric.

Utilizing contemporary literature by AI field experts (Harari, 2017; 
Bostrom, 2017; Frase, 2016), this article argues that Japan is not taking 
into full account the malicious ramifications of AI. The implemen-
tation and social integration of algorithms and advanced machines 
will pose social and ethical challenges and negative consequences to 
the nation and its citizens, which in its current capacity will outweigh 
its benefits in the post-postwar period. As such, this paper critically 
reimagines a best response and re-envisioning of an unfolding and 
possible future. Research findings may also hold significance in other 
cultural and national contexts. 

Panel 31: Transformation and Transmigration

Human Transitions: Japanese and Western Ethics  
of Immigration

Dario Mazzola (University of Milan)

Japan is often but passingly referred to in the debates over eth-
ics of migration and nationalism: both cosmopolitan advocates of 
open-borders such as Joseph Carens and supporters of liberal nation-
alism like David Miller consider it a paradigmatic case of a relatively 
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closed country with a homogeneous culture and ethnicity who as 
such is allowed to exceptionally strict immigration politic. 

With immigrants’ population rate set at lower than 1%, and after 
Taro Aso’s declaration that Japan prides itself on being “one nation, 
one civilization, one language, one culture and one race”, the assump-
tion of tanitsu minzoku (“homogeneous people”) seems unquestion-
able and is strongly reflected in the country’s institutions, especially 
in its naturalization law. However, the demographic crisis and the 
related political debate has questioned the trajectory of the country’s 
population and the sustainability of a neo-sakoku (“closed-country)-
like immigration policy, with Hidenori Sakanaka even claiming that 
Japan would need “an immigration stimulus”.

In my paper, I try to make Western ethics of immigration with all 
its limitations—first of all the notable distance between normative 
proposals and actual practices—relate to Japanese philosophy, by 
drawing from James W. Heisig’s and John C. Maraldo’s Rude Awaken-
ings: Zen, the Kyoto School, & the Question of Nationalism.

My claim is that, while an ethics of immigration in the sense of the 
one discussed in Western multicultural societies would not exist in 
Japanese philosophy, due to the paramount importance of the issue 
to the country’s vital interests and its socio-political arrangements, a 
fruitful dialogue with the classic and current thematization of Japa-
nese nationalism can be established. 

Transitions after destruction:The artistic response to the 2011 
triple catastrophe in Japan

Tamara Schneider (Doshisha University)

Japan has a long history of coping with disasters. The March 2011 triple 
catastrophe—namely the Tōhoku Earthquake, the resulting tsunami, 
and the nuclear meltdown at Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactor—
had dramatic impacts on Japanese society. The creation of artworks 
and the expression of sentiments through art is one way of coping 
with such traumatic experiences. Against this background, in this 
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paper I will identify artworks dealing with the 2011 triple catastro-
phe and discuss the following research questions: How have Japanese 
artists reacted to the 2011 triple catastrophe, how has the experience 
changed their artistic path, and which transition processes can be 
identified in the artworks themselves? How do respective artworks 
address and reach society and how do they help in coping with disas-
ter consequences? And how do the artworks relate to the ethics of 
human-induced transitions of nature?

In order to answer these questions I will analyze selected exam-
ples of Japanese artworks related to the triple disaster. Following the 
iconographic approach, I will describe the way of the artistic repre-
sentation, the techniques, and the medium used in art creation. I will 
then interpret the artworks by expanding the perspective to an icono-
logical view and by having a closer look at how these pieces of art are 
deep-seated in Japanese culture and society.

I will mainly show that after catastrophic destruction there is an 
urgent need for creation, not only in material but also in spiritual-ar-
tistic terms. I provide a description of how this transition emerges, 
evolves, and becomes manifest within the artist, the artwork, and 
society, and show this transition provides room for new mindsets in 
arts and society.

Panel 32: Nishida and the Arts

Selbst-Bild: Kalligraphie als Ort der formlosen Form inner-
halb Nishidas Philosophie

Dagmar Dotting (Universities of Prague and Vienna)

Nishida Kitarôs Lebenswerk lässt sich nicht nur von seiner Phi-
losophie her verstehen. Sein Denkweg war stets durchdrungen 
von der Übung des Zen-Buddhismus. So sind sein kalligraphi-
scher Nachlass sowie seine Waka-Dichtungen ein Zeugnis wech-
selseitiger Befruchtung seines philosophischen Weges mit seiner 
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Zen-Praxis. 
Der Vortrag teilt sich in zwei aufeinander bezogene Teile. In ihnen 

spiegelt sich gleichsam die zirkuläre Textstruktur der Schriften Nis-
hidas und die dialektische Bewegung innerhalb der Selbstbildung. Er 
hat damit selbst einen performativen Charakter.

Im ersten Teil wird die Konstitution des Selbst-Bilds im Sinne Nis-
hidas auf dem Hintergrund absolut widersprüchlicher Selbstidenti-
tät in Bezug zur wahren Realität und Reinen Erfahrung dargestellt. 
Der Aufbau seiner dialektisch bewegten „Inneren Welt“ ist gebunden 
an die formlose Form des Selbst, welche den Ort des Nichts (beim 
frühen Nishida Reine Erfahrung genannt) braucht, um in diskonti-
nuierlicher Selbstbejahung, die zugleich Selbstverneinung ist, zur 
Anschauung zu kommen. Innerhalb dieser Anschauung bleibt das 
Selbst selbst formlos. Ein Blick in das Spätwerk Nishidas (NKZ 10.1) 
zeigt, dass er dort mit der gleichen Denklogik, die natürliche Welt 
und deren Räumlichkeit (kûkan 空間) und Zeitlichkeit die ideellen 
Formen (keisô 形相) bildet, die zudem begrenzt werden. Da diese For-
men der Intellektuellen Anschauung zuzuordnen sind, zeigen diese 
sich in der Handelnden Anschauung als Gestaltungsakt der diskon-
tinuierlichen Kontinuität von Welt, als Welt-Bild. Deren Handlungs-
sakt gründet auf der Gerichtetheit des Leibes innerhalb dieser Welt.

Der zweite Teil überträgt diese Bewegung der Selbst-Bildung auf 
den Akt des Kalligraphierens. Darin wird der leibliche Selbst-Aus-
druck betont, in welcher der Schatten (kage 景) des Selbst-Bildes in 
Erscheinung tritt. Der Tuschestrich selbst ist demnach nicht der Aus-
druck des Selbst, sondern die Spur einer autopoeitischen Reflexion 
im Selbst, die sich durch Handelnde Anschauung darin in seiner 
Form (katachi 容) als „Lebens-Bewegung-des Selbst“ veräusserlicht.

Artistic Transitions: Nishida Kitarōo and Japanese Aesthetics

Iuliana Maria Popescu (Kyoto University)

This paper proposes an inquiry into the philosophy of art introduced 
in the writings of Nishida Kitarō. At the intersection between Zen 
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thought and philosophy, between Western and Eastern cultural iden-
tities and practices, we encounter novel concepts of beauty, creative 
intuition and acting, or aesthetic experience.

This art theory is one that takes form in the space between Abso-
lute Nothingness and Buddhist Emptiness. We shall concentrate on 
these two main concepts in order to clarify the role art plays in Nishi-
da’s philosophy, and the way its importance gradually changes and 
evolves.

“In art, expression itself is truth”, declares Nishida in his work Art 
and Morality (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1973), and phi-
losophy and art are in constant connection and react to one another. 
In From the Actor to the Seer, Nishida confesses he seeks to give a “phil-
osophical foundation” to what he considers to be the source of Asian 
culture: “seeing the form of the formless and hearing the sound of the 
soundless”. Grounded in the idea of Nothingness, Japanese aesthetics 
have for him the distinctive quality of “employing form to express the 
formless” (Fundamental Problems of Philosophy), and we shall follow 
across spatiotemporal boundaries in order to clarify its role in Nishi-
da’s aesthetic theory. While informed on Western writings, both old 
and new, concerning art history and philosophy, Nishida will come 
to treat the subject from a clearly Eastern standpoint: that of the way 
(dō) of art, leading to liberation.

Originating in expression, artistic creativity is equally a communi-
cation transcending various types of boundaries and constrictions, 
both in theory as in contemporary practice. It marks an absolutely 
contradictory self-identity and stems from an ordinary, true, empty 
heart. And so, in place of a conclusion, we shall extend –and try to 
find an answer to—the question on how could we understand today’s 
art world through Nishida Kitarō’s theory of aesthetics. Could we still 
talk about the place of Absolute Nothingness in the context of a pres-
ent-day art exhibition? Or can the soundless no longer be heard? 
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Panel 33: Literature and Philosophy

“How Wonderful and Ordinary!“: Jane Austen, Sōseki,  
and Nishida

Yusa Michiko (Western Washington University)

1. It is well known that Natsume Sōseki arrived at the ideal of 
sokuten kyoshi (“going along with heaven, leaving behind the ego”) 
as the ultimate principle of his novel writing. Much discussion of this 
idea has been influenced by the austere image of the four Chinese 
characters that make up this idea: soku 則 (in accordance with), ten 
天 (heaven, or “nature”), kyo 去 (leaving behind), and shi 私 (“I,” an 
ego-bound self, an egocentric perspective). These kanji create a cer-
tain perception that this idea points to some profound religious value, 
possibly alluding to Zen Buddhist or Zhuangzian Daoist worldview. 
This turned into a hotly debated controversy for a while until Etō 
Jun, a literary critic, laughed at it as myth. This myth, however, still 
vaguely lingers on to this day.

2. It is much less well known that Sōseki considered Jane Austen‘s 
Pride and Prejudice as one of the works that embodied this ideal. It 
follows then, that by reading Jane Austen‘s works, we may get an inti-
mation of what Sōseki meant by the artistry of sokuten kyoshi, which 
is sometimes described as “Be uncontrived in your writing; let it flow 
naturally.” 

3. I propose it is the quality of “ordinariness” that one fines in J. 
Austen‘s works that falls under the ideal of sokuten kyoshi as Sōseki 
defined it; Walter Scott‘s famous praise of J. Austen‘s talent in this area 
comes as supporting argument. 

4. As I read Jane Austen‘s works in view of Sōseki‘s description of 
sokuten kyoshi, qualities that mark her works—such as “the ordinary, 
the commonplace”—start to gain in importance and aesthetic luster. 

5. Surprisingly, Jane Austen‘s works were slow to gain popularity 
during her lifetime. Her nephew put it as follows: “Her reward was 
not to be the quick return of the cornfield, but the slow growth of 
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the tree which is to endure to another generation.” I attribute this 
slow but steady growth of her literary reputation to the very qual-
ity of “ordinarity” which permeates her novels. Not to be neglected 
here is the quality of lightheartedness and her sense of humor that 
characterized J. Austen‘s “ordinarity.” Slowly but surely, this quality 
of ordinarity captured the taste of the readers and proved to be the 
staying power of her works. In 2017, the bicentenary of her death was 
celebrated throughout England, and all sorts of films and DVDs are 
continued to be produced based on her works, albeit some are only 
remotely related to her works. 

6. In the last section of this essay, I will introduce Nishida into the 
discussion, for his notion of byōjōte“ 平常底 (“the ordinary,” or “ordi-
narity”) certainly expresses the same quality of “commonplaceness” 
that runs through Jane Austen‘s works. How does this “commonpla-
ceness” become an artistic attitude? I will develop my reflections on 
the literary and philosophical merits of “ordinarity,” with the help of 
Nishida‘s insight into “immanent transcendence” as the desired direc-
tion for the future of human culture. 

Japan’s Great Love for Nietzsche: The Epic Story of Nietzsche-
an Philosophy in the Classics of Modern Japanese Literature

Damian Flanagan

It‘s little known in Japan just how transforming Nietzsche was to some 
of the greatest Japanese writers - particularly Soseki and Mishima. In 
Soseki’s private library no book contains as much marginalia as his 
copy of “Thus Spoke Zarathustra”, ideas we can see transformed and 
given a comic twist in “I am a Cat”. But that would only be the begin-
ning of the fascinating interaction between Japan’s great modern lit-
erature and Nietzschean philosophy.

While Soseki continued to mull Nietzsche’s ideas, the translator 
Ikuta Choko appeared in 1909 on his doorstep begging for his help in 
the gargantuan task of translating Zarathustra into Japanese, requir-
ing Soseki to study Nietzsche in different English translations and the 
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German original. Soon Soseki was depicting Ikuta in his novel “And 
Then” and loading his subsequent novel “The Gate” with profoundly 
Nietzschean philosophic concepts - closely linked to Zen - while 
alluding to some conundrums of translation. But, by this time, Soseki 
and Ikuta had already bitterly fallen out and Ikuta had gone to Mori 
Ogai instead, inspiring Soseki’s great literary rival to also start deeply 
contemplating Nietzsche.

In the post-war era, Yukio Mishima so loved Nietzsche that after 
his spectacular death in 1970, his mother left a copy of Nietzsche on 
his altar to read for all eternity. The ideas of Nietzsche were power-
ful influences in Mishima’s ideas about sensuality, aesthetics, strength 
of will and self-transformation. And Mishima’s great works “Confes-
sions of a Mask”, “The Temple of the Golden Pavilion” and “Kyoko’s 
House” and many others were all underpinned in different ways by a 
wrestling with Nietzschean philosophic concepts.

My proposed talk will tell the epic story of this meeting of Japan’s 
greatest literary minds with Nietzsche’s revolutionary philosophical 
ideas and make reference to the way German philosophical concepts 
were translated into English before being transformed into Japanese.

Panel 34: Daoism and Confucianism

Inquiring into the Centre of the Ring in Zhuangzi Philosophy: 
From the Perspective of Nishida’s Absolute Nothingness

Liu Kuan Ling

In a classical interpretation, the theme of ‘creativity’ did not emerge in 
the context of Zhuangzi philosophy until the occurrence of the inter-
pretation of ‘Zhuangzi as Confucian 莊子儒門說’, which argument was 
stated by Confucians in the late Ming and early Qing dynasties. Wang 
Fuzhi 王夫之 (1619–1692), a representative figure of the argument of 
‘Zhuangzi as Confucian’, used the “Centre of the Ring” (Huanzhong 
環中), an important concept in Zhuangzi , as an essential thread to 
reveal the Yi Jing 易經 origin of Zhuangzi philosophy and to show 
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the potentiality of creativity in Zhuangzi. Prof. Rur Bing Yang 楊儒
賓 (1956-) elucidates a modern meaning of ‘Zhuangzi as Confucian’ 
and emphasizes a contemporary position that Zhuangzi philosophy is 
supposed to hold. What interests him is the significance of creativity 
in Zhuangzi and what he applies to interpret creativity is a term called 
‘paradoxical unity 詭譎的同一’ from the viewpoint of ‘ultimate being-
ness’ in a Confucian sense. This approach provokes heated debates 
between Prof. Rur Bing YANG and Prof. Jean François Billeter (1939-
). A crucial point is: how is creativity possible in Zhuangzi philoso-
phy? In this presentation, I attempt to focus on the logical structure 
of the Centre of the Ring from an alternative perspective gleaned 
from ‘absolute nothingness’, which concept was presented by Nishida 
Kitarō 西田幾多郎 (1870–1945), evaluating the debates surrounding 
creativity in Zhuangzi philosophy and clarifying more nuances of cre-
ativity inherent in Zhuangzi.

The Case for Confucian Philosophy: An Analysis of Yamaga 
Sokō’s Concept of Loyalty and its Modern Interpretations

Alexandra Mustățea, Tōyō University

Following WW2, inquiries into Japanese Confucian philosophy have 
been grappling with its unfortunate entanglement with the prewar 
authoritarian regime, leading to its massive disavowal and more 
recent accounts about its eradication after the war, both in local and 
Western scholarship. 

Most such theories view Confucian moral philosophy as one of the 
primary enablers of Japanese prewar authoritarianism and point to 
its (presumably) intrinsic incompatibility with liberal and democratic 
principles (with its accent on formalism and passé conceptualizations 
of social existence and morality, enforcing obedience and submission) 
as a main cause for it. However, in this presentation, I put forward the 
thesis that Japanese Confucian philosophy was rather a collateral vic-
tim of prewar authoritarianism, and not an enabler, and I will attempt 
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to prove this by reflecting on the Confucian concept of loyalty (忠) 
and its modern and premodern interpretations. 

For this purpose, I will analyze the uses (and abuses) of the term by 
Meiji and Taishō moral philosophers, and I will subsequently revisit 
the concept as originally proposed by the Edo period Confucian 
scholar Yamaga Sokō (1622–1685) in his work Shidō (士道). 

Shidō, the first work of Japanese philosophy which attempted to 
adapt the Confucian ethical framework to the realities of the Edo 
period (with main reference to the moral life of the military class) 
is not the most renowned or mature of Sokō‘s works. However, it is 
essential for the dialectics of loyalty in Japan, as it was one of the pri-
mary sources of inspiration for modern conceptualizations of moral-
ity and national identity (thanks mainly to the work of Yoshida Shōin 
吉田松陰 (1830–1859) and his disciples, who went on to become mem-
bers of the Meiji political and intellectual elite). 

By analyzing Sokō‘s Shidō, I attempt to shed some light on the 
historical evolution of the Confucian ideal of loyalty while simul-
taneously proposing an alternate interpretation of the relationship 
between Japanese Confucian moral philosophy and the mechanisms 
of authoritarianism.

Panel 35: Transitions East / West

A new “grammar” for “experience”: Nishida beyond  
Wittgenstein

Florencia Di Rocco (Keio University)

Nishida describes “pure experience” as “the moment of seeing a color 
or hearing a sound (...) prior not only to the thought that the color or 
sound is the activity of an external object or that one is sensing it, but 
even to the judgment of what this color or this sound is” (Nishida, 
Zen no kenkyû, Abe‘s translation slightly changed). But the concept 
of “experience” seems to infringe the grammar of “purity” specified 
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by the concept of “pure experience”: is it possible to state that the 
“moment” of “pure experience” is wholly qualified—at a phenome-
nological level—by the “unifying thing” or the sound itself without 
appealing to any feature of that particular “sound”? Japanese phe-
nomenology gets thus confronted with the problem of the grammar 
of “experience” itself. To put it in Wittgenstein‘s terms: “The ‘expe-
rience’ that we need in order to understand logic is not that such 
and such is the case, but that something is; that, however, is not an 
‘experience’. Logic precedes every experience—that something is so. 
It is prior to the question ‘How?’, not prior to the question ‘What?’” 
(Wittgenstein, Tractatus 5.552). How can Nishida then save the notion 
of “experience”—which implies a characterization of its content—
and that of “purity”—when referring to something which has not yet 
been conceptualized—and still claim that his phenomenology is not 
a simple “logic”? We will try to show how some of the remarks on the 
grammar of experience—as presented in Nishida‘s original text and 
in both English translations—lets mitigate the seeming “oxymoron” 
in Nishida‘s main concept.

Transcendence as a concept for Husserl, Heidegger, Nishida 
and Mou: a philosophical transition from the West to the 
East 

Yeung Tak-Lap, Freie Universität Berlin

In the history of the Western philosophy, transcendence grounds the 
possibility of a transition in thought from the West to the East, since 
it is a key concept regarding the Self and the World, the Inner and 
the Outer, the Possibility and the Actuality, etc. In this paper, I am 
first going to introduce the term ‘transcendence’ by way of a short 
retrospection. From transcendere in the scholastic philosophy to 
Kant’s notion of transcendence and immanence as opposites, then 
we arrive at the modification of the term Transzendenz in Husserl’s 
phenomenology. Here we see the reconciliation of transcendence and 
immanence by the method of ἐποχή (epoché) in the phenomenolog-
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ical manner. On this basis, the young Heidegger modifies Husserl’s 
transcendence into the constitution of Being (Seinsverfassung), by 
which the human existence (Dasein) as being-in-the-world (In-der-
Welt-sein) receives and constitutes his or her own meaning with care 
(Sorge) in terms of the temporality (Zeitlichkeit). 

From this point, I would turn to the contemporary Eastern thought 
that criticizes and responds precisely to this tradition. Facing up 
to challenges from Western cultures and thoughts, Kitarō Nishida 
(1870–1945) and Mou Zongsan (1909–1995) try their very best to 
internalize or transform the Western philosophy into the contempo-
rary Japanese and Chinese philosophy which fit more broadly within 
the background of the Asian tradition. Nishida conceives Husserl’s 
phenomenology as the position of “the self of the intelligible under-
standing”, which overlooks the priority of the bodily emotion and 
feeling during the constitution of the self and meaning. In response 
to Heidegger’s thought about the finitude of the human existence, 
Nishida stands with Heidegger’s understanding on death, with which 
the finitude and the authenticity of the one’s own possibility can be 
truly revealed: “I am myself by knowing my own death.” However, he 
criticizes both philosophers, explicitly and implicitly, for omitting the 
matter of subjectivity. He uses the word transcendence to explain his 
conception of absolute nothingness that represents the go-beyond of 
being and non-being. On the other side, Mou also uses the resources 
of Chinese philosophy to respond the problem of transcendence and 
the self. He tries to connect Kant’s philosophy with his “doctrine of 
heart-mind” (心學) and criticizes Heidegger’s interpretation of Kant 
in which he eliminates the infinite dimension of human existence. 
Mou argues that the transcendence of Dasein represents not only the 
possibility of constituting the finite being, but also the possibility of 
being infinite in morality. By the above examples, we can see that the 
concept of transcendence plays an important role in the transition of 
the philosophical thoughts from the West to the East. 
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Introducing the Participants
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Bonneels, Pierre
Graduated in Buddhology at the Bukkyo University, Pierre Bonneels 
received a research grant from the Japanese Ministry of Education at 
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Groupe de Recherches en Ontologie Formelle et Développementale, he 
is attached to the Centre de Recherches en Philosophie (PHI) at the Uni-
versité Libre de Bruxelles (ULB).

Bouso, Raquel
Raquel Bouso is an associate professor at the University Pompeu Fabra 
in Barcelona, Spain, where she received her PhD with a thesis on the 
notion of emptiness in the philosophy of Nishitani Keiji. Her research 
interests include intercultural and East Asian philosophies, aesthetics 
and religion. Recently she has coordinated the Spanish edition of J. W. 
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textos (Herder, 2016).
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Languages & Literatures, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan. He 
earned his PhD in East Asian Languages and Civilizations at the Univer-
sity of Chicago and his masters in comparative literature at the Univer-
sity of Washington, Seattle. His current research focuses on experimental 
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the Rising Sun: Postcolonial Nostalgia and Politics in the Taiwan Tanka 
Association Today” (2017).
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Chambers, Garcia
Garcia Chambers is currently a lecturer at the faculty of sociology at Tōyō 
University. His recent research interests incorporate an interdisciplinary 
approach focusing on Japanese cultural aesthetics as well as Caribbe-
an-Japan cultural comparisons.

Crespín, Montserrat
Montserrat Crespín Perales received a Law Degree at Pompeu Fabra 
University (upf) in 1998 and a Philosophy Degree at the University of 
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Barcelona (ub) in 2003, with Extraordinary Prize. She is a Japan Foun-
dation Fellowship Researcher at the International Research Center for 
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and Humanities Studies at the Open University of Catalonia (uoc) from 
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und Translation. Dizdar hat sich in ihren Publikationen bisher u.a. mit 
der Rolle von Translation und der Translationswissenschaft im Spekt-
rum der Geisteswissenschaften und (hochschul)politischen Aspekten 
der Forschung und Lehre beschäftigt. Sie setzt sich für eine in halt liche 
Trans formation der translationswissenschaftlichen Lehre ein.

Dockstader, Jason
Jason Dockstader is a lecturer in Philosophy at University College Cork, 
Ireland. His research interests are in comparative philosophy, metaethics, 
and moral psychology. 

Dotting, Dagmar
Dagmar Dotting received her first degree in Fine Arts at the Kunsthoch-
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Radermacher and her second degree in Philosophy and Arts of Sciences 
at the University of Kassel and Goethe Universität Frankfurt/Main. Pres-
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i. B. 2017.
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Florence Emptas is currently a French PhD student linked to the Insti-
tute of Transtextual and Transcultural Studies (iett) in Lyon, France, 
since the beginning of 2015. After having submitted her Master Thesis in 
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Japanese literature and culture, she is writing a PhD Thesis founded on 
the critical analyses of Japanese political thoughts ambivalence since the 
1960s based on comparative analyses of Japanese animated series. The 
main focus of her research is political philosophy and critical cinema-
tography.

Fernandes, Amanda
Amanda Fernandes is a doctorate student at the Universitat Pompeu 
Fabra, Spain, where she is currently developing the thesis about the 
problem of modern subjectivity and its ontological implications through 
Nishitani Keiji’s perspective. She holds a doctoral scholarship from capes 
(Coordination for the Improvement of Higher Level -or Education- Per-
sonnel), a public foundation within the Ministry of Education of Brazil 
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Felipe Ferrari is an Associate Professor at the Nagoya University of For-
eign Studies, Japan. He also teaches languages and philosophy at the Fujita 
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papers around the world. He was the first Westerner to publish a book 
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in Japanese (日本人が知らない夏目漱石) on celebrated Japanese author 
Natsume Soseki (1867–1916) and his translation of Soseki‘s writings on 
Britain (The Tower of London: Tales of Victorian London) won a Japan-US 
Friendship Commission Prize for the Translation of Japanese Literature.

Fongaro, Enrico
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Philosophy and works on the Italian translation of the Complete Edition 
of Kitarō Nishida’s works. His research interests include the Kyoto School 
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Juan Ignacio García de las Peñas Otero is a Doctoral Student at the Fac-
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University (Tokyo), a member of the board of directors of Nishida Phi-
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ety for Whitehead-Process Studies. He received a Ph.D in philosophy 
from Sophia University (Tokyo) in 2000. He has published two books 
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on Nishida’s philosophy with Hōsei University Press: Logic and method 
of Nishida’s Philosophy (Japanese), 2004. Historical Reality and Nishi-
da’s Philosophy (Japanese), 2008. He has also authored a monograph 
on Schopenhauer published by the same press: Genealogy of Groundless 
Will: Schopenhauer and Philosophers of Negation of Will (Japanese), 2016. 
His interests include Japanese philosophy, German transcendental phi-
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Aleksi Jarvela is a PhD Candidate at Helsinki University. The topic of his 
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of directors of the European Network of Japanese Philosophy (enojp). 
His research interests include the philosophy of Nishida Kitarō, the Kyo-
to-School, Buddhism, phenomenology, embodiment, self-care (epime-
leia heautou) and the philosopy of technology.
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Kuwano Moe
Kuwano Moe is currently doing research at the Kanazawa Seiryo Univer-
sity in Japan. Her research interests include Yuasa Yasuo, the mind body 
unity and the philosophy of therapy.

Kuwayama Yukiko
Yukiko Kuwayama is writing her PhD thesis “Phänomenologie des 
Gefühls - im Horizont des Ostasiatischen Ki (Qi)-Begriffs” under the 
supervision of Prof. Dr. Rolf Elberfeld and is a research assistant at the 
Institut für Philosophie at Hildesheim University. Her previous research 
was focused on bridging the theoretical and practical aspects in Kant’s 
philosophy and she wrote her master’s thesis in Translation Studies 
and Japanese Studies at Bonn University, regarding the translation of 
representative concepts from European languages to modern Japanese 
(“freedom,” “nature,” and “right”). Currently, her research focus is on the 
phenomenology of feelings and emotions in connection to the concept 
of ki (Chin. qi).

Liederbach, Hans Peter
Prof. Dr. Hans Peter Liederbach teaches philosophy and German at Kwan-
sei Gakuin University. He is doing research on how Western thought has 
been received in Japan, especially with regard to the problem of mod-
ernism. He has published books and articles on Watsuji Tetsurō, Martin 
Heidegger and others. Recently, he edited Philosophie im gegenwärtigen 
Japan, München: Iudicium, 2017.

Liu Kuan Ling
Kuan Ling Liu is a Researcher at National Tsing Hua University, in the 
Graduate Institute of Philosophy until 2018/08, and an independent 
scholar right now. Her areas of interest are Zhuangzi philosophy and 
Nishida philosophy. She has published a paper on “Contradictoriness in 
Zhuangzi’s thought: Clues offered by the Hunyuan Model.”

Lofts, Steve G.
Steve G. Loft is Professor at the Department of Philosophy of King‘s Uni-
versity College, Canada. His primary area of research is European phi-
losophy in general and the neo-Kantian tradition, with a special focus 
on Ernst Cassirer. He has published a number of books on Cassirer and 
translated a large portion of his work into English. At the moment, he 
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is working on the proofs of a new translation of Cassirer’s Philosophy 
of Symbolic Forms. His interest in Japanese philosophy and the Kyoto 
School was sparked a few years ago as he was working on a book on 
Cassirer and Heidegger. While doing a research stay in Japan, he decided 
to start a book project on the relationship between neo-Kantian thought, 
Cassirer, and the Kyoto school tradition.

Loughnane, Adam
Adam Loughnane is Lecturer in Philosophy at University College Cork 
and Co-Director of the Irish Institute of Japanese Studies. His research 
and teaching centre on the phenomenological and aesthetic traditions 
of Europe and Asia. Focusing mostly on French and Japanese philoso-
phies, Adam explores themes relating to phenomenological accounts of 
motion, perception, and expression, intercultural philosophical method-
ology, and non-theistic conceptions of faith. He has recently completed 
a book, “Nishida and Merleau-Ponty: Artistic Expression as ‘Motor-Per-
ceptual faith’,” coming out early 2019.

Machado, Lucas
Lucas Machado is currently a Philosophy PhD Student at the University 
of São Paulo. His main research interests are German Idealism, Madhya-
maka Buddhism, Kyoto School Philosophy and Intercultural Philosophy.

Marinucci, Lorenzo
Lorenzo Marinucci is a PhD candidate in Aesthetics at the University of 
Rome - Tor Vergata. His research project is focused on the phenomenol-
ogy of atmospheres and on the notion of “wind” in Japanese aesthetics. 
He is also active as translator: he translated in Italian and English works 
by Watsuji, Kuki, Akutagawa and Shiki among others. 

Martin, Philip
Philip Martin is a PhD candidate at Macquarie University in Sydney, Aus-
tralia. His primary research area is philosophical aesthetics and cross-cul-
tural comparative philosophy, particularly focusing on Japanese, Indian, 
and European philosophical traditions. His PhD dissertation seeks to 
develop critical aesthetics along cross-cultural lines through Abhina-
vagupta, Nishida Kitarō, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and Gilles Deleuze.
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Mazzola, Dario
Dario Mazzola is currently a PhD candidate at the University of Milan. 
His field of specialization is the ethics of migration and his research 
interests include philosophy (especially political and moral philosophy, 
bioethics, and aesthetics), history and human sciences (sociology, psy-
chology, pedagogy).

McDonnell, Justin P.
Justin P. McDonnell is a graduate student at the University of San Fran-
cisco in the department of Asia Pacific Studies. His research interests 
include Japanese intellectual and cultural history, Japanese value-sys-
tems, and Sinitic adaptations. Justin has written extensively for several 
publications on contemporary and historical issues facing East Asia, and 
has interviewed senators, public intellectuals, analysts, and academic 
scholars. He possesses in-country experience in East Asia, specifically in 
China and Japan. He lived and studied in Xiamen and Xi’an, China, and 
more recently participated in a government-sponsored visit to the Kansai 
and Kanto regions of Japan.

McDougall, Edward 
Edward McDougall is currently working at Durham University as an 
Academic Tutor and recently taught a course in Non-European Philos-
ophy at the University of Wolverhampton as a Visiting Lecturer. He has 
published a paper on Heidegger and Shinto in Philosophy East and West 
and published a work on Heidegger and Miyazaki. His main areas of 
research are philosophy of religion, comparative philosophy and history 
of thought. He has recently finished his PhD thesis entitled “Heidegger 
and the East Asian World: Continuing the Dialogue.”

Miyata Akihiro
Akihiro Miyata is a Ph.D. student at the University of Tokyo, Department 
of Comparative Literature and Culture. His research topic is understand-
ing other persons, especially from the standpoint of phenomenology, 
Heidegger, Watsuji, Arendt, and the ethics of care.

Morioka Masahiro
Masahiro Morioka is Professor of Human Sciences at Waseda University. 
His main research topics are philosophy of life, metaphysics and applied 
ethics.
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Morisato Takeshi
Takeshi Morisato is a Post-Doctoral Research Fellow at Université libre 
de Bruxelles. He is currently serving as editor for the European Journal 
of Japanese Philosophy (EJJP), general editor for the book series, “Studies 
in Japanese Philosophy” (Chisokudō Publications), and section editor of 
the “Japanese Philosophy” for the series “Introduction to World Philos-
ophies” (Bloomsbury). His research interests include the Kyoto School, 
metaxology, metanoetics, and world philosophies.

Müller, Ralf
Ralf Müller is currently a research fellow at the Institute for Philosophy 
at the University of Hildesheim (Germany). His research interests involve 
philosophy of language and culture, particularly the intercultural philos-
ophy of Ernst Cassirer. His research also encompasses regional philoso-
phies including pre-modern Buddhist and modern Japanese philosophy. 
After completing a doctoral dissertation, “Dōgen’s language thinking: 
Systematic perspectives from history and the theory of symbols” at 
Humboldt University (Berlin, Germany) and postdoctoral studies at 
Kyoto University (Japan), he has become the principal investigator for 
the research project “Translating Philosophy in/to Japan” („Übersetzung 
von Philosophie nach Japan in kulturphilosophischer Perspektive“). Dr. 
Müller is also the founding member of the Research Network “Morphol-
ogy as Scientific Paradigm” (both funded by the German Research Coun-
cil, dfg). He has published widely in various languages with recent works 
such as “The Discovery of Language in Zen: Inoue Enryō’s Prolegomena 
on the Philosophy of Zen School of 1893” and “The Becoming of Form 
and the Formlessness of Form: Contributions to the Philosophy of Life by 
Ernst Cassirer and Nishida Kitarō” (2018). For further details, see ttp://
www. alfmueller.eu.

Mustatea, Alexandra
Alexandra Mustățea, Ph.D., is an Adjunct Lecturer at Tōyō University. 
Her research focus is on Tokugawa Confucian (bu)shidōron and its influ-
ence on modern ethics and discourses of identity. At the moment, she is 
working on a project to translate, interpret and re-evaluate Yamaga Sokō 
and Yoshida Shōin‘s work in the context of Japanese moral philosophy.
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Nakano Yosuke
Yosuke Nakano is a PhD student under Prof. Jordi Vallverdú Segura at 
the Facultat de Filosofía i Lletres, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.

Ōbayashi Katsura
Katsura Ōbayashi is currently a master student at the Graduate School of 
Human and Environmental Studies of Kyoto University, Japan.  His focus 
of research is the Early Heidegger`s hermeneutical Phenomenology.

Oda Kazuaki
Kazuaki Oda is a PhD student at the Graduate School of Human Sci-
ences, Osaka University. His research focus is on the problem of contin-
gency in the philosophy of Kuki Shūzō.

Okada Yūsuke
Okada Yūsuke is a visiting Student at the University of Heidelberg (from 
this October doctoral student at the University of Halle-Wittenberg). He 
is currently working on a dissertation for Kyoto University (Christian 
Studies) about the Hermeneutics of Gadamer.

Okada Yūta
Yūta Okada is currently studying in a master’s course at the Gradu-
ate School of Human and Environmental Studies of Kyoto University 
(Humanontology). The focus of his study is Heidegger. His recent inter-
ests include the body and technology.

Ó Muireartaigh, Rossa
Rossa Ó Muireartaigh teaches at Aichi Prefectural University in Japan. 
He completed his PhD with the European Graduate School.

Osadcha Ferreira, Yuliya
Yuliya Osadcha Ferreira is research fellow at the World Literature Depart-
ment, Taras Shevchenko Institute of Literature and Director of the Far East 
Research Centre, both at the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 
(NASU). She is currently working on her Habilitation and her research 
topics include medieval and modern Japanese literature, the history of 
literary thought and criticism in Japan, theory of literature (structural-
ism, formalism and narratology) and the sociology of literary criticism.
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Pape, Carina
Carina Pape is a Post Doc Researcher at the Europa-Universität Flens-
burg working on the topic “Normative Dimensionen der Empörung” 
(Normative dimensions of indignation). Previously, she was a research 
fellow at the Graduate School for Letters, Kyoto University, Japan, doing 
research on “The Value of Diversity”. The Postdoctoral Fellowship was 
provided by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and the Japan 
Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS).

Pașca, Roman
Roman Pașca is a lecturer at the Research Institute for Japanese Stud-
ies (rijs) at Kanda University of International Studies (kuis) in Chiba, 
Japan. Before, he taught in Romania for 10 years, at the Japanese Lan-
guage Department of the University of Bucharest.

Popescu, Iuliana Maria
Iuliana Maria Popescu has a Bachelor‘s degree in Art History and a Mas-
ter‘s degree in Asian Studies from the University of Bucharest. She is an 
alumna of Kyoto University, Department of History of Japanese Philoso-
phy (Monbukagakusho scholar research under the guidance of Mayuko 
Uehara sensei until 2017), where she did research on the Aesthetics of 
Nothingness as it appears in the writings of Nishida Kitarō. She is cur-
rently pursuing independent research in the same fields of interest: Aes-
thetics of Nothingness, Kyoto School philosophy of art, modern Japanese 
aesthetics, the concepts of Nothing and Void expressed in art and Zen 
thought.

Pujadas Torres, Luis M.
Luis M. Pujadas Torres, now retired, was formerly Adjunct Professor for 
Philosophy of Language at the Universitat de les Illes Balears (uib).

Raud, Rein
Rein Raud is Professor of Asian and Cultural Studies at the School of 
Humanities of Tallinn University, Estonia and Visiting Professor at the 
Insitute of Japanology at the Freie Universität Berlin. His publications 
include Meaning in Action: Outline of an Integral Theory of Culture (2016) 
and Practices of Selfhood (2016, together with Zygmunt Bauman).
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Robbiano, Chiara
Chiara Robbiano was born in Genoa (Italy), where she received her 
degree in Philosophy (1996). At the University of Leiden (The Nether-
lands) she wrote and defended her PhD thesis on Parmenides (Becom-
ing Being, 2005) which was published by Akademia Verlag (2006). She 
has taught at the universities of Leiden and Utrecht for several years 
and she is now Assistant professor of Philosophy, honours director and 
tutor (academic advisor) at University College Utrecht. She is publish-
ing her work on comparative and cross-cultural philosophy in, among 
others, Philosophy East and West, and Ancient Philosophy and in books 
on Greek and Eastern Thought. Please see also https://www.uu.nl/staff/
CRobbiano/#tabCV 

In the last few years she has contrasted Parmenides’ and Śankara’s static 
non-dual metaphysics with Aristotle’s and Descartes’ ‘building-blocks’ 
metaphysics; she has contrasted the Japanese Nishida’s concept of undi-
vided space with Plato’s concept of space in his metaphysics that accepts 
the reality of divisions; and she has explored dynamic non-dual Buddhist 
metaphysics, in the joint paper and forthcoming article by her and Dr. 
Shalini Sinha (University of Reading, UK) on Plato and Buddhism.

Ruesch, Markus
Markus Ruesch is PhD Student at Freie Universitat Berlin, Department 
of History and Cultural Studies, Seminar of East Asian Studies, Japanese 
Studies. He wrote his thesis (submitted 2018) on hagiographies with a 
focus on Shinran. He did research stays at Kyōto University, Ōtani Uni-
versity and Ryūkoku University.

Schneider, Tamara
Dr. Tamara Schneider is an art historian and lecturer at Doshisha Univer-
sity and Kyoto Women‘s University, Kyoto, Japan. Currently she is work-
ing on contemporary artists‘ response to natural disasters.

Sederström, Holger
Holger Sederström promoviert bei Prof. Volker Gerhardt an der Hum-
boldt-Universität zu Berlin über das „Denken“ bei Hannah Arendt im 
Kontext der philosophischen Grundlegung ihrer politischen Theorie. 
Seine Interessen sind neben der politischen Philosophie die Phänomeno-
logie, angewandte Ethik, philosophische Kritik der AI Forschung, sowie 
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die Aufklärung als Epoche. Neben verschiedenen Artikeln ist er Mither-
ausgeber zweier Tagungsbände des russisch-deutschen philosophischen 
Kreises an der HU-Berlin, einem interdisziplinären und interkulturellen 
Forschungskreis.

Shuttleworth, Kyle M. J.
Kyle Michael James Shuttleworth received his doctoral degree from 
Queens University Belfast, where he focused on the ethic of authenticity 
as a response to the problems of freedom and meaning. His research inter-
ests concern modernity as a problem, the relationship between ontology 
and ethics, and the interface between Eastern and Western thought as 
portrayed within the philosophy of Nishitani Keiji and Watsuji Tetsurō.

Simitzi, Sofia
Sofia Simitzi is Professor and Director of the d.iek Hellenic Ministry of 
Education. Her research interests include Modern and Contemporary 
European History (19th–20th century), American Pragmatism, Philos-
ophy of Science, Practical Philosophy, Applied Ethics, Philosophy of 
Globalization, Epistemology, Metaphysics, Philosophy of Religion and 
Phenomenology.

Steineck, Raji C.
Raji C. Steineck is Professor of Japanology at the University of Zurich, 
Switzerland, President of the International Society for the Study of Time 
(isst) and President of the German Society for Japanese Studies (gjf). 
His work is informed by a sustained interest in symbolic form and how 
it relates to intellectual content. His 2014 monograph on Symbolic form 
and function (in German) contains a critical assessment of Cassirer’s 
seminal work and prepares the ground for future applications of this the-
ory in the field of Japanese studies and beyond. The book was followed 
by a monograph on ancient Japanese mythologies. In recent years, Pro-
fessor Steineck has organized collaborative work in the historiography 
of modern Japanese philosophy, concepts of authorship in pre-modern 
East Asian literatures, the rhetorical analysis of Japanese Buddhist texts, 
and a critical assessment of Marxian theory in postwar Japan. He has also 
contributed to a transcultural theory of time and is currently preparing a 
collaborative project on time in medieval Japanese society.
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Strala, Jan Gerrit
Jan Gerrit Strala is Associate Professor of German Language at the 
Aichi Prefectural Unviersity and president of the European Network 
of Japanese Philosophy (enojp). He received his PhD from the Uni-
versity of Hildesheim with a dissertation on Nishida Kitarō. It was 
published in 2016 as Der Form des Formlosen auf der Spur: Sprache 
und Denken bei Nishida.

Strassheim, Jan
Jan Strassheim received a doctoral degree in Philosophy from FU Berlin 
in 2013 and is now Lecturer at Keio University, Tokyo. His main fields of 
research include social theory and the philosophy of language. In recent 
years, he has been working on a phenomenological theory of relevance 
(Sinn und Relevanz, 2015, Relevance and Irrelevance, in press 2018, ed. 
together with Hisashi Nasu).

Takada Yasunari
Takada Yasunori is Professor at Nagoya University of Foreign Studies. His 
main research topic is “Culture and Representation” and his publications 
include Transcendental Descent : Essays in Literature and Philosophy, The 
University of Tokyo Press, 2007, and Overcoming Postmodernism: “Over-
coming Modernity” and Japan, Shubun-Kan, 2002.

Takó, Ferenc
Ferenc Takó is external lecturer at the Department of Japanese Studies 
of the Faculty of Humanities, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hun-
gary. He holds a PhD degree in Philosophy; in his thesis he investigated 
Max Weber‘s “Confucianism and Daoism” in the context of the Weberian 
interpretation of history. In his research he is focusing on the German 
reflections on Chinese and Japanese thought and the Japanese reception 
of European philosophy of history.

Tani Tōru
Tōru Tani is Professor of Philosophy at Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto. 
His main research interest is the phenomenology of nature and culture. 
His publications include 『意識の自然』 (The Nature of Consciousness), 勁
草書房, 1998.
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Timóteo, Liliana
Liliana Timóteo is a history teacher now finishing her Ph.D on Nishida 
Kitarō at the Universidade Lusófona de Humanidades e Tecnologias, 
Portugal. She is currently living in Germany.

Ueno Taisuke
Ueno Taisuke is a Lecturer at Kanda University of International Stud-
ies and is doing research on Japanized “Ethics” (rinrigaku) as well as the 
history of pre-modern Japanese thought (Nihon rinri shisoshi). Another 
focus of his research is on Zeami and the Hagakure.

Warkocki, Wawrzyn
Wawrzyn Warkocki started his Ph.D. studies in 2013 at the Université 
Toulouse − Jean Jaurès and Bergische Universität Wuppertal, under the 
supervision of Prof. Pierre Montebello and Prof. Peter Trawny. He is cur-
rently finishing his dissertation on the concept of faciticity in the phi-
losophy of Martin Heidegger and its relation to Heidegger‘s idea of the 
destruction of ontology and the overcoming of metaphysics. During his 
Ph.D. studies he participated in a research semester (2015) at Hosei Uni-
versity in Tokyo, due to his growing interest in Sino-Japanese Philosophy. 
He is the author of several publications in Polish, French, and English 
and the translator of a book on Heidegger, from German into Polish (P. 
Trawny, Heidegger und der Mythos der jüdischen Weltverschwörung).

Wenzel, Xenia
Xenia Wenzel, geboren 1989 in Potsdam und aufgewachsen in Berlin, 
studierte Philosophie, Slawistik und Sozialwissenschaften an der Hum-
boldt-Universität zu Berlin und an der Université Paris i Panthéon-Sor-
bonne. Anschließend studierte sie Translatologie an der Universität 
Leipzig. Danach absolvierte sie ein weiteres Masterstudium der Gesell-
schaftstheorie an der Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena. Zurzeit promo-
viert sie zur Übersetzung feministischer Philosophie an der Universität 
Leipzig und arbeitet als freiberufliche Übersetzerin und Lektorin. Ver-
öffentlichungen: Der Diskurs der Postmoderne. Eine wissenschaftssoziolo-
gische Perspektive auf die Übersetzung von Philosophie (in Vorbereitung), 
Ian Almond: Der Islam in der deutschen Geistesgeschichte (Übers. Aus 
dem Englischen 2017), Die Übersetzbarkeit philosophischer Diskurse. Eine 
Übersetzungskritik an den beiden englischen Übersetzungen von Heideg-
gers „Sein und Zeit“ (2015).
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Yeung Tak-Lap
Tak-Lap Yeung is a PhD candidate at Freie Universität Berlin. His spe-
ciality is Kant‘s and Heidegger‘s Philosophy, and he is also interested in 
comparative philosophy, especially concerning the communicability of 
eastern and western thoughts. 

Whitehead, Andrew K.
Andrew K. Whitehead is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Kennesaw 
State University, USA. He specializes in East-West comparative philoso-
phy, particularly concerning Chinese philosophy, Japanese philosophy, 
and the German and French traditions of existentialism and phenome-
nology. His current research projects include a philosophical interpreta-
tion of the works of the medieval Zen poet Ikkyū Sōjun (一休宗純) and 
a critical re-interpretation of subjective integration in light of the exis-
tential tension that arises at the intersection of complex social systems 
and phenomenology. He is the President of the Académie du Midi Philo-
sophical Association, an Associate Editor of the journal Comparative and 
Continental Philosophy (Taylor and Francis), and the Associate Execu-
tive Director of the Comparative and Continental Philosophy Circle.

Wirtz, Fernando
Fernando Wirtz is a Graduate Student at the Eberhard Karls Universität 
Tübingen, Philosophische Fakultät. He holds an MA in Philosophy from 
the University of Buenos Aires and is currently doing a PhD in Philos-
ophy at the Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen. His resarch interests 
include German Idealism, Japanese Philosophy and Intercultural Philos-
ophy.

Yamano Hiroki
Hiroki Yamano is currently doing research at the Graduate School of Arts 
and Sciences of the University of Tokyo (Interdisciplinary Cultural Stud-
ies). The focus of his scholarship is the hermeneutics of Paul Ricœur.

Yusa Michiko
Michiko Yusa is Professor of Japanese Thought and Intercultural Philos-
ophy at the Department of Modern & Classical Languages of Western 
Washington University (USA). Her field of specialty is the philosophy of 
Nishida Kitarō and related topics.




